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ABSTRACT

The subject of this study is the syntax of the
verb in the Anle dialect of Ewe.

The categories

ef tense, aspect, meed and negation as well as
the phonologically clitic pronouns are investi
gated, and it is claimed that these forms are
described with maximal generality in terms of
relatively simple base representations and a small
number of grammatical transformations.

The pecu

liar syntactic preperties of verb phrases narked
fer aspect are viewed as a consequence ef a mere
general rule applying to a class ef syntactically
complex nouns.

Verbs are then broadly subcatege-

rized in terms of the (base) syntactic environments
they accept:

these environments, stated as subcate

gorization features, are shown to play a pivetal
role in the differentiation of the many semantic
functiens which may be associated with single verb
stems.

It is finally suggested that an adequate

independent definition of the notion 'morphologi
cal rule* may permit certain more general statements
about the form of Ewe grammar and the functioning
ef its rules.

This study is based primarily upon data collected
by the writer during the course of field research
in Legon and Anyake, Ghana.
total number of pages:
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FOREWORD

The study which fellows concerns Ewe verbal syntax
in the narrower sense.

The auxiliary system, the

clitic pronouns, certain simple movement transfor
mations, and the problem ef verbal syntactic subcategerizatiem have been considered, while the complex
area ef verbal 'serialization* and the syntax ef pre
dicate adjectives and neminals have net been dealt with.

The term ‘verbal syntax1 probably corresponds to no
objectively definable part of the grammar,

un the one

hand, we find ourselves continually obliged to consider
syntactic phenomena which do net directly involve the
verb; on the ether, there is reason to believe that
much ef the data under consideration falls mere pro
perly under the heading of morphology.

The presentation

therefore takes the form of a series of interrelated,
to some extent cumulative essays on various topics cen
tering around the Ewe verb.

It is summarized in terms

ef a list of rules representing a subsection ef the
grammar of Ewe ^Anle dialect).

Perhaps the central problem in linguistic theory

at present is that of constructing a theory of grammar
ample ^powerful) enough to provide for all the pheno
mena known to occur in natural languages, while suffi
ciently constrictive ^weak) to exclude the sort of data
that one would never expect to find, outside of arti
ficially constructed languages.

It may safely he said

that no existing theory meets this goal.

Until reason

able progress is made in solving this problem, it is of
little linguistic interest to demonstrate that some par
ticular interpretation of a linguistic theory can gene
rate a subset of the sentences of a language, excluding
another subset of ungrammatical utterances.

What would

have an interest is a theory specific enough to forco a
decision in every case where we have a choice between
two competing grammars, differing by at least one rule.
For this reason an attempt has been made here to place
a maximal amount of constraints upon the theoretical
model, consistent with what is now known about Ewe.
In several cases considered, it will prove sufficient
to select among alternative proposed grammars.

It need hardly be said that the present study is
indebted in an essential way to a great many people.
In the first place* I should like to thank my thesis
supervisor, Professor C.E. Bazell, for the help he has
given me during the course of my studies at the School
of Oriental and African Studies, and for the many com
ments and corrections he offered to a first version of
this text.

I am also indebted to Neil Smith for many

highly instructive comments on earlier drafts of several
chapters.

From Mrs. Lily Baeta Mallet I have received

much-appreciated help in finding many of the crucial
examples of Chapters 2, 3>

and 4 in the course of many enjoyable meetings
during the summer and fall of 1971.

Professor Jay

Keyser and Richard Kayne have given me invaluable
assistance and comments on what is now Chapter 3,
and Kevin Ford has offered me instructive criticism
of most of the first draft.
Needless to say, this work would not have been
possible without the hospitality and generous help
of many people in Anyako (Volta Region, Ghana), where
most of my field research was conducted in the first
half of 1970.

My special appreciation goes to my

close collaborators and instructors Godfred K. Blebu
and Dickson Dovlo, Anyako residents who may claim re
sponsibility for whatever success I had in acquiring
fundamental notions of Ewe grammar during my stay.
For their help in other matters I thank my host, Todia
Kpogo Ladzekpo, as well as Owusu Gbewonyo and Emmanuel
Tay of the E.P. Primary School.

At the University at

Legon I received valuable assistance from Gilbert Ansre
and members of the Institute of African Studies, from
Alan Duthie, and from Kofi Dei, Cynthia Nutsugah, and
Doris Senuvie, all students at the University.
Finally, I would like to thank J. Lukas and E.
Kfihler-Meyer at the Seminar fur Afrikanische Sprachen
und Kulturen (Hamburg) for placing their excellent
collection of bibliographical material and tapes at my
disposal in the autumn of 1969, and Jack Carnochan for
his help with certain practical (and none the less
essential) matters.
This study was financed in part through grants from
the Research Fund of the University of London and from
the West African Linguistic Society.
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INTRODUCTION

The Ewe language as it is spoken in present-day
Ghana and Western Togo is one of the better-known
languages of West Africa.

This is due in large part

to the work of Diedrich Westermann, whose dictionaries
(1905, 1954) and grammar ^1907, 1930) have long served
as a basis of reference for linguists concerned with
typological problems and language universals, and inter
ested in drawing upon African sources.

In addition,

this work served for many years as a prime source of
reference for those who were involved in the construc
tion of a standard language.
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If the present study does not take the form of a
critical examination of the work of Westermann and
those who have followed him, it is not out of lack
of recognition of the value and importance of this
work, but due to a difference in scope and metho
dology.

westermann, Ansre and others have given us

descriptive grammars of the language which cover to
a greater or lesser extent most of its scientific
ally and linguistically interesting aspects.

Here,

we propose to narrow our sights and examine a series
of selected topics central to Ewe syntax (but far
from exhausting it), with the aim of discovering
some of the regularities to be observed in the lang
uage at a more abstract level than previous inves
tigations have considered, that of 'deep structure'.
It is found that by hypothesizing transformational
relationships between representations of 'observed'
sentences of the language and certain more abstract
structures, we can achieve considerable simplifica
tion of the grammar, in the sense that fewer state
ments are required to describe it.

heedless to say,

this result has considerable interest.

Assuming, as

seems reasonable, that an individual in a learning
situation tends to select the simplest (most general)
of various possible systems for organizing the data
available to him, a theory of language distinguishing
various levels of syntactic representation, related
among themselves by transformations, will provide a
more suitable model for characterizing a speaker's
linguistic competence than will one recognizing only
one level, with its consequent complexity and loss
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of generality.
There are many reasons for believing that deep
structure and transformational rules are more than
the arbitrary constructions of the linguist (though
of course, any proposed deep structure or rule may
be more or less arbitrary, depending upon the over
all cohesiveness and generality of the grammar con
taining it).

Though the methodological restriction

is usually imposed that crucial arguments may only
be drawn from within the dialect under investiga
tion, it often results that the deep structure ar
rived at shows the investigated dialect to be more
similar, at that level, to one or more other dialects
than would appear on the surface; this is not a
logical consequence of the theory,

buch results

are of considerable interest for cross-dialect study;
dialects can be compared in terms of such coordinates
as underlying order of constituents, different order
constraints on transformations and the presence or
absence of certain transformations or of the rule
features associated with individual lexical items.
The construction of 'idealized' dialects, containing
at least some features of a group but not necessarily
corresponding in all respects to any of them, may
become an interesting tool of investigation.
The above considerations extend in a natural way
to the comparative study of members of larger ling
uistic groupings.

Thus, in its deep structure hwe

shares many features with other west African lang
uages that are not immediately obvious, and usually
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not susceptible to precise characterization, at the
level ef surface structure.

A further result is that

deeper levels of representation in the ’synchronic1
grammar of a language often reconstitute, in part,
earlier stages independently known to have occurred in
the historical development of the language.

Even

tually, the notion of deep structure leads to the ob
servation that languages, however great the variety of
forms and constructions they present to naive obser
vation, are highly constrained in terms of what may,
or may not, be a deep structure, a lexical entry, a
syntactic or phonological rule, etc.

The theory of

language is thus confronted with its most challenging
task, that of determining the formal characteristics
which delimit the class of 'possible human languages'.

In order to give the preceding concepts greater
precision, we shall outline a theoretical framework
to serve as a basis for subsequent discussion1 .

A

grammar consists of the following elements:
1.

A phrase-structure (PS) grammar containing the
elements V, ^

, and

— » , and satisfying the

following conditions (among others):
i) V is a finite set of symbols called the
vocabulary.

Strings of symbols are formed

by means of the binary {associative and noncommutative) operation of concatenation,
symbolized '^ • (henceforth omitted).
ii) V consists of the two disjoint subsets V^.
(the terminal vocabulary) and Vn (the non
terminal vocabulary).

Y^. contains grammati

cal formatives and the element A , while V
n
contains the category symbols S, NP, etc.
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iiij The relation * — ► ' ('is rewritten as')
is diadic and irreflexive, defined en cer
tain pairs ef strings formed by concatena
ting symbols of Y.

The initial string, S# ,

is given; pairs (x,y) such that x -♦ y

are

called the phrase-structure (PS) rules ef
the grammar.
iv) A symbol A belongs to the non-terminal vo
cabulary if and only if there are strings
(* is non-null) such that xAy

xwy.

We add the further condition that the grammar be
context-free:
v) All rules of the grammar are of the form
A — # w, i.e. x and y are always null.
Given a set of rules

A

—

wi

wn-l -

x1w1y1
' x2W2y2

W

n

A is said to __________
dominate w_

(and also to dominate

itself); wfi is said to be dominated by A.
then A immediately dominates wn .

If n = l

Any string S such

that all its elements are dominated by A and A
dominates no element not belonging to 3 is said to
be exhaustively dominated by A, or more simply, to
'bo* or 'have the function of* A.

Any string of

terminal symbols (or of the lexical items eventual
ly to be substituted for them) exhaustively dominated
by a single symbol A is said to be a constituent
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of the symbol immediately dominating A.
A category is an equivalence class formed by
all strings exhaustively dominated by a given
non-terminal symbol A^; thus, a string w is a
member of the category A^ if and only if w
is an A^.
2.

A set 1\ of (unordered) lexical substitution
rules which substitute sets of (syntactic,
semantic, and phonological) features, or
lexical items, for occurrences of the termi
nal element A .

3.

A set T. of ordered syntactic (transformational)
J
rules relating sequences of pairs of phrasemarkers (labelled trees or bracketed strings
of terminal elements or lexical items), the
final phrase-marker being termed the ’lexical
representation*.

4.

A set T, of ordered readjustment (transformaK

tional) rules, here to be termed 'morpholo
gical rules', which map lexical representa
tions into phonological representations.
5.

A set

of ordered phonological (transforma

tional) rules, which map phonological repre
sentations into phonetic V . representations.
A transformation consists of two variable strings
termed the structural description and the structural
change which range over the phrase-markers of a
derivation and establish the asymmetrical relation
’is transformed into' between contiguous pairs; con
ditions stateable in terms of the set-theoretical
operations of union, intersection and complementation
may be placed on the structural description.
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A derivation consists of the generation of a
lexical (or phonological, or phonetic) representa
tion by the application of the rules of the gram
mar in accordance with ordering conditions.
ihe sequence of phrase-markers thus generated is
itself called a derivation; if its ultimate mem
ber meets certain well-formedness conditions
(e.g. the terminal symbol 'A* may not be present
in a final string), the derivation is called a
syntactic structure.
The deep structure of a derivation is defined as
the phrase-marker P. such that P. , is formed by
1

i+l

17

the first applicable syntactic transformation.
A derived structure is any phrase-marker formed
by the application of at least one rule of the sets
Tj, T^, or T^.

In particular, surface structure

will here be defined as the phrase-marker which
results when the last applicable member of
has applied (for the last time, in the case of
rules which apply cyclically) and when no member
of T-^ has applied, i.e. a bracketed phonological re
presentation.
The transformational rules apply to the output of
the phrase structure rules and in the following
order: Ti, Tj, Tk, Tq.
Finally, a grammar contains a set of semantic rules
each of which establishes a relation between a
given pair 'deep structure, surface structure'
and one or more semantic representations.
i»iany modifications in the above framework are conceiv
able, some of slight consequence for our purposes and
others of more importance.

In fact, the theory we
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have outlined above has been shown to have many
defects, although for the most part the problem of
finding an acceptable revised version has proven
very difficult.

One of these defects is the fact

that it is not sufficiently restrictive,

insofar

as it is formally capable of characterizing lang
uages with properties as yet unknown to any human
language, it fails in its aim of defining the notion
'natural language1.

In particular, it offers no

principled basis for deciding among various alter
natives currently proposed for dealing with a wide
range of linguistic problems,

.cor this reason,

much current work is involved with the search for
appropriate restrictive formal conditions to be
2
placed on grammars , while other work, in parti
cular that of Bach, has devoted itself to the search
for substantive restrictions that can be imposed
upon grammars, such as universal sets of transfor
mations (major rules) from which each particular
language must draw (at least part of) their rules.
In other respects, the theory outlined above has
proven too weak to account for many facets of ling
uistic competence,

proposals have been made for

extending grammatical theory in certain ways to ac
count for such factors as case relationships, focus,
presupposition, scope of negation and quantifiers,
coreference, etc;
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the problem has been that most

proposals have weakened the theory too far.

Two

suggestions have attracted particular interest, one
proposing the relaxation of the condition that all
members of T. must apply before any member of T.,
^
J
and the other advocating the elimination of the
semantic rules altogether by identifying deep structure
with semantic representation (thus making the seman
tic rules superfluous).

Arguments in favor of the

first proposal consist of showing that at least one
syntactic transformation must precede a lexical
substitution.

In our present study, we have found

no need to relax this ordering condition, as the
range of facts we discuss can be comfortably handled
within the limits it imposes;

this is not to suggest,

of course, that future work may not reveal good argu
ments against it.

it is more difficult to deter

mine just what would constitute a solid case for or
against the second proposal, although it now seems
clear that it has genuine empirical content,

in its

strongest version, one which is stimulating much
current research, it makes the claim that semantic
representation is the appropriate level upon which to
define all syntactic transformation, there being no
intermediate level (rsyntactic deep structure') before
which no transformations can be syntactically motiva
ted.

It is probably too soon to evaluate whether good

arguments can be put forward for this view, though at
present there seem to be a great number of proposed
transformations which appear to have no systematic
syntactic significance, and thus one would want to
maintain the more constrictive view as a working
hypothesis.
The present study can provide no argument for or
against this view (generative' or 'autonomous' seman
tics), since the results of any particular investi
gation cannot be projected onto the general theory of
language: it is at least logically possible that one
language might have a syntactic deep structure while
another does not.

however, we have held to the more

constrictive view t1autonomous syntax') not only on
methodological grounds, but also because there is
some indication that it is more strongly motivated
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for Ewe ten the basis of what is still, admittedly,
superficial investigation).

Thus, to take an example,

we assign a unique deep structure to the noun phrase
koff w6 £b 6

•Kofi's arm*

even though this phrase, like its English gloss,
is ambiguous as between alienable and inalienable
readings, and would therefore be required by genera
tive semantics to have two distinct deep structures;
again, it is possible that future investigation might
discover systematic syntactic consequences of this
(for us) semantic distinction, thus justifying - in
this case - the distinct deep structure analysis.

*

We now turn from theoretical questions to matters
of notation.

Let us first consider our transcription.

Like the standard orthography itself, the transcrip
tion system we use is broadly phonetic.

However, we

have departed from a strictly phonetic representation
when maintaining it would have meant obscuring the iden
tity of the formatives involved.

Those readers familiar

with standard orthography should have no trouble read
ing it; for the others, a few comments are in order.
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1.

We retain the underlying form of a formative
whenever the formative would be lost in a
phonetic transcription representing colloquial
speech at a deliberate but natural pace.

This

principal, shared by the standard orthography,
applies largely to grammatical formatives
consisting of single vowels, e.g.:
transcription
gk k

[gk]

1the money*

where the single vowel /a/ is the definite arti
cle.

We make an arbitrary exception for the

first and second person subject pronouns followed
by /a/, again following the standard ortho
graphy:
transcription
/mb-k-va/

mb-v£

*1 shall come'

2. While an /e/ is usually assimilated to a fol
lowing /a/ (see Chapter 1.6), it is retained in
the transcription, except as noted above:
transcription
£-lb bffl

[ £lafil ]

'he is here*

£ £gbb plb-ge

['£gbb plbg£ ] 'he's going to
buy a ram'

3. Anlo (unlike other described dialects)

has a

rule of Vowel Closing which raises /o/ to /of
and /a/ to /e/ in verbs standing immediately
before their direct object:
transcription
me-kpo koff

[mekp6 koff]

'I saw Kofi*

In the transcription, this rule is disregarded.
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4.

Our transcription will also disregard the effects
of another vowel change rule which carries out
the following changes when the second of two
vowels is a clitic:
transcription
'seek it’

[dyfl]

I- 1
Of

dyf-1
bb-1

’move it'

kpb-b

[kptt]

'meet him’

ko-e

[kta]

'laugh at him’

na-b

[neb ]

’give it’

ts6-b

[tsojb ]

'take it’

The two clitic vowels /i/ and /ef are seen to
be in complementary distribution in our transcrip
tion (as in the standard orthography), /if
occurring after high vowels and /e/ occurring
elsewhere.

They are reflexes of a single deep

phonological segment,
5.

An ’intrusive' [e ] or [e ] is frequently observed
to occur in Anlo after a fu] or [ i ] in certain
syntactic environments.

This form is not noted

in the transcription, though the phonetically
similar topicalizing particle, having a gramma
tical function, is not omitted:
transcription
bdyl dzb h

[bdylb dzbJh ]

'I’m happy’

compare:
k?t£ 6 wb-yl £6

’He went to Keta’

For the phonetic values of the symbols used, see
Chapter 1.

We depart from the practices of standard

orthography chiefly in two respects: first, we use
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hyphens to separate affixes and clitic syllables
from the stems to which they are attached, and
second, we mark the tone of all vowels, except for
those examples we have taken from Standard Ewe,
Apart from a phonetic alphabet, we shall need
several abbreviatory devices and other symbols in
the statement of examples and rules:
Braces { , ] serve two functions.

In the statement

of rules, they may be used to collapse two or more
rules which share part of their structural des
cription.

Thus, an expression of the form

f 11 is an abbreviation of the two strings

in that

1.

X Y W

2.

X Z W

order (in the case ofordered

thestatement

of examples, braces

rules).

In

may be used to

form sets of synonymous expressions, e.g.:
dyl dzb ih
'I'm happy'
me-kpo dyldzb
Parentheses

(,) also serve two functions.

They

may be used to indicate optional items in structural
descriptions, thus
X (Y) Z
is an abbreviation of the two strings
1. X Y Z
2. X Z
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in that order.

They may also be used to indicate

optional items in examples, i.e. items which may
be omitted with no change in meaning:
mb (-lb) hb. dyl-i£
The swung dash ~

’I ’m singing a song*

indicates morphological alternants:

/ gb ~ g£ /

(the repetitive preverb)

Over a vowel, it indicates nasality:
Diagonals

/ ,/

/bletsti/ ’ram1.

are used to represent underlying

(lexical or phonological) representations; they will
also be used for enclosing lexical features (rule
features, semantic features, syntactic features,
phonological features): /«-Punctual/.

Square brackets

[ , ] are used to represent phonetic representations,
and also to separate the constituents of phrase-markers
(in which case they are usually labelled):

f f nyb
NP NP
The asterisk

]

] h£a
NP
NP

'me too’

* will indicate sentences characterized

by the grammar as ungrammatical.

Apostrophes

',’

are used to enclose English glosses of Ewe examples.
The double cross

is sometimes used to indicate

one or more word boundaries:
koff

va

The single cross

£gbb
+

’Kofi came today'

is occasionally used to show

formative boundaries when no word boundaries are
present:
me+kpo+b

'I saw him'
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The solid arrow

—> indicates the relation ’is

rewritten as' in PS rules.

The broken arrow

— >

indicates the relation 'is transformed into' in
transformational rules; it is also used to show
that two particular phrase-markers or two sentences
are transformationally related:
A

A

We have selected examples from a wide variety of types
of discourse: everyday conversation, greetings,
descriptions, tales, songs, proverbs, and the written
literature. This is possible because by and large the
same formal structure underlies all of them, for the
examples from published literature we have drawn from
two Anlo writers:

F. Kwasi Fiawoo, Toko Atolia

we shall abbreviate TA) and Lily BaSta, Mi ape Gbe
Abgale Gbato (abbreviated MG).

(which

THE ANLO DIALECT: A BRIEF SKETCH

1.

The Eve Dialect Cluster,

Ewe [ bbfe ] is the name

given to a cluster of dialects and dialect groups
spoken, roughly, between the Volta River in Ghana and
the Weme River in Dahomey, from the coast to an aver
age distance of some 200 km. inland.1

Greenberg

(1963a, 1966) classifies Ewe within the (Western) Kwa
subgroup of JNiger-Congo, thus relating it most close
ly to such languages as Akan, Ga-Adangme, and the
Togo Remnant languages.

i\o described hwe dialect,

however, has been shown to possess the characteristic
morphological trait of Riger-Congo, the system of
noun classes and concord prefixes, nor does any de
scribed dialect have the cross-height vowel harmony
2
characteristic of many Kwa languages.
The present
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classification of Ewe within 'Kwa' rests largely
on the root correspondences established by Westermann (1907, 1911, 1927); but his proposed phone
tic correspondences have not met with universal
acceptance. For the current status of the Kwa
problem, the reader is referred to Stewart (1971).

2.

Dialect classification.

In his first attempt

at dialect classification (1905), Westermann set
up two major divisions, based on regular consonant
alternation:
1.

Western Dialects
i)
ii)

2.

Anlo (single dialect)
Western Interior
(dialect group)

Eastern Dialects
i)
ii)

Anexo
Dahomey

(Westermann 1905.*28).

The main phonetic and

grammatical characteristics of these dialects are
outlined in Westermann 1907.1 -36, 132-41.
Westermann's 1930 grammar presents a reanalysis
of the dialect distribution (this section, p. 197ff.,
is not present in the original German edition):
1.

Western Dialects

(as before)

2.

Central Dialect

(Ge or Anexo)

3.

Dahomey Dialect
i)

Fogbe

ii)

Ogunu

(or Gu, Alada)

18

ne adds that ’while the Western and Central Sections
are so closely connected that the people of one sec
tion can easily understand those of another, the
Eastern Section is linguistically farther distant,
Anexo is an intermediate stage, as it were the con
necting link, between the Western and Eastern sections’
(p. 198)*
In 1954, a further revision of this schema is
presented, in which three major divisions are esta
blished:
1.

Western dialects

2.

Central dialects
i)

Ge

(Mina)

ii)

Watyi

iii)

Adya

3*

(as before)

Eastern dialects
i)
ii)
iii;

Fo

(Fogbe)

Gu
Maxe

(see the dialect map prepared by 0. Kohler in Wester
mann 1954, reprinted in Hintze 1959)•

These divisions

correspond, very loosely, to modern political divi
sions,

the Western dialects beingspoken

Ghana,

the Central dialects in Togo,

dialects in Dahomey.

largely in

and theEastern

It should be added that dia

lect investigation has only begun to be carried out
in a systematic fashion, and very little has yet been
published about the dialects of the large part of
the Ewe-sgeaking area.
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3.

The development of Standard Eve.

Due to a

number of sociological, economic, and political but not linguistic - reasons, Anlo

[&«lb ] was

at an early date singled out for pre-eminence among
the dialects of the former German colony of Togoland.

The factors which contributed to the selection

of Anlo as a basis for the creation of a Standard Ewe
in these areas have recently been discussed by Ansre
(1971).

He points out that Anlo was subjected to

linguistic investigation by the missionaries of the
Norddeutsche Missions-Gesellschaft of Bremen as early
as the mid-nineteenth century.

Their first perma

nent base of operations was established at the coast
al town of Keta in 1853; subsequently, centres were
established at Anyako (1857), Woe (1887), and Dze■3

lukofe (1888).

Ewe was the principal medium of

religious instruction, and Anlo was the dialect
selected for development.

Ansre cites evidence

showing how the German Colonial Office, shortly after
the turn of the century, appears to have taken an
active part in developing and propogating a literary
language for a variety of commercial, administrative,
and religious reasons; and Anlo was selected as the
basis of this literary language.
In a detailed study of church activity during
this epoch, Debrunner mentions certain factors which
suggest an explanation for Germany's linguistic vocation at this time.

4

The Bremen mission was an important

instrument in the dissemination of German influence
in Togo (though this aspect of its activities was
quite incidental to what it regarded as its main pur
pose and was energetically resisted by its Inspector
Zahn).

Through its instruction .in basic skills and
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handicrafts and the promotion of the European
conception of industry and efficiency, it contribu
ted in an important way to the ooening up of the
5
new colony to economic exploitation (p. lo4-7).
Germany entered into a ’regular race' for con
quest with Britain and France,*3 The Basel Mission,
based in the Gold Coast, had been expanding into.
Togoland.

Accordingly, 'the German officials did

their best to promote the German and Ewe languages;
they feared lest teaching in Twi and English would
strengthen the influence of the Gold Coast, which
they tried with all their strength to undermine,
t*..)

The Basel Mission would not and cou^-d not

start training German-speaking assistants, nor
could it make up its mind to teach the Ewe language,
bo the district of Kpando, Nkonya and Buem was re
linquished to the Bremen mission, which between
1903 and 1906 took over one out-station after another*
(p, 109)*

Before long, this policy was successfully

extended throughout the colony, and strict orders
were given that only Ewe and German were to be taught
in schools (p. 113).
In this way Anlo was elevated to the status of
a Standard Dialect throughout the r.we-speaking areas
of the then German colony.

The Bible translation,

as revised by Jacob Spieth, Ludwig Adzoklo and others
in 1914, and Westermann's Wbrterbuch (1905) and
Grammatik (1907) became the standard sources of
correct usage, and this form of the language (with
some modification, particularly in the orthogra
phic system; has been the basis of school instruction
in Ewe to the present day.

It provides a common

means of communication for speakers from all areas
of the Western dialect zone.
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It is no means the case, however, that the
Standard Ewe taught and spoken today is identical
to Anlo.

Ansre (op. cit.) notes that 'what is known

today as Standard Ewe has developed from the Anlo
dialect together with a good deal that has been
incorporated from the Inland dialects'.

Similarly,

Westermann (1954.X) remarked that 'in its voca
bulary and in its acceptance of striking expres
sions from the common stock (VolksgutJ, the literary
language has continually enriched itself from the
dialects of the Western interior'.

The tonal

analysis of the language, as well, has taken the
somewhat simpler system of the interior dialects
as its basis.

To this extent, then, Standard Ewe

is a hybrid form; it does not correspond in all
aspects with any single dialect.

Speakers tend to

use it for public speaking and other formal occa
sions, and revert to a colloquial dialect for dayto-day purposes.
The present study is not a study of the literary
dialect but of colloquial Anlo, as it is spoken
in the area of Keta lagoon (in 'Anlo Proper').

Eield

work was undertaken in Anyako, a village of some
5,000 residents situated on the north shore of Keta
lagoon.
According to the 19b0 census, the population of
Anlo-speaking areas numbered at that time somewhat
more than 230,000, or nearly half of the Ewe speakers of Ghana.

7

The total population of Ewe speakers

in Ghana and Togo has been estimated at l,2J0,u00
(B.W. Hodder, n.d.) or l,100,u00 (Nukunya) on the
basis of the I960 census.
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4.

Modern Ewe linguistics.

Ewe linguistic inves

tigation has taken place in two phases.

The first

corresponds to the effort of creating a Standard Ewe
by the members of the Bremen Mission, and includes
a good deal of purely descriptive work of high
quality.

The dominant figure is that of Westermann,

whose two monumental dictionaries (1905, 1954) span
his active career as a linguist.

Other studies inp
elude his grammar (1907, English translation 1930 ),
a study of instrumental phonetics (1917, based on
the speech of an informant from the Western Interior
dialect of Tove),

a monograph on Ewe morphology (1943),

and a brief learner's guide (1939, reprinted 1961).
There is also a short but instructive grammar of the
Ge dialect by Westermann1s student Schroeder (1936).
The Eastern dialects have not been so well treated.
To date there have appeared several grammars of Fo,
most of slight linguistic interest.

Delafosse (1894)

is the most thorough of those we have seen;

Alapini

(1950, revised edition 1969) is practically worthless.
There is also an unpublished Fo-French dictionary
(Segurola 1963)•
•

It is rather surprising that none of the abovementioned works concern themselves with the Anlo
dialect as such, in view of its importance as the
basis of the Standard dialect.

Henrici (1891) includes

some Anlo texts, but there is only one, rather poor
full grammar (Seidel 1906).

Berry's study (1951)

of Anlo pronunciation is the only thorough descrip
tion of Anlo phonetics, and it is for this reason of
considerable value, although its discussion of tone
is inadequate.
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Extensive bibliographies for all dialects,
including not only grammars but word-lists, texts,
and some modern literature accurate up to the mid
fifties, can be found in Westermann 1954 and Hintze
1959.

The Bureau of Ghana Languages has published

a bibliography of modern publications in Ewe and other
Ghanaian languages (1967), and a hopefully complete
bibliography of works in and on the Ewe language
is currently in preparation at the University of
Ghana at Legon.
The second phase of investigation has been
concerned largely with providing descriptive studies
based on developments in structural and transforma
tional linguistics.

Its initial motivation, as Ansre

explains it, ’had to do partially with fundamental
features like phonemics and morphophonemics and par
tially with preparing pedagogical material for English
speakers going to Ghana and Togo* (Ansre 1963a.112);
it might be added that an increasingly important
application of these investigations has been the
teaching of Ewe in Ghanaian schools.

Among the more

important studies of recent years have been Ansre1s
studies of tonal structure (1961) and grammatical
units (1966b), and several papers on tone, morphology
and syntax (1963a, 1963b, 1966a).

Other important

recent monographs are Robert Sprigge’s description
of tone in the Adangbe dialect of Togo (1967), Neil
Smith’s transformational study of the tonal system
described by Ansre (1968), and a cross-dialect survey
of the vowel system by Kevin Ford (to appear).

Work

in the generative phonology of Ewe (Kpando dialect)
has been undertaken by Stahlke (1971; in preparation).
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Of pedagogical grammars, Ba'eta (1962) is note
worthy both for its pertinent linguistic arguments
and certain formal innovations, while Obianim (1964/7),
currently in use as a school text,

is of interest

for its inclusion of adaptations of traditional
poetry, with paraphrases into Standard Ewe.

Banini

(n.d.) and Warburton et al. (1968), the latter a
training manual for U. S. Peace Corps volunteers,
have little to add to previous work, from a purely
linguistic point of view.
In the following sections we shall review some
of the principal phonological and syntactic character
istics of the Anlo dialect, indicating major points
of difference from the Standard Dialect.

5.

The Anlo Vowel System.

There are seven surface

vowels in Anlo:
i

u

e

o
e

o
—

a
The vowel represented as

[ej is an unrounded, central,

half-open vowel, which shows a good deal of varia
tion in height and frontness.

Among the described

Ewe dialects, this phone is known only to Anlo and
to Adangbe
as

[e]

(see Duthie, 1967).

The vowel represented

is somewhat higher than Cardinal Vowel 2.

This phone corresponds systematically to the half
open [S]

of the Western Interior dialects, and is

represented as such in the standard orthography.
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All vowels but

[£]

and

[oj

may occur with

nasalization; even the latter may be nasalized as
a result of low-level assimilation rules.

Nasality

is only occasionally distinctive in Anlo:

[bdb]

[bda]

’bow1

’snake*.

Tone:

All vowels occur with an underlying tonal

feature, either high or non-high; a few nasals as
well are syllabic and have underlying tone.

Falling

and rising tone are analyzed as sequences of two
(eventually even three) level tones, represented as
sequences of vovTels.

Thus, in underlying (lexical)

representation we have such tonal distinctions as
the following:
t<5

’mountain’

tb<5

’mortar’

to

'buffalo’

treb

'calabash*

In the Anlo dialect, rising tone is infrequently
realized as such at the phonetic level.
differ among themselves on this point.

Subdialects
Thus, in

Anyako, underlying rising tone is realized as a
half-long level tone in the citation form of all nouns:
underlying

phonetic

tbo

eto-

gb<5

bgb*

'gourd*

bfbkpba

afokpa*

'shoe*

bgbbl&e

bgbb.ll;*

’book*

'mortar'

For Keta speakers, however, rising tone may be realized
as such in nouns beginning with voiced obstruents:
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underlying

phonetic

tb6

etoo

gbo

bgbo

afokpa£

afokpaa

bgbbl^e

bgbbl£^

The tonal phonology maps the two underlying tones,
high

/ ' / and nonhigh

level tones:

raised

/ '/, into four surface

["] , high ['], mid (un

marked over vowels, [ ] over syllabic nasals), and
low ['] .

These tones may give rise to lexical dis

tinctions such as the following:
nfinyllla

’washman’

nunyala

’wise man’

nuku

’seed’

nuku

’wonder’

mam£

1grandmother’

mbm£

’division’

Downstep, a slight drop in pitch between adjacent
identical tones, occurs in Anlo with two functions:
first, to mark the elision of an underlying tone:
underlying

phonetic

mb e wu-ge

me ’wu-gb

’I ’m going to kill

and secondly, to mark the end of a sentence or
utterance, provided it terminates with at least one
underlying low (non-high) tone.

Minimal distinctions

are marginally possible as a result:
underlying

phonetic

bbo

bfcb*

’door1

kb

e’feo

’python1

mb-kp6 febo

me-kpo

bo*

fI

sawadoor*

me-kpo bb

me-kpo

*bb

'I

sawaAoor-* python'

We have indicated actual phonetic tone on all our
examples, but in general we have not marked downstep.
In its surface system, Anlo varies considerably
from other described dialects, but its underlying
system appears to be quite comparable.

6.

Vowel Assimilation and Degemination.

We shall

not in general be concerned with phonological questions.
However, Anlo has two rules operating on certain
vowel sequences which will be important to sub
sequent discussion.

The first of these, at least,

has been recorded in other dialects:
Assimilation of /e/ to /a/:

An /e/ becomes /a/

before another /a/, retaining its original tone.
Degemination: Two successive vowels holding all
features (including tone) in common are reduced
to one.
Both rules are optional if one or more word boundaries
intervenes between the vowels,

otherwise obligatory.

These two rules may apply together in the order given
to certain phonological representations:
/ h.pS a mb /
1.
2.

£

*in the house*
Assimilation

0

Degemination

bpamb
These two rules are said to be in a feeding relation
ship, since the first creates representations upon
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which the second may operate (Kiparsky 1968).
Both rules are obligatory in the case of a
subject pronoun followed by a tense formative;
thus we have derivations such as
/ mb b-dz<5 /

'I'll leave'
Assimilation

1.
2.

0

Degemination

mbdzo
/ b a-dzo /

Assimilation

1.
2.

•you'll leave'

0

Degemination

kdz<5
Some Anlo speakers have a rule characteristic of the
Inland dialect described by Smith (1968.298).

For

these speakers, the future tense marker /b./ acquires
high tone between two non-high tones.

As this rule

precedes degemination, these two rules are in a
bleeding relationship, since the future-raising
rule removes representations upon which degemination
could operate:
Speakers A

Speakers B

/ mb k-yl /

/ me h-yl /
d

1.
2.
3.

k

k

Future-raising
Assimilation
Degemination

0
mkyl

I ’ll go'

mbdyl

As assimilation is obligatory for the subject pronouns,
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we shall suppose that there is a rule removing
word boundaries between them and the first member
of the following verbal complex.

In this sense,

we may say that the subject pronouns are phonologically clitic (see Appendix B for further discussion of
this and alternative analyses of the reduced pronoun
forms)•

7.

The Consonant System.

Following is an inventory

of the surface consonant segments of Anlo, based on
the reports of instrumental work presented in
q
Westermann 1917 and Duthie 1967:
Surface Consonants in Anlo

stops

affric

-V

-V

+v

+v

fricat

sonor

-V

+nas -nas

+v

bilabial
labio-dental
denti-alveolar:
distributed

dz

non-distr.
alveolar
palatal
velar
labio-velar
post-velar

Notice that the palatal affricates, which result
from palatalization of /ts/ and /dz/ before /i/ in
the Western Interior, have no uniquely traceable under
lying source in Anlo where /t/ and /d/, as well,
are always palatalized before /i/.

Since there is
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no way of determining, on the basis of internal
evidence, whether such a sequence as

[ dyi ]

results

from the palatalization of underlying /di/ or /dzi/,
we use separate symbols for the palatal affricates
in the transcriptions.
In summary, the anlo system of surface phonology
is to a large extent similar to that of Standard Ewe
as it has been described to now, and to most of the
described Interior dialects.

The main points of

difference seem to lie in its more complex system of
tonal rules, utilizing four surface tones and downstep,
and in certain rules of vowel sandhi not so far known
to other dialects.

For a more complete discussion

of Anlo phonetics, the reader is referred to Berry;
more thorough-going phonological analyses of Ewe can
be found in Westermann 1907, Ansre 1961, Smith 1968
and Stahlke (in preparation).

8.

Grammatical characteristics.

In grammatical

characteristics, as well, Anlo does not show great
deviance from Standard Ewe, and speaking quite gen
erally we may say that all the members of Westermann's Western dialect group fall into the same
typological class.

We shall consider them all to

gether in this section, though our citations will
all be from Anlo.
Unlike the Togo-Remnant languages, to which it is
thought to be related, Ewe has no system of noun
class distinctions.

Thus, although the noun prefix

/&/ contrasts with the prefix /£/ in Anlo,"^

this

contrast has no consequences elsewhere in the grammar
and cannot be said to articulate a noun class system,
at least in the present-day language.
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Anlo and the Western dialects have no system of
inflection, whether in verbal or nominal morphology.
Rather, the relevant grammatical distinctions are
made through the use of separate formatives ad
joined to lexical stems, usually in a fixed order.
One consequence of this is that the grammar is free
of declensional and conjugational classes.

Insofar

as grammatical formatives are present to represent
grammatical categories, however, Ewe departs from
the ideal type of the ’isolating* languages with
which it is usually classified (Westermann 1905,
Meriggi 1933, Greenberg 1963a).
The Western dialects have no overt system of casemarking.

Instead, it has two grammatical categories

associated with nouns which, taken together, tend
to serve a parallel function.

These categories, the

prepositional verb (’verbid1) and the postpositional
noun, will be discussed more fully in Chapter 6; for
the present, a few examples will indicate how the
system functions:
b-lb xb
mb
be house in

’It’s in (the) house’

Here, the verb /lb/ indicates location in a place,
while the postpositional noun /mb/ may roughly be
translated as ’interior’; thus a more literal gloss
of the example would be 'it is in the house’s interior'.
Directionality may be expressed by adding the prepo
sitional verb /<M/:
e-yi ££ xb mb

’He went into the house’

go
'Motion from’ may be expressed by the prepositional
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verb /ts6/ in combination with an appropriate post
positional noun:
me-ge-e tso kofi gbo

rI borrowed it from Kofi*

Here, /ge/ 'borrow* is the main verb, and the post
positional noun /gbo/ might be translated 'side' or
'vicinity';

taken as a pair, the prepositional verb

and the postpositional noun here indicate that the
noun is an animate 'source'.

It will be apparent that

this system is capable of creating fine semantic dis
tinctions.
In the absence of these items, grammatical rela
tions among nouns are expressed through the relatively
fixed order of constituents: S - Y - 0 - 10
verb, direct object, indirect object).
me-nd
ah&
w<5
give drink them

(subject,

Thus we find:

'I gave drink to them'

In the next section we shall take up the question of
the underlying order of constituents, which is not
necessarily the same, of course, as that observed in
surface structures.
The following formatives distinguish the principal
grammatical categories of the noun phrase:
/ la~a/,

the definite article, which follows
the head noun, indicates that previous
mention has been made of it, and is ob
ligatory in such a case.

The more usual

form in Standard Ewe is /la/, while
colloquial Anlo prefers /£/:
ako^d

'banana*

ako$u a

'the banana (in question)*
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/£$£/,

the indefinite article, indicates that
a particular member or members of the
class of things referred to is intended,
and that this particularity is relevant
to the discourse situation.

The initial

vowel /a/ assimilates in tone to the vowel
which precedes it (and, in the standard
orthography, is written together with it):
ako£\S a$e

fa (certain) banana*

The absence of an article indicates that it
is unmarked with respect to previous refer
ence and particularity:
e-ple ako£u
/wo/,

'he bought banana(s)'

the plural formative, is used only when
plurality is considered relevant, and is
not otherwise clear from the context (see
Westermann 1947):
akoqiu wo

'bananas'

£-p-le ako£u

'he

bought two bananas*

The articles, as well as the demonstratives
/ 'hla/ 'this1, /m£/ 'that', etc., precede
the plural formative, which in turn precedes
any noun phrase modifier:
ako£u £ wo katai

'all the bananas'

The pronominal system, to which we return in Chapter
4, makes no gender or animacy distinctions.

For refer

ence, we give here the reduced (joined) forms of the
subject and object series; these remain constant through
the various verbal tenses, apart from low-level phonetic
assimilation.
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subject forms
sing

plur

1.

me

mie

2.

b

mle

3.

6

wo

object forms
sin#

plur

1.

h.

mi

2.

wb

ml

3.

b

w<5

These forms are identical to those of Standard Ewe,

9.

Basic order.

In his paper on language universals

(in Greenberg 1963b), Greenberg suggested that an
order typology could be based on the following four
characteristics:
i)
ii)
iii)

relative order of subject, verb, and object
presence or absence of 'postpositions’
relative order of genitive noun and governing
noun

iv)

relative order of adjective and noun

He placed Ewe in his Basic Order Type 16: languages
which obey the basic order SVO, which have postposi
tions, in which the genitive noun precedes the govern
ing noun, and in which the adjective follows the noun.
The last three points seem so far relatively free of
controversy; we shall examine here the validity of
the classification of Ewe as a SVO language.
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The superficial order of the constituents of
simple declarative sentences in Ewe is subject,
verb, object:
koff tb
xb
build

'Kofi built a house*

General questions have the same form, simply marking
the interrogative with a sentence-final /b/:
koff tb xb b

*Did Kofi build a house?'

It is at least possible, however, that this order
is not basic but is derived from a more fundamental
order by a movement rule.

Let us examine some possi

bilities:
- OSV structures are observed in the language, as
when an object is followed by the interrogative mar
ker /kb£/ to form specific questions, or when it is
followed by the topicalization marker /

or any of

several other markers (including the relative marker)
nfi
ka e koff tb
thing

‘What did Kofi build?*

xo e wb-tb

'He built a house*

These are the only structures providing direct evi
dence in favor of a basic OSV order.

They do not

allow one to make a strong case, as they can be ac
counted for by supposing that Ewe has interrogative,
topicalizing and relativizing movement rules which
shift marked NPs to sentence-initial position.

This

analysis is supported by the fact that these same
rules will correctly generate structures in which not
only direct objects, but also oblique objects and ad
verbial objects (the latter normally occurring to the
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right of any other object) are front-shifted:
ame hi koff tu xo n£
REL
for

'the person who Kofi
, ...
.
« ,
built a house for1

(le) xo me e wb-wb do
£<5
do work

'He worked indoors1

(in the latter example the final element, /£(5/, is
an alternant of the prepositional verb /££/ indicating
directionality, p. 31 above),
- SOV structures are attested:
koff (lk) xb tb-m

'Kofi's building a houser

koff pe xo-tu-tu

'Kofi's house-building (as
tonished me)1

On the basis of such structures, which we shall
examine more closely in Chapter 3, we might propose
that Ewe has a rule inverting the underlying order OV,
except in certain specifiable structures.

We shall

see, however, that a rule accounting for these struc
tures - and other related forms - can be defined on
a simple syntactic environment, if we suppose that the
underlying order is SVO.

If we suppose the contrary,

the inversion rule would have to be defined upon a
negative environment, stating just those structures,
such as the two examples above, where the rule does
not apply.

As far as we know (and we stand open to

correction) it has never been shown that a language
must have negative-environment syntactic rules in its
grammar, a fact which argues for a general constraint
against including such rules in the grammar of any par
ticular language when alternate analyses are available.
Thus in this case, the fact that a SOV analysis would
entail a negative-environment rule is a good argument
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against it.

There appear to be no further syntac

tic arguments in favor of the SOV analysis.

We might

point out that it runs counter to certain interesting
hypotheses about language structure:
i) SOV languages do not have rules moving NP's
to the left when they contain the specific
question (*WHf) marker or the relative marker.
ii) no languages with the underlying order SOV can
change to superficial SVO (or VSO).
iii) the relative order of the auxiliary verb in
relation to the main verb mirrors the relative
order of the main verb and the object.
- No VSO structures are attested.

Most of the

syntactic rules which have been cited as evidence for
this analysis for languages like English ^McCawley 1970
but see also Emonds, to appear;, such as Raising,
Passive, Dative-movement, and there-insertion, have
no parallel in Ewe.
- No VOS or OVS structures have been observed.
It seems, therefore, that the case for Ewe as a SVO
language is very good, and that Greenberg's classifi
cation may be provisionally accepted.

THE AUXILIARY SYSTEM: TENSE AND ASPECT

In this chapter we propose a simple phrasestructure grammar of Ewe.

We then examine in detail

the elements composing the auxiliary complex and
their mutual relationships.
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1.

A phrase-structure grammar.

The following

system of seven phrase-structure (PS) rules is
proposed, to be developed and expanded as necessary
in later chapters.
1.

S°

2.

S

3.

PRED

4.

VP

—► V

5. a.

NP

— > f (NP

b.

->

S

(Q)
NP

— > AUX

(NEG) PRED
VP

(ADV)

(NP (NP))
{^} )

N

(DET)

(w6)

( S°

6.

DET

( ART )
\ DEM f

7.

AUX

(T)

(P)*

(A)

PS rule 1 develops the sentence of origin S° into
a sentence s and an optional question marker Q to
its right.

If Q is a constituent of the highest sen

tence, it is realized as /k/:

mie-le dyi
you be on
'Are you well?r
PS rule 2 develops S into a noun phrase NP followed
by an optional negative marker NEG and a predicate
phrase PRED.

In surface structure, negation is rea

lized by the discontinuous pair of elements /me...b/
which 'frame' the predicate phrase:

koff

me-lb bpe me btso
b
be house in yest.

’Kofi wasn't at home yesterday’
PS rule 3 defines the predicate phrase as con
sisting of an auxiliary constituent AUX, a verb
phrase VP, and an optional adverbial constituent
ADV (in a complete grammar, more than one ADY would
be provided for).

Among other things, this rule

accounts for the fact that auxiliary verbs precede
the verb phrase:

PRED
ADV

nb
be

bgbbgbS dz£-ifi
effort making

btsb
yest.

'I was making an effort yesterday’
PS rule 4 is a condensed statement of three rules
expanding the verb phrase:
VP
VP

V
V

VP

V

NP
NP

NP

These provide syntactic frames for ditransitive,
transitive and intransitive verbs respectively.
In the condensed statement, one parenthetical ele
ment (the second noun phrase) is enclosed within
the first: thus, the second NP can only be generated

if the first is generated,

PS rule 4 will account

for the fact that a main verb regularly precedes
its object(s):^
S
NP

VP

X\
NP

V

me-

fid “mo a
show way

NP

koff

*I showed the way to Kofi*
The two cases or subparts of PS rule 5 given two
variant expansions of the noun phrase.

Case (a)

expands the noun phrase into a noun N flanked by three
optional elements: a preceding possessive sequence
consisting of a NP followed by one of the genitive
markers

w<5/; and a following determiner DET

and a plural formative /w<5/.

Thus if in the expansion

of NP we select a noun followed by a determiner and
a plural formative, we will have structures such as:
NP

ame
person

mS
w6
that

1those people*
On the other hand, if the possessive modifier phrase
is selected with the noun, we might have a structure
such as the following:
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NP
NP

ame

w<5

$4

gk
money

*people* s money*
(Observe that case ^a) of this rule allows unlimited
left-branching recursion of NP; thus, a NP may con
tain any number of successively embedded possessive
modifiers.)

Case (b) of this rule provides that a

noun phrase may generate a new sentence of origin.
This rule will permit the formation of embedded
sentences, to which we return in Chapter 6.

PS rule

6 states that the determiner may be rewritten as
(consists of) either an article or a demonstrative.
Together, PS rules 5 and 6 account for the structure
of the noun phrase as far as it will concern us here
(for a more detailed exposition, the reader may
consult Ansre 1966b).
7
PS rule % defines the membership of the auxiliary
complex: a single optional 'tense1 element T, zero
or more bound preverbs P, and a single optional 'as
pect* element A.

it should be emphasized that the

labels 'tense' and 'aspect* are intended merely as
mnemonic devices; there is little semantic basis for
a distinction of tense and aspect in Anlo Ewe, as
we shall see in the sections that follow*

The cat

egories T, P, and A have been set up on the basis of
syntactic criteria alone and are not intended as
2
direct semantic representations.
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2.

Tense,

We now continue to develop our PS grammar

of Eve by adding the following rule expanding T:
PS rule 8.

T

— » ( dk

^

'future*
*habitualr
'progressive'

We discuss each of these in turn, beginning with
zero tense, i.e. the absence of tense.
The unmodified verb stem is semantically unmarked
for tense, mood, and aspect, although it often is
interpreted as bearing past time meaning:
wo-dzo
leave

'They left*

w6-yl kpe mb
go home in

'They went home'

mb-dyl hb
sing song

'I sang a song*

Anlo does not make a formal distinction between
present and past time in its auxiliary system.

The

unmodified form of the verb may refer either to past
or present time, depending on the context.

However,

the possibility of ambiguity is substantially reduced
by the fact that many verbs - such as the three given
above - permit only a past time interpretation when
unmarked for T.

We shall suppose that this is due to

the presence of an inherent semantic feature which we
may call /^Punctual/ time reference.

Another class of

verbs is inherently marked as /-Punctual/, and these are
systematically ambiguous when unmarked for T: "
me-nya-b
know

'I know/knew it*

e-lblo
be-big

*It is/was big*
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me-bd vk
say come

'I say/said "come11*

g-nyd "nuffkla
be
teacher

*He is/was a teacher*

Many verbs which are /+Punctual/ in their literal
meanings become /-Punctual/ in certain idioms:
me-xb-b
get

sb
hear

*1 believe/believed it*

e-dze ftu-nye
reach eye my

*1 like/liked

it*

w5-£5 »kd % dyf
set eye its top

*They recall/recalled it*

Finally, with the verbs /dz6/ 'leave', /yl/ 'go',
the unmodified form of the stem may express the imme
diate intention of the speaker:
me-dzo

'I'm leaving*

mb-yl

'I'm going*

The future form of the verb is preceded by the
formative /ak/ after nouns, /k/ after pronouns:
koff ka-dz<5

'Kofi will leave*

mf-a-dzd

'We’ll leave*

wo-k-yl kpd mb

*They*11 go home*

With pronoun subjects, a preceding /e/ is assimilated
to the /a/ by the rule given in Chapter 1.6:
mk-dz<5

(mb-k-dzd)

'I'll leave*

k-dz<5

(b-k-dzo)

'You’ll leave*

3-a-dz(5

(e-a-dzd)

'He *11 leave*
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The future characteristically refers to events
which are anticipated, but not certain to occur.
With first person subjects, it indicates the intention
of the speaker (in declarative sentences) and a
request for permission (in questions):
mk-dz6 fiflk
now

*1*11 leave now*

mk-dzc5 fiffa k

'May I leave now?'

With second person subjects, the situation is just
the reverse: permission is granted in declarative
sentences, and the intention of the addressee is
sought in interrogatives:
k-dzo fiffa

'You may leave now*

k-dzc5 ffffk k

'Are you leaving now?'

The future is also frequently used to express a
supposition on

the part of the speaker:

me-bu
b£
think that

k-a-nye tsalf sr&
be
wife

*I
think it must
be Tsali,s wife,

In descriptive narrative, the future may describe
habitual action, especially after a conditional;
thus the speaker puts the addressee in the position
of one about to undertake the action in question:
ne kvk k woso gbb fftu a, k-t£ »u a-$d-e
if marble
be-many very be-able set

nenema
that-way

'If there are plenty of marbles, you can set it
up like that'
(see further examples in Westermann 1930.119).

The

future is formally distinct from the subjunctive,
which will be discussed in Chapter 5.
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The habitual form of (underlying high-tone) verbs
is formed by suffixing the formative /na^/:
me-dzo-na

fI leave (habitually)'

e-ve -na
hurt

'It hurts (normally)'

ako£u £ wb-dzra-na
banana
sell

'They sell bananas'

When a direct object or predicate nominal follows
the verb, /na^/ is reduced to /a/:
wft-dzrS-a ako^ri

'They sell bananas'

me-ny^-a "mo nyufe £aa b
be
road good al
ways

'It's notalways

a good road*

except when the object is the clitic third person
singular pronoun:
wo-dzrS-na-b

'They sell it'

With (underlying) non-high tone monosyllabic verbs,
the habitual formative takes mid or low tone, according
to the tone of the verb:
e-bu-na fuu
think much

'He thinks a lot'

£-v.rb-a db
do
work

'He works'

but:
e-lala-na

'He waits'

mb-wo-a db

'I work*

where the verbs are respectively bisyllabic and
underlying non-high tone.

Let us assume that the

morphological rule^ which reduces /na^/ to /a/ is
defined upon sequences of the form V #

n£ #

(where the symbol ' # ',it will be remembered,

NP
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represents one or more word boundaries).

We must

further assume that V and NP are immediate consti
tuents of the same higher constituent,

in order to

prevent the rule from applying when NP is a member
of ADV:
bfb kb wo-t6-na ge£b b wu' ’One travels mostly on foot’
foot
pass
more
(Here, the form /gb£e/ 'a great deal1 is a noun which,
with the definite article /a/, modifies the verb phrase
/to-nb/, and will be generated under the domination
of ADV.

As such, it will not be a member of the same

next higher constituent as the verb.)

Taking these

facts into consideration, we can state the rule re
ducing /na^/ as follows:
HABITUAL FORMATIVE REDUCTION

—»

& / [v #

--

#

NP

(NP)]

where we allow, eventually, for cases in which the
verb has two objects.
We have seen that this rule does not apply in the
case of the third person singular object pronoun,
alone.

We cannot account for this fact by assigning

this pronoun a rule exception feature

5

since no

pronoun is mentioned in the structural description of
the rule.

We find, however, that a rule of boundary

reduction which is needed by the grammar to account
for phonological facts will also account for this
exceptional behaviour. In Chapter 1.6, we assumed
the existence of a rule removing word boundaries be-r
tween a subject pronoun and a following future (or
eventually subjunctive) marker, due to the obligatory
nature of the assimilation rule when subject pronouns
were involved.

Other phonological evidence (a rule
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of vowel shift exemplified in the Introduction,
p. 1 2 ) suggests that the rule must also cover strings
consisting of a verb optionally followed by the
habitual marker /na / and ending with the third
person singular (object) pronoun.

Thus the rule

would apply both on strings of the form 'PRO #
and 'V (T) -#PRO'.

T'

But this statement does not

reflect a fact which is perhaps more than coincidental,
namely that the pronouns affected by the rule are those
in which the vowel segment bordering on

is /e/.

In order to incorporate this similarity, we may
frame the rule of word boundary deletion, or more
properly speaking reduction (since the formative
boundary ' + ' will remain) in the following way:
WORD BOUNDARY REDUCTION
#

—

■*+

/

8 J
1 —
-►Pro
V (T)

’
--

e
♦•Pro

This statement might be further simplified by using
another abbreviatory convention and allowing the rule
to apply with no morphological or phonological conse
quences to'subject pronoun-verb stem'strings.

We

would then have the following mirror-image rule, where
the asterisk indicates that the inverse of the structur
al description is also a structural description:
WORD BOUNDARY REDUCTION
#

+

/? e 1
[♦Pro_

--

(second version)
(T) V

We now see that this rule, if occurring in the
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ordering before Habitual Formative Reduction,
will remove representations from the domain of
this rule.

We may observe this in the case of the

following derivations:
dzra

na #

hkb£u

1.
2.

dzra # n£ #

b

+
0

WBR
HFR

(w$-)dzra-& ako£u
'(They)sell bananas'

(w8 -)dzr£-nd-b
'(They) sell it*

We know of no independent reasons at this time for
assuming this ordering, and therefore the above analysis
must be considered as only tentative.
The habitual form of the verb expresses custom
ary or regularly repeated action, either in past
time or in present time:
enye e
gbe
h&ff
w6-wb-b db
I
take voice before
do
work
'It was I who

would give the order for them

to work 1
kgblb wbnd
m£-tb-b
b
farm productive
refuse house
'The productive farm does not refuse the house1
enyroa buwo, eye wo
me nuwo
tsrona
sink ship and their in- thing perish
side
'It (the surfj sinks ships, and the things in
them perish'

(TA)
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The progressive formative of the tense paradigm
T occurs with only two verbs; /yl/ 'go' and /gbb/
'come, come back1.

It is phonologically identical

to the habitual formative and like it is suffixed to
the verb;
ame wo gbb-nk

'People are coming (i.e. on
the way)'

bfl ka-e ne-yf-nb
where

'Where are you going?’

(in the latter example, /£/, as usual, is the topicalizing particle and /nb/ is an alternant of the second
person singular subject pronoun; see Chapter 4.6 for
pronoun alternants).

However, the progressive form

ative is distinguished from the habitual formative by
its failure to undergo Habitual Formative Reduction;
thus, contrasts such as the following are possible,* •
at least for some speakers:
me-yf-b. kbta

'I go (habitually) to Keta'

me-yi-nb k'6t£.

'I'm going to Keta*

The latter form seems to be synonymous with the present
progressive form (see section 4 ):
mb kbta yi-m

'I'm going to Keta*

Although the future and habitual formatives appear
in different surface 'slots',^

we have generated them

within the same paradigm to account for the fact that
they are mutually exclusive forms: there is no
*ma-dz(5-n£.

This seems to be an arbitrary fact of

Anlo syntax, since future time is not semantically
incompatible with habitual (or progressive).

Since
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the habitual and progressive formatives are gener
ated to the left of the verb stem,
rule moving them to the right.

we must add a

We allow for the

possibility that one or more bound preverbs P may
intervene:
AFFIX-MOVEMENT
na

(P)*

V

1

2

3

— +

0

2

[ 3 + l ]
V
V

In derived structure, the string *V + n£* is itself
characterized as a verb, by the use of brackets.
We impose the usual structure-building restriction
on transformations that the structural change of a
rule may only bracket elements in this way if the
category that labels the bracket also occurs within
the bracket, and moreover has not been moved itself
by the structural change.

This form of adjunction,

sometimes called Chomsky-adjunction, can be illustrated
by the following phrase-markers:
S

S

AUX

m&

PRED

PRED

NP

na

VP

VP

V

V

dzo

mh

dzo

11 leave*

n£
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3.

Bound preverbs.

In this section we shall look

at the elements of P, modal-like forms all of which
occur in the same 'slot* between tense formatives and
aspect formatives,
/gk^gk/ adds a repetitive sense to the verb:
'd-ga-va

'He returned*

&-a-gd-ny<5
be-good

'It will be goodagain*

e-gk-gblb-k
say

'He repeated it*

nye-md-ga-kpo koff kpd o
I
see
ever

'I never saw Kofi again*

The high tone alternant occurs when the future forma
tive (and eventually, the subjunctive formative) is
present; the non-high alternant occurs anywhere else,
and thus will be considered the base form.

We add

a rule (which we extend to the subjunctive in Chapter 7)
/ g V TONE RAISING

gk — -> ga

/
T

/k£/ suggests a qualification of the assertion being
made by the speaker:
'd-nyd
be-good

’It's good'

'd-k&-ny<5

'It's quite good*

dbleld & kcl-bobo vfS
illness
go-down little

'The illness has subsi(Jed
lml ,
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A

p £/>

homophonous with the verb /kpd/ ‘see*,

normally carries the meaning 'yet* as a preverb, and
is often synonymous with

the adverb /hk£e/ ’yet1:

nyb-me-kpo-yl b

)
>
nye-m£-yl ha$£ b )

*1 haven’t gone yet'

This form is unordered with respect to other preverbs:
afitsu a m£- f
J v&
man
( P__ Sa )

bk<}le b

'The man has still
not come as yet'

/ny£/ is homophonous with the verb /nya/ 'know*.

As

a preverb it emphasizes the certainty of the statement
being made:
3-ny£-gblb-b

'He didsay it'

'4-ny'£-ny£

'He did/does know'

However, when selected with the future tense formative
it expresses uncertainty:
b-nya-xo amedzr<£ h

’Have you received a visitor?'

Other preverbs may be selected with /ny£/.

Permis-

sable sequences seem to vary somewhat from one speaker
to another, but there seem to be no strict constraints:
3-nya-gk-gblb-b
'He did repeat it*
'4-ga-nya-gblb-b ,

/xb/ is homophonous with the verb /xk/ 'care, bother',
and suggests having bothered in vain to do something.
In Anlo it frequently occurs either with the negative
formatives or with /dzbdzrb/ fin vain':
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m4-ga-xa-va b

'He needn't bother to come*

nyb-me-gk-xb-yl b

’I needn't have bothered to go*

(In these examples, the form /gb/ is not the repeti
tive preverb but the negative alternant of the imper
ative formative; see Chapter 5 for discussion.) When
/xb/ precedes a transitive verb, the object of that
verb may be preposed so that it follows /xh/ immediate
ly.

Observe, for instance, the following example

in which the transitive verbal expression is /d6 gb/
7
*to meet*:
aklama ne$i
na wo bo»,
be miagaxa go ado o
fate
favour
rather sothat
'May fate be kind to you, that we don't meet again!* (TA)

/h4/ (which takes the alternant /h£/ after the future
formative) corresponds to no full verb in contemporary
Anlo speech.

It may occur before the initial verb

of a clause, especially before verbs of motion:
h'4-de nyufe

'Arrive wellj’

al4k4 ne-he-wb
how
do

'What did you manage to do?'

me-h'4-va anyakd

'(...and then) I came to
Anyako *

afe-he-tu ta
bp4
push head home

'(...and then) we headed

Zi da!

'Just wait and see!

Mfaha do go xo.

for home*
We'll

surely see each other'

(TA)

(As the last example suggests, this preverb does not
trigger the object-inversion rule.)

More frequently,

however, it is used before a verb (of any subclass)

j
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in a verb phrase in sequence with a previous one (i.e.
in a serial verb construction), and then suggests con
tinuity of action:
mT£-dz<5 h§-yl bpe mb

'We left and (then) went home*

me-wo aye he-plb-b

'I used trickery and bought it'

me-t£ »u
he-ple-b
be-able

'I was able to buy it*

This form may be used before or after another pre
verb:
e-yl ket£ ( he-ga-) tro yi-a any£k£
I ga-h'e-J
'He went to Keta and then returned to Anyako'
Its distributional patterning and the fact that it
may occur in simple sentences provide the evidence
that /he/ belongs with the preverbs, and not with
the linkers.

/i'k ~ yb/ corresponds to no independent verb in Anlm.
It is usually restricted to main verbs which follow
a verb of motion in a series, particularly when the
verb of motion is /yl/ 'go' or /v£/ 'come', although
it may occur before the first verb of a series or be
fore a single verb, with the same meaning as if either
/yl/ or /v i./ (which are synonymous in this case) had
occurred.

Its use implies that the subject went

somewhere in order to accomplish the action of the
verb it modifies, and that the action was in fact
accomplished:
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me-yi £a-ple nu ^

I

me-yi ya-ple nu

*1 went to buy something

me-va ya-ple nu (

^me-

(and bought it)*

ya-ple ml /

If we compare constructions with /£k~yk/ and con
structions with /he/, we find that the latter form
differs semantically in that it does not imply that
the two actions were necessarily linked by purpose:
me-yi h£-ple ml

'I went and (then) bought something
(two independent actions)*

Unlike purpose clauses, however, /#&~y&/ implies
that the purpose of the action was accomplished; cf.:
me-yi be
ma-ple nu
so-that

*1 went to buy something

(but didn't necessarily
buy anything)*

/v£/ is homophonous with the verb /va/ 'come*.

As

a bound preverb it suggests that the state or action
expressed by the main verb is the not unexpected result
of a developing state of affairs.

The following are

characteristic examples:
me-v£-l£
db
catch illness

'I eventually (finally) caught

1?-v§-zu

'He became a teacher*

nuffal£
become teacher

sick*

3-vS-dzb gbb £bk£ b£...

'It happened one day that...'

3-va-vo le mfa gb6
run
our side
out

'We ran out of it'

i
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In some cases only the context determines whether
we have an instance of the bound preverb or of the
full verb.

Thus, the following sentences have two

potential interpretations:
£-va kpo w6

'He came and saw them'

b-va-kpb wo

*He finally saw them*

me-v£ do dylku na-e
set anger to

'I came and angered him'

me-va-d<5 dylkun£-b

'I eventually angered him*

There are several formal criteria which may help us
decide, in any given case, whether we are dealing with
the bound preverb or the full verb.
i) When two main verbs are consecutive members of
a serial construction, if the first takes the
future formative, the second takes it as well
in the form of the consecutive marker /£/:
e-tso btyf
pb-e
taKe stick hit

'He took a stick and struck him'

a-a-tso btyi a-pb-b

'He will take a stick and
strike him*

*£-a-tso btyf pb-b
This rule is valid for any number of full verbs
in series; the following example has three, the
second of which is /va/:
ne gbemelawo ha a<jLo aba ava atu mi le ape me...
wild beast too set war
drawhome
near
'If wild beasts also marshalled their forces
and came and feund us at home...'
(TA)
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If a main verb is immediately preceded by a
bound preverb, it cannot also be immediately
preceded by a tense formative:
wd-a-gd-dzo

'They will leave again'

*w6 -a-ga d-dzo
Therefore, where we find /v£/ preceded, but not
followed by the future formative we know we are
dealing with the bound preverb:
&-a-vd-tsd ktyf d-pb-fe

'He will eventually strike
him with a stick'

mk-vd-le
db
catch illness

'I'll wind up catching
. ..
sick*

mava zu
apegbSla
become homewrecker

'I'll become a home-wrecker'
^

'

Minimal contrasts in meaning are signalled by the
presence or absence of the consecutive tense mar
ker /£/:
mh.-v£-po nu
strike mouth

'I'll eventually speAk*

mh-vd d-po nu

'I'll come and speak'

ii) Parallel arguments can be given for the case of
the habitual formative /nd^/.
wo-va-ke-na
comeupon

wo nbpe
stayplace

Compare, for instance

'They eventually come
Up0n their dwelling'
r
°

w<!)-va-nd ke-na £e w3 nopd

'They come and dis
cover their dwelling'

iii) As a general rule, two identical verbs may not
follow each other immediately (apart from the
case of reduplicated stems).

However, we find
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sentences like:
3-va-v(&) e-me be...

1It came in that...*

(’Once upon a time...')
w<$-vS-va kpe £e e nutyi ’They eventually came and
join to
outside
helped him*
iv) The bound preverb /h4/ may not precede the bound
preverb /va/.

Thus, in sentences such as the

following, /va/ may only be interpreted as a
main verb:
me-va he-dz6

’I came and left*

Otherwise, /vd/ is freely ordered with respect
to (most) other preverbs:
*I wound up catching
sick again*

In this grammar P will be considered a lexical
category, and the preverbs will be entered in the
lexicon.

4.

Aspect.

The ’aspect* paradigm consists of a set of

discontinuous forms.

The first member of each pair

is one of a set of four auxiliary verbs /lb, nb, db, tso/
and the second is one of the two affixes /m, g£/.

These

forms are not freely combinable; out of a theoretically
p
possible eight forms, only five are found in Anlo:
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lb...rf

•present progressive*

lb...ge

*incipient*

nb..,m

’past progressive*

db#.,g£

1nonconsummative *

tso,..ge

’immediate past*

The affix occurs in surface structure immediately to
the right of the main verb.

If the main verb is not

followed by a direct object, it is reduplicated;
if it is, however, its object immediately precedes it.
Thus with the form /nb...m/ we have:
me—no dzb-dzb-m

*1 was leaving*

mb-nb hgbbgba dz£-m
effort make

»I was making an effort*

All the auxiliary verbs are homophonous with locative
main verbs:
/lb/:

*to be (in, at)1

/nb/:

*to stay, remain*

/db/:

*to reach, get to*

/ts<5/:

*to come from*

and their meaning has largely carried over to the
auxiliary forms, with a shift from the spatial to the
temporal dimension.

Below we give examples of the use

of each of the five forms (in Anlo, the auxiliary /lb/
is normally omitted in colloquial speech),
/lb...i£/ is most often used in the description of
events in progress at the moment of speaking:
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btyl dzk-dza-m
water
rain

’It’s raining*

ink db wo-ifi
work do

’I ’m working*

kdz<$ kkple
£&-m
porridge cook

*Adzo is cooking porridge*

me-v£ db l£-ifi

’I ’m catching sick at last*

me-se '6 »k<5
wb dzb £o-m
hear sound

*1 hear him speaking*

This form can be used with a number of forms that
one might consider semantically ’stative’:
miape £etugbiawo pe a£e
le £a£am
»di
aia ta
girl
tongue
bemorning this verysharp
much
’Aren’t our girls' tongues wagging this morning!’ (t a )

It can also express repeated action:
mb tsb-tsc5-m tyi le-m
i

L

w

*I'm getting up and washing*

•*

«etup
koff sukri de-m
goregularly

*Kofi is attending school'

In narrative, it can express continuous action in
the past:
y? haa
he too

*1 -bll-m

struggle

bbu k6k6ke

’He too was struggling
a long time-

It can also express the immediate future:
mie «go do-m

*We*re going on ahead*

e tb-trd-ifi va-yl-nk kpe
'He is returning home'
turn
go
home

A
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It is often used to express present mental attitudes
and capacities:
enya wo dyldzb
d6-m
word
happiness putforth

xvi. wb b
to

'Are you happy with things?1
e aslogbe a se-m b
hear
'Do you understand the Anlo language?'
(i.e. more than before)

/lb...g£/ expresses a future that is expected or
intended by the speaker:
mb dzb-dz6-ge

'I'm going to leave*

(i.e. I intend to leave)
'4 dzb-dzc5-g£

'He's going to leave*
(i.e. I expect him to leave)

we gb
xb-g4
money get

'They're going to get paid*

e fu
£e
-gS ni. wb
trouble takeout.

'It's going to bring you
,
,n .
trouble*

b kpbta yi-ge btsb
b
tomorrow

'Are you going to Kpota
.
ol
tomorrow?'

In narrative, it can express an intended or expected
future in relation to past time:
tsalf kpo b£ yekb-ku-g£
see that
die

'Tsali
saw that he was
.
.
,
going to die'
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Like the future tense, it can be used in descriptive
narrative to describe customary action:
n'S wo-wb db b vo
egbd a ko a, wo gk xb-gd egbe a
if
finish today
'If they finish the job today, they get paid today’
(describing how one must pay masons)

/nb...ifi/ is used in the description of events in pro
gress at some past time:
mb-no db wu-m

*1 was working*

btyl nb dzb-dzb-rii

'It was raining*

wd-nb ha dyl-m

'They were singing*

wd-nb

kb-rfi kpld wo noeawd
'
— v ' . with
RECIPR
compete

'They were (continually)
..
...
competing with one
another*

It may also be used to express an action that has
continued from past time into present time:
3-nye ' tro&
be spirit

wd-nb sbbb-sdbo-m
serve

egbeegbb
today

*He is a spirit they are (still) worshipping today'

/db...ge/ expresses actions that do not reach con
summation:
mb-db ku-kd-gd
die

'I nearly died*

me-de any! dzb-ge
ground reach

'I nearly fell down*

A
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/ts<5...gd/ expresses actions that have just been
completed,

/tso/ alone among the auxiliary verbs

is not completely free of spatial reference, and its
use implies that movement in space accompanies the
action:
me-ts6 nu
plb-ge
thing buy

'I've just come back from
shopping'

me-tsd db wo-ge

'I've just come from work'

As we noted above, /lb/ is normally deleted in
these constructions in colloquial speech.

However,

there are certain environments where it is
retained:
i)

obligatorily, when /lb/ does not immediately
precede the constituent VP:
fbfd kb fe-m mb-lb
nya hi gblo-m wo-le a
word
dis
cuss

ii)

'Only joking, I am'
'the matter which they
are discussing*

nu
k'£ wo-m nb-lb
thing
do

'What are you doing?'

b£bbb dzb-m e mb-lb
crazy get

'I'm going crazy*

optionally in serial verb constructions after
the preverb /h4/:
'd-gbugbo (h£-le) hb dyl-m
return

'He returned and
.
. . .
is singing*

For these reasons, we assume that /lb/ occurs in the
underlying form of all these constructions, and is
deleted by general rule when preceding the VP (though
only optionally if following /h4/).

i
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In colloquial speech, some intransitive verbs
need not be reduplicated with /m, ge/:
me dzo-ge

•I'm going to leave*

e-dzo le ya me h£ yl-m
fly
air
go,
°

'It flew into the sky
,
and was going'

We shall introduce aspect constructions into the
grammar with the following two PS rules:
PS rule 9.
PS rule 10.

A
Af

V

Af

—*

The symbol V (verb) of PS rule 9 is a lexical category,
and as such generates the terminal symbol A

by a

general convention (the rule need not be stated in
any particular grammar).
are listed in the lexicon.

Auxiliary verbs, therefore,
In order to see what form

their entries will take, it would be well to permit
ourselves a digression at this point and review in
more detail the process of lexical substitution.
In the model of grammar we have adopted for the
present study, the PS rules generate bracketed strings
or phrase-markers whose terminal elements are either
grammatical formatives (the plural and negative markers,
tense, etc.) or the 'dummy' element

A , in case the

penultimate symbol of any branch is a lexical node
(N, V, A(djective), etc.).

These phrase-markers carry

all the syntactic information necessary for the selection
and substitution of the lexical items that will complete
the deep structure representation.
In the lexicon, certain features are associated
with every lexical item, determining (among other things)
which structures they may enter.

Each lexical entry
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has a category feature identifying its grammatical
category (or categories), and a syntactic subcate
gorization feature which identifies the syntactic
frames into which the entry may be substituted.
Together, these two features may be considered to form
the structural description of a lexical substitution
transformation.

9

Let us consider, as an example, the derivation of
the sentence
kbla

kkple
cook porridge

*Abla cooked porridge*

The base rules will generate the following phrasemarker:

NP
I
N

VP

V^NP
I
N

(where as usual we have eliminated irrelevant
non-branching nodes).

This structure may be equi

valently represented in the following fora:

t

[ NC A ]N

3

NP

NP

In the lexicon, both /&bl£/ and /kkple/ are assigned
the feature /+N/, indicating that they are members of
the category 'noun' and may be substituted for occur
rences of the dummy element * A * whenever these are
dominated by the symbol N.

Thus, they are eligible

3

VP

3

3
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for substitution in the above structure.

The

lexical entry /$ k / will have the feature /+V/ assigned
to it, indicating that it is eligible for substitution
for a dummy element dominated by the symbol V.
Furthermore, it will have the syntactic subcategor
ization feature / -- NP/, indicating that it can
only enter structures in which the dummy element
characterized as V is followed by the symbol NP.
As this

is the case inthe structure given above,

/£&/ iseligible for substitution on all counts. After
substitution has taken place, we have a base structure
phrase-marker containing lexical entries in the place
of the former dummy elements:"^

[ [ [&bl£] ]
S

NP

N

N

[[<*&][[ &kpli] ] ]

NP

VP

V

The auxiliary verbs /lb, nb,
handled in the same

V

NP

N

db, ts<5/ will

N NP

VP

be

way as main verbs, except forthe

fact that their syntactic subcategorization feature
will be different.

Instead of representing transitivity
show
and intransitivity, they will A the affix(es) with which
they may cooccur in

grammatical structures.

possible because PS

rules 9 and 10 define two

This is
structures

of the sort appropriate for verbal subcategorization:
A

A

Y

Af

V

Af

A

m

L

g4

Thus, the lexical entries for the auxiliary verbs will
include the following features:
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/IV 5

/

^/1 •••t •progressive* )
►
J
&&/1•• •t •incipient*

♦V, <; /

/nb/:

+v,

/

v * •••t 'past progressive

/db/:

-V,

/

§e/t ••• t •nonconsumraative *

/ts6/:

*v,

/

»• ••t •immediate past*

The first feature after the lexical representation
states that the item in question is a verb (is a
member of the category 'verb*), and as such may be
substituted for terminal elements 1 4 * which are
immediately dominated by Y.

The next feature is

the syntactic subcategorization feature, which states
that the form in question may be substituted into
its
structures in which^right sister, i.e. the element
to its immediate right which is also dominated by
the same V, is /m/ or /g£/, as the case may be.

Thus

PS rules 9 and 10 and the lexical entries above define,
among them, all the possible combinations of aux
iliary verbs and affixes.
Now, a 3 the aspect formatives are discontinuous
in surface structure, the grammar must have a rule
which places an affix to the right of the verb occur
ring immediately to its right.

In fact, the rule of

Affix-movement, given in Chapter 2.2, can easily be
generalized to cover the case of the aspect affixes.
We add the class Af to item 1 of the structural des
cription:
AFFIX-MOVEMENT
n£

(P ) *

(revi sed)

v

Af
3

— ►

0

2

[ 3

V

+1 ]
V
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The reason this rule can be extended in this way
is that the symbol V (item 3 of the structural des
cription) is ambiguous in reference: it may be
defined on either an auxiliary verb or on a main
verb, or on both at once.

Suppose, for instance,

that we are dealing with an affix marker when the
habitual formative /na^/ is not present in the structure
nor for that matter is any tense marker.

In this

case, V can only be defined on the main verb, and
P (item 2) will necessarily be null, since P is always
generated to the left of A.

Affix-movement will apply

to phrase-marker (1), below, and relate it trans
formationally to phrase-marker (2):
(1)
PRED

&bl£ ifc ge

dzo

(2 )
PRED

2ibl£

dz#

gS

A further rule (to be discussed in the next chapter)
will reduplicate the verb, giving us the eventual
surface string
abla O b ) dzb-dz<5-g£

'Abla is going to leave*

Now let us suppose that item 1 is the habitual marker.
In that case V is open to two possible interpretations.
It may be a main verb (and one or more preverbs may
intervene), as it was in the case of the derivation
on page 51; or it may be an auxiliary verb of the
constituent A, in which case Affix-movement is defined
at two points on the phrase-rraarker.

In this way,

a phrase-marker such as (3) below will be transfor
mationally related to (4):
S

(3)
NP

PRED
AUX
T

bbl£

(4)

VP
A

nd

V

V

Af

nb

m

S
NP

PRED

vd
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In (3), if /na/ has been selected as item 1 of the
structural description of Affix-movement, then item
2 is null and item 3 is /nb/.

If Af has been selected

as item 1, then item 2 is null and item 3 is /vd/.
Thus, Affix-movement is defined twice on (3).

The

reduplication rule mentioned above will apply to (4)
followed by Habitual Formative Reduction, giving us
the surface string
kbld nb-k vk-vd-m

'Abla is/was coming
(habitually)*

Observe, however, that in order to apply to (4), as
it must, Habitual Formative Reduction must be general
ized to the case where the node following /nd^/ is
VP as well as NP.

We shall keep this in mind and note

some interesting consequences in Chapter 3»
We shall conclude this section by noting two
alternants.

The aspect affix /ifi/ has the optional

alternant /nd/ when directly followed by a pronoun,
as is possible when the verb is ditransitive:
'd“nu
ffa -md h
thing teach

'He is teaching me*

The auxiliary verb of the incipient form /Ib...gd/
has the alternant /aid/ when the VP has been preposed:
afodyf yf-ge wb-kld
latrine

'Going to go to the latrine, he is*

compare:
afodyf yf-m wo-lb

‘Going to the latrine, he is1
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There are certain other constructions in Ewe that
resemble the aspect constructions in their surface
properties.

These are discussed in Appendix A:

•The Affixes /£/ and /ge/*.

5,

Cooccurrence restrictions within the auxiliary

complex.

If we consider by pairs the possible co

occurrence restrictions in the auxiliary complex,
we have three possible types, as follows:
i)

T xP

ii)

P xA

iii)

T xA

We have observed no restrictions of the first type.
One restriction of the second type has been noted,
prohibiting the simultaneous selection of /vb/ and
/lb g&/ within the same auxiliary.

As for restrictions

holding between T and A, we observe that the auxiliary
verb /lb/ never appears in structures containing tense
formatives.

In the case of the progressive, we find

/nb m/ substituting for /lb m/ whenever tense is pre
sent, with however (at least in many cases) the meaning
ed
we would have expect to find if the auxiliary /lb/
had occurred;
mb(-lb) db wo-m

'I'm working*

mb-nb db wo-m
*
mb-lb db w8-m

•I’ll be working*

we shall see that this is not a particular property
of the auxiliary /lb/ but is a property of the main
verb as well.

We have been able to find no restric-
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tions other than these (though not all of the several
hundred possible combinations were present in our data
or tested).

Apart from the exception noted, all members

of A appear to occur freely with T, apart from the case
where T = /na^/ which is restricted to the verbs /yl/
and /gbb/, which are not auxiliaries (though see again
note 8)*

Thus, for instance, we find progressive

constructions in the future and the habitual:
future progressive: expresses action in progress at
a future time or under hypothetical circumstances:
hSff
ml-k-no ml hia wo k£taa w6-m a...
before
all
do
‘Before you’ll be doing all these things...'
n£ dylnu ak-nb
if moon

ge-sia-gi
shine every-time

a . ..

1If the moon were always shining...‘
habitual progressive:

expresses action habitually

in progress, in the past or present:
me-no-a db wo-m
'I'm usually working, I used to work'
wS-no-a auta se-m le wo «utyf
be-cruel
’They would act cruelly toward them*
nu hia wo be kokl<5tsd no-a nti k^-ifi
rooster
scratch
’This caused the Booster to be always scratching’
If the other aspect forms rarely occur with tense,
this seems to be due more likely to semantic con-
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straints than to grammatical constraints, as
speakers accept sentences like:
ne mb-tso nu
ple-ge a, mb-n£
na-nya
thing
cause
know
•When I return from shopping, I*11 let you know'
mb-de-a any! dzb-g4
'I nearly fall down (as, every time I pass a certain
slippery spot)*

6,

The alternation /lb~nb/.

As locative and exist

ential forms, the verbs /lb/ 'be in, at* and /ll/
'exist* are members of the semantic class /-Punctual/,
Unlike most members of this class, however, these forms
generally have only a present time interpretation when
they occur in simple sentences, with no coordinate
or subordinate elements following:
e-le lbmb

'He is at Lome*

w<5-lb bp4 mb

'They are at home'

4-11

'It exists'

'

When reference to past time location or existence is
required, /lb/ and /ll/ are replaced by the forms
/nb/ and /nb bnyf/, respectively:
'4-nb lbmb
w<5-nb bp 4 mb
e-no anyi✓

'He was/stayed at Lome
They were/stayed at home'
'It existed'
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This gives rise to the possibility of present time/
past time contrasts such as the following:
dumegawo gale «udzo fifia abe alesi wo togbuiwo no «udzo la ene
town
awake now
as how
foreelder
father
'The town elders are as wide awake now as their
forefathers were'

(TA)

In spite of these facts, the forms /lb/ and /ll/
cannot be considered verbs with an inherent present
time feature, as they occur freely in past time en
vironments such as in narrative and in certain com
plex structures.

Minimal contrasts of meaning may

result from substituting /nb/ for /lb/:
mb-lb kpe me btsb wb-va

*1 was at home yesterday
when he came*

mb-nb

mb btsb wb-v£

'I was at home yesterday,
when he came'

In the first of these examples, two events occur
concurrently;

in the second, two events occur success

ively.
For this reason, we do not consider the alterna
tions /lb~nb/, /ll~nb anyf/ in such sentences to
be a part of the formal system of 'tense* in Ewe.
Rather, wherever a structure occurs in which either
/lb/ or /nb/, /ll/ or /nb bnyf/ may occur ^with
consequent change of meaning), we consider that we
are dealing with independent lexical forms.
As mentioned earlier, however, there are certain
environments where /lb/ can never occur, which must
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be accounted for somehow,

We find that /nb/ occurs

in these environments with the meaning we would have
expected /Ib/ to have:
i) cooccurring with the future or habitual formatives
in AUX:
mb-lb bp£ mb

*I*m at home1

ma-nb bp£ mb

*1*11 be at home*

mb-no-a bpb mb

•I am/was usually at home*

Observe that /lb/ is ungrammatical in such surface structures:
ma-lb bpe mb
*
mb-l£-a bpe mb
ii)

in the imperative:
mb (-lb) yl-yl-m

*I*m going*

nb (yl-)yl-m mb-va

*Be going, I*11 come*

*lb (yl-)yl-m ma-vb
iii)

in the subjunctive:
me-dyf be na-nb bpe mb 'I want you to be at home'
want
*
me-dyi be na-le bpb mb

Here, we do not consider that we are dealing with
surface reflexes of the underlying verb /nb/, but rather
with a suppletive form of /lb/ which enters structures in
which the future, habitual, imperative or subjunctive
formatives (eventually: any member of T) occur to the
left.
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Let us suppose, then, that /Ib/ has the alternate
phonological form /nb/ just in case the base structure
has
it entersAa tense formative. We can provide for this
directly in the lexical entry, specifying a disjunction
of phonological matrices:
[ — *£/>•••* ‘incipient*

i
/ —

id/,..., ‘progressive

/ —

NP/,...,
,•••, *be in/at1

This entry states that the verbal form in question
has the phonological shape /nb/ just in case it is
preceded by a tense formative and any number (including
zero) of bound preverbs; otherwise, it has the shape
/lb/.

This generalization holds whatever the structure

the verb enters, i.e. whether it is an auxiliary verb
or a main verb.
The entry for /lb ~nb/ must further provide that
this form may enter no structures in which both a tense
formative and the affix /g4/ are present, as we have
(in Anlo):
*
mb-lb hb dyl-g£
*

mb—nb hb dyl-g£
It must state a similar constraint against occurrences
of /lb/vnb/ in structures containing both /va/ (the pre
verb) and /gb/, as we saw above.

These two restrictions

can be collapsed in the following form:
A'e /v nb/ may enter no AUX of the form

(P)* —

We leave open the question of the status of such rules
in the grammar, that is, whether they are stated in
lexical entries themselves (with some duplication, as
another statement would have to be made in the entry
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for /va/), or whether they are to be considered as
base conditions, i.e. conditions on deep structures
which characterize certain strings as ill-formed,
much as in the manner of (syntactic) output conditions
12
(see Ross 1967, Rerlmutter 1971).

7.
as

The f uture1 and incipient1 forms contrasted.
the forms

/£lt~

('future') and

/lk g£/

('inci

pient1) are very close in meaning, one might wonder
why they should be distinguished in the base at all.
Since they are mutually exclusive forms (at least in
Anlo - see note 8), we might propose instead that
both should be generated in the same paradigm T.
It would appear that the forms are not quite
identical in meaning, however.

The future form is

characteristically noncommittal and expresses objective
possibility, while the use of the incipient expresses
the personal appraisal on the part of the speaker that
the event in question will be realized.

Observe,

for instance, the following examples:
ft-a-no tyi

£-kri
drink water
die

'He will/may drown', as because he doesn't know how to
swim (objective possibility)

% tyi no-g£ a-krf

'He's going to drown', as be
cause he's behaving reckless
ly

(personal appraisal)

The second example represents the act of drowning as
a series of related events E^,

•••> En » where

Er = death by drowning and where at least

has

already been realized at the moment of speaking.
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We find as well that (at least for some speakers)
the two forms contrast in certain embedded clauses,
where the main verb is a member of the class /-Punctual/
and therefore ambiguous between present and past time
reference.

In such cases the future form tends to

give the entire expression a past time meaning,
while the incipient gives it a present time meaning:
me-sustf be w(5-a-v£
think

*1 thought that

they wouldcome*

me-sustf b£ w6 vb-v£-gl

'I think that they will come1

Furthermore, the two forms are not everywhere
interchangeable; observe the following:
mh-no nfi £u-m
eat

*1*11 be eating*

mb nb-nb-g£ nft

*I*m going to remain, eating*

where the latter example has quite a different deriva
tional history, / n b / being a main verb followed an
aspect construction involving /lb di/, with /lb/ deleted
as usual*

The fact that the second example has no

interpretation ’I’m going to be eating* - which is
certainly well-formed semantically - shows that
/lb gl/ and /lb A/ are in fact mutually exclusive forms.
This follows from our placement of them within the
same paradigm A.
We can find environments where one form, but not
the other, yields ungrammatical sentences.

We observe

that clauses embedded after verbs of perception like
/kp6/ ’see', /sb/ *hear*, etc., must be untensed; thus:
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me-kpo koff wb-£u nil
he eat thing

*I saw Kofi eat1

*

me-kpd koff wb-h-£u nu
*
me-kpo koff wb-$i5-a nu
But such clauses freely take aspect formatives:
me-kp£ koff wbf-le) nu ££-m
me-kp<5 koff wb(-le) nti £u-ge

’I saw Kofi eating*
!I saw Kofi getting
ready to eat*

The future and incipient also contrast in conditional
clauses (see the next section for an example),

8*

Time adverbials and the tense-aspect system.

The selection of time adverbials generated under the
node ADY is not independent of the selection of
members of T and A* certain cooccurrence restrictions
are observed.
i) past time adverbials, such as /btsb 'hi vi. yl/
'yesterday*, /tsa/ *formerly*, are compatible
with habitual and with zero tense:
me-va

etso hi va yl

mb-nb vk-va-m

tsa

me-va-n£
mb-no-a vk-v£-m
Due to its obligatory 'present time' meaning,
/lb/ cannot be selected with such expressions
unless it occurs as paafrt of a complex construction,
or in narrative.
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ii) future time adverbials, such as
/btsb 'hi gb6-nh/ 'tomorrow*, are compatible
with the future and incipient formatives:
mh-vb

etso hi gbo-nh

mb-nb vh-vb-m
mb vh-vb-gb
The progressive form (immediate future interpre
tation, see above p. 61) is permissable as well
when the main verb is a verb of motion, as is
the progressive formative /na^/ under the same
circumstances.

Wo other permissable combina

tions have been found, in independent clauses.
In subordinate clauses, however, these restrict
ions are somewhat relaxed after the conjunction
/ne/ 'if, when', and zero tense is permitted.
Since zero tense contrasts in meaning with all
other forms permitted in this environment, we
assume that it may occur (that is, that tense may
be absent) in deep structures after /nb/:
nb me-va etso hi gbo-na a, mh-gblo-e na wb
'When I come tomorrow, I'll tell it to you*(then)*
nb mh-va etso hi gbo-na a, mh-gblo-e nb wb
'If I come tomorrow, 1*11 tell you (beforehand)'
nb mh-vb etso hi gb6-nh kb h, mh-gblo-e nb wb
only
'If I come tomorrow, I'll tell it to you (then)'
ne mb vh-vb-ge etso hi gbd-na a, mb-gblo-e nb wb
'If I'm preparing to come tomorrow, I'll tell
you (beforehand)'
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iii) present time expressions:

there appear, in

fact, to be no expressions referring to present
time exclusively; the form /ffffa/ may be
glossed ’now1, ’just now’, ’soon', *a short while
ago', ’these days', etc., according to context,
and thus imposes no constraints on auxiliary forms.
iv) adverbials of habitual or repeated action.
such as /enuefou/ 'often1, /gb-sla-gli/ 'always',
impose the cooccurrence of the habitual or future
formatives, when the verb is /-i-punctual/:
me-v^-na

£nu£nu

me-no-a vb-v&-m

ge-si£-gi

mb-v&
mb-nb va-v^-rf
(mb-nb vb-v£-m)
the last example being possible for some speakers
in which case it is synonymous with the second
example.
With /-Punctual/ verbs, such as /lb/, these
restrictions are relaxed:
mb-lb bp4 me ge-sia-gi
'I'm always at home*
bbb
mud

mb-le mo dyf ge-sia-gi o
road

'There's not always mud on the road*

RESTRUCTURING

In this chapter we look at a syntactic rule which
has the effect of restructuring any VPs which function
syntactically as nouns.

This rule operates both on

VPs occurring within lexical representations of the
lexicon, and on VPs generated in the syntactic base,
and plays an important role in the reduction of ambi
guity in surface structures.
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1.

The formation of gerundive nominals.

Our PS

rules do not provide for a common type of nominal
form which is systematically related to certain
sentences.

We may illustrate these nominals by

(1) and (2) below, which appear intuitively to be related
in some way to sentences (3) and (4) respectively:
1)

koff p6 xo tu-tu

'Kofi's house-building*

2)

% pe dzo-dz(5 lb bpe me *his leaving home*

3)

koff tb.
xb
build house

*Kofi built a house'

4)

'6-dzo lb hp£ mb

'He left home'

The following diagram will make the correspondence
between the elements of (1) and (3) clear:
koff

koff f4

tfc

xo

xb

tu-tu

We see that in the nominal form, the object of the
verb precedes it, and the verb has been reduplicated.
Furthermore, the former subject appears as a genitive
modifier, with the genitive formative /pe/ following
it.

(2) and (4) compare in a similar way:
'6-dz6
S pe

lb bp£ mb

dzo-dzo lb bpe me

Here, the oblique (prepositional) object of the
verb is not preposed in the nominal form; otherwise the
elements compare in the same way.
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Let us examine a few of the syntactic properties
of these gerundive nominals.

In certain respects,

they are comparable to nouns,

PS rule 5a provides

that nouns follow the genitive modifier in possessive
structures.

Other examples show us that gerundive

nominals may be followed by determiners and the plural
formative /w6/:
£b£<5
wo-wo
hia
preparation
make

‘this preparation-making*

y'4 wo dyldzbdze kpo-kpo w<5 'his success-seeing (triumphs)*
he
success
see
Thus, these forms have the distributional properties
of nouns as they are defined in our grammar.

Secondly,

the gerundive nominals (together with any determiners
or the plural marker if present) share with NPs the
property of coordination with the NP linker /kple/:
koff kpl£ &.bla

'Kofi and Abla'

xo tu-tu kpl£ hh. dyl-dyl

'house-building and singing'

Elsewhere in the grammar, /kpl6/ may only link NPs;
VPs and sentences have different linkers.

Thirdly,

while gerundive nominals have the inner structure of
VPs in that their NP relates to the verb as object, it
may contain no members of AUX; all tense/aspect dis
tinctions are neutralized.

However, negative forms

are possible in which the (also reduplicated) formative
/mh/ expresses the negation:
ma-yi-ma-yi

'not going'

eto m^-pe-ma-ple

'not buying mortars'
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On the basis of these observations, we may
tentatively propose the following partial analysis
of the surface structure of (1):
NP
NP
YP
koff

xo tu-tu

’Kofi's house-building*
But as we as yet have no rule introducing VP under
the immediate domination of N, we must introduce
the following:
PS rule 11.

N

(mk)

YP

This rule allows N to be rewritten as YP, optionally
preceded by the formative /mk/f to account for the
negative nominals.

(Recall that the grammar has another

rule rewriting N as the element

^ , by general conven

tion; thus PS rule 11 is not obligatory).
Let us now consider the problem of the internal
structure of the YP dominated by N, a question which
in turn calls for a deep structure analysis of (1).
Apart

is

from

the

fact

that

/xb/, in

understood unambiguously

as

this

example,

the o b j e c t

of / t k / ,

/kbff/ is understood as the subject; in other words,
the grammatical relations in (1) are just those of
(3).

In fact, it is true that for any gerundive

nominal whatsoever preceded by a possessive modifier,
we can construct a full sentence in which the same
lexical items stand in the same grammatical relation
ship to each other, in spite of the difference in order.
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One way of accounting for this relationship that
immediately suggests itself is to suppose that N
dominates not YP, but rather a S, and that this S is
precisely the sentence that corresponds to the nominal
in the way we have seen.

According to this analysis,

the deep structure of (1) would be:

6)

NP

koff^

kbff^ th. xo

where the subscript indices indicate coreference.
In such an analysis, the embedded sentence would
account entirely for the semantic interpretation,
and would account for all the grammatical relations
in a direct fashion.
This approach poses the difficulty that a rule
is now necessary deleting the second occurrence of
/kbff/.

This poses no problem of principle; such a

rule ('Equi-NP Deletion1) has been described for many
languages.

The point is that we are aware of no

independent justification for such a rule in Ewe,
Ewe has no clause-embedding verbs of the type of English
'want1 which delete a subject when it is coreferential
with the subject of the main verb.

Until such justifi

cation is presented, as it may well be in a more comPl ete study of nominal and sentential syntax, we prefer
to adopt the more conservative solution on methodolo
gical principles and suppose that N does in fact
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dominate the string (mb.) VP in deep structures.

Nothing

crucial to later discussion is involved in the choice
we make here, so we need not dwell on the matter any
further.

We propose that the deep structure of (1) may

be represented in the form of the phrase-marker (7):
7)

NP
NP
VP
NP

kbfi

tli

xb

This representation clearly accounts for the fact that
/xb/ is understood as the object of /tb/ in (1); but
it does not explain the fact that a NP standing in the
relation of ’possessor* or ’genitive modifier* to a VP
should be interpreted as the subject of the verb.

It

would appear that some statement of this sort will have
to be added to the semantic component of the grammar,
unless some solution can be worked out along the lines
of Chomsky 1970.

With such a statement, it will no

longer be necessary to call particular attention to the
fact that the collocational possibilities of nouns and
verbs in gerundive nominals is precisely equivalent to
that of verbs and direct objects; nor that the collocation
al possibilities of NP modifiers and verbs is just that
of subjects and verbs.

These facts will follow from

representations such as (7)#
We must now have a rule providing a mapping between
deep structure (7) and surface structure (5).
rule must do two things:

This

it must prepose any under

lying direct object, and it must reduplicate the verb.
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These are simple operations that can be defined in
terms of the elementary transformations of adjunction
and deletion.

As our examples have suggested, only

elements internal to the VP are affected.

The rule

must further state that the operations are only defined
on VPs which are themselves nouns, as otherwise it would
apply (incorrectly) to the VPs dominated immediately
by .t'RED.

Un the basis of these facts, we may frame

the rule of Restructuring in the following way:
8)

RESTRUCTURING
V

X
N

N
1 2

3

— »

2

[ RED + ll
V

0

3

V

A.

Copy 2 to the left of 1.

Delete 2.

B.

Chomsky-adjoin RED to the left of 1

The inserted formative RED receives a phonological
interpretation later in the course of derivation.
We are now in a position to complete the phrasemarker indicating the surface structure of (1).

The

rule of Restructuring will characterize a transformational
relationship between phrase-marker (7) and phrasemarker (7*), below:
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7*)

NP
NP
YP
NP

koff

pe

xo

koff

$6

xo

RED

tu

— *

(morphology)

tu-tu

Should the rule operate on a structure containing no
direct object, such as that underlying (2), no per
mutation will take place (part A of the rule will be
vacuous) and the only overt change will be the redupli
cation of the verb.

2.

The formation of lexical nominals.

The rule of

Restructuring is more general than the facts we have so
far presented would suggest.

We have been examining a

regular syntactic process for forming nominals from
VPs.

These forms, gerundive nominals. are characterized

by being perfectly regular in meaning: their meaning is
deducible directly from the meaning of their consti
tuents, given underlying representations such as we have
proposed.
There are other nominals, however, which do not
have this property of semantic regularity.

While simi

lar in internal composition to the preceding items, the
meaning of each must be learned separately, as it usually
contains unpredictable semantic elements.

These forms

will be called lexical nominals; we shall assume that
they are nouns listed in the Ewe lexicon.
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Lexical nominals formed from intransitive verbs,
like the gerundive nominals, are always reduplicated;
cf. the following forms, where
colons:
9)

bu:bu

1dust'

db: db

'pride'

lo:l|

'love'

vb: vo

'fear*

mb:ma

'division*

£b:£o

'sequence'

But lexical nominals formed from transitive verbs are
not always reduplicated; compare the forms of (10) and (11)
10)

11)

reduplicated forms:
nu:$u:£u

‘food*

s£:po:po

‘flower*

»(u):ke:ke

'day*

ku:tse:ts£

'fruit*

unreduplicated forms:
ntf:ny£

‘knowledge'

fe:tu

'reward*

tyi:po:£f

'libation*

dyliku

'anger*

The initial stem in all members of (10) and (11) is a
noun.

If lexical representations are to capture the

fact that they are semantically the objects of the verb
that follows them, we must assign them the structure of
a VP^.

Suppose then the form /nu£ti£fcu/ 'food* is given

the lexical representation:

i
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N
I
VP
V

NP
nu

or equivalently:

[ [ [*]

N

YP

V

V

c

nu

NP

NP

VP

]
N

Then we find that Restructuring will be defined on
these representations and permit the derivation of
the surface forms, just as in the case of the gerundive
nominals.

We need not add a separate transformational

rule to the lexicon doing the same work as Restructuring;
a single rule, operating in the syntax, will derive
both types of nominals correctly.
This analysis does not yet give us the surface forms
of (11), however.

We must account in some way for the

absence of the reduplicated syllable*

Or are we dealing

here with a class of forms quite unrelated to those of
(10), derived by an entirely separate permutation rule
which has no provision for reduplication?
Fortunately, there exists a class of forms in Ewe
which can help us to come to a decision. This consists
2
of a large and productive set of nominals formed by
means of the affixes /la/ *agent1, /pe/ ’place1,
/gif/ ’time*, /nu/ ’thing*, and certain others.

Let

us observe first those forms derived from intransitive
verbs.

The regular rule is that the verb is reduplicated:
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12)

dyl
dzo

*to bear*

dyl:dyl:la

'one who gives birth'

'to leave*

dzb:dzo:lk

'one who leaves*

dzrk £o 'to prepare*

dzk:dzrk:£o:gi

'time for pre
paring'

Such forms, it would appear, are semantically regular.
On the other hand, there are many examples of lexical
nominals of this type that are unreduplicated, even though
they are intransitive:
13) dyl:lk

'parent'

sub<5:la

'servant*

ku:pl

'place of death'

no:pl

'dwelling, abode*

(yl:)yl:pl

'place, manner of going*

(tsb:)ts6:gi

'starting time*

Turning now to the forms derived from transitive verbs,
we find that the verb is never reduplicated:
14) ntf:nyk:la

'wise man'

nya:dr6:pl

'court*

gk: dzrk: £<S:pi

*place for saving money*

dbme:nyY:nu

'inheritance'

We can use the now-familiar argument based on equivalence
of grammatical relations to support a claim that the
nominals of (14) must be related to deep-structure
verb-object sequences.

The question, again, is whether

Restructuring is the proper rule to accomplish this,
with its generation of unwanted reduplicated syllables,
or whether we must introduce some new rule which has as
its sole effect the permutation of the verb and its
object.

However, we can now see that to choose the latter

solution, in the case of the nominals of (14), is to
make the claim that their derivational history is not
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the same as that of the forms of (12) and (13), where
we observe reduplication taking place, (though only
optionally in the items of (13)). It would be equivalent
to setting up one derivational class based on the
criterion of reduplication and another one on the
basis of verb-object permutation, missing entirely the
insight that the relevant distinction is that of
transitivity of the verb.

We should therefore prefer

to find a way of describing these forms in terms of
which all agentive nouns (or all place-nouns, etc.)
pass through the same derivational process, independent
of verbal transitivity.
Suppose therefore we tentatively assign members of
this class of nominals representations such as the fol3
lowing, to which Restructuring will apply:

ny6

mi

16

yl

p6

Correct forms will consequently be derived for the members
of (12), while the members of (13) and (14) will be
assigned an extraneous reduplicative syllable.

3.

RED-deletion.

In the light of the above discussion,

let us turn back to our statement of Restructuring ^8).
It is now clear that no forms considered are exceptional
with regard to part A of the rule, but only to part B.
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the same as that of the forms of (12), or of those
forms of (13) which permit optional reduplication.
It would be equivalent to setting up one derivational
class based on the criterion of reduplication and an
other one on the basis of verb-object permutation,
missing the insight that these two phenomena follow
from the transitivity (or lack of transitivity) of
the verb.

To put this argument another way, if the

Restructuring rule is not permitted to apply in the
derivation of forms like those of (14), then

we cannot

derive the forms of (12) and (13) by it and maintain
a consistent analysis.

Thus, failure to let Restructuring

apply here would require the introduction of not one
but two new rules, doing the work of parts A

and B of

Restructuring respectively.
We should prefer to find a way of describing forms
(12) - (14) in such a way that they all pass through
the same derivational process, undergoing all structural
changes which are defined on them, whether the verbs
are transitive or not.

Suppose therefore we tentatively

assign them representations such as the following, to which
3
Restructuring will apply:

yl
go

pe
-place

'place of going*

nya

nu

know

thing -er

'wise man*

la
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Correct forms will now be derived for the members
of (.12),

while the members of (13) and (14) will be

assigned an extraneous reduplicative syllable.
The same analysis will be extended to the forms of
(11), since the problem of verbal non-reduplication
is no longer unique to this group.

Thus, a lexical

nominal such as /nunya/ 'knowledge* will have the
lexical representation:

nya

3.

RED-deletion.

nu

In the light of the above discussion,

let us turn back to our statement of Restructuring (8).
It is now clear that no forms considered are exceptional
with regard to part A of the rule, but only to part B.
An adequate theory of lexical exceptions will allow
us to account for the non-reduplicating forms of (11)
and (13) > that is, the transitive affixless forms and
4

the intransitive affix forms .

We observe that there

is no way of predicting the irregular behaviour of these
items on the basis of other properties which they share;
they are essentially random exceptions to a general rule.
This is not surprising, as a large part of the grammar
of any language consists of exceptions to rules.

The

theory of grammar provides for such unpredictable be
haviour through subcategorization of lexical items,
and in particular by the device of the rule exception
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feature.

features,
These a
associated with each exceptional

item in the set of features constituting its lexical
entry, indicate which rules an item is prohibited from
undergoing.

Let us suppose that Ewe has a feature /-rule i/

expressing exceptionality in regard to part B of Re
structuring, thus preventing any item so marked from
undergo: ng reduplication.

To be more precise, this

feature will be associated with the verb in the lexical
representation of the lexical nominal in question.
Thus, our last example can be represented in the
following way:
N
I
VP
V
/-rule i/
nya

NP

nil

The case of the transitive affix nominals of
is quite different in nature.

Here, we are not dealing

with a set of random exceptions but with predictable ex
ceptions:

no transitive verb reduplicates if the verb

is followed in the nominal by an affix.
therefore, are perfectly regular.

These items,

Three ways of account

ing for them are suggested:
i)

a condition could be added to part Bof the
stating

rule

that X(item 3 of the structuraldescrip

tion) is not analyzable as W - Af - Z.
ii)

a rule of lexical implication could be added to
the lexicon, stating that a noun with the internal
structure Y - N P - A f must have the feature 'exception
to part B of Restructuring’.
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iii)

a rule could be added to the transformational
component of the grammar, ordered after Re
structuring, which has the effect of deleting
the formative RED in the environment NP —

V Af.

we shall offer reasons below (in the next section) for
believing that (iii) is the correct solution in this
case, and thus we add:
15)

RED-deletion
RED

V
N

1

2

5

1 0

3

To summarize the discussion of this chapter to
this point, we have seen that the grammar of Ewe has
a rule of Restructuring which permutes a verb and its
object, causing the verb to be preceded by a redupli
cative syllable, whenever the YP in question is character
ized syntactically as a noun.

This rule, justified

first for the case of gerundive nominals, can be extended
to cover a large class of lexical nominals, including
some forms with unreduplicated verbs.

The cost *f

this extension was the addition of rule (15) to the
grammar.

4.

AVPs.

In Chapter 2 (page 68) we described a rule

of Affix-movement which adjoins any affix of AUX to
the right of the first verb to its right.

If this verb

is a main verb, the rule has the effect of introducing
an affix into the derived structure of VP.

Let us
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refer to such VPs informally as AVPs (affix verb
phrases)•
The rule of Affix-movement is not sufficient to
account for the observed surface forms; in addition
to the affix-placement rule, we need a rule that will
reduplicate an intransitive verb and permute a transi
tive verb with its object:
16)

koff (lb) dzb-dz6-g£

‘Kofi is going to leave*

17)

koff (lb) xb tu-rf

'Kofi is building a house*

This is precisely the effect, of course, of Restructuring.
We may observe that the aspect constructions are quite
parallel, formally, to lexical nominals formed with
5
affixes:
intransitive verb:

/dz6j 'to leave*

lexical nominal:

dzb-dz6-l£

*one who leaves*

progressive:

dzb-dzo-m

'leaving*

transitive verb:

/tu/ 'to build*

lexical nominal:

xo-tu-l£

'house-builder'

progressive:

xo-tu-rf

'building a house*

Let us generalize Restructuring, then, to the AVPs.
The advantages of doing this are clear.

Instead of

having to account for forms like /dzb-dz(5-ge/ and
/xb tu-m/ by two unrelated rules, one reduplicating an
intransitive verb and the other permuting a transitive
verb with its object, we derive them both by a single,
independently necessary rule.

Another independently-

motivated rule, RED-deletion, automatically removes the
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superfluous reduplicated syllable, as the aspect con
structions meet the structural description of this rule:
RED-deletion:

NP

RED

V

Af

1

2

3

— » 1

i

lexical nom.:

xb

RED

tu la

-- » xb

0

tu

la

progressive:

xb

RED

tii m

-- > xb

0

tu

a

3

We can now justify the decision we made in the last
section to introduce a rule of RED-deletion rather than
choosing either of two other alternatives, placing a
condition on Restructuring or adding a lexical implication
rule to the lexicon*

The latter of these alternatives

would be suitable in the case of lexical nominals but
could not be extended to syntactic phenomena such as
the AVPs* The former alternative would be adequate
if all the exceptions were obligatory, as there is no
way of providing that a given condition on a transfor
mation is optional in the case of certain lexical items.
We have already seen, however, that for some verbs redupli
cation is optional in AVPs (see p. 65):
(
dzb-dzo-ge J
{ mb
dz6-ge )

,IlB going tQ leave,

The device of rule exception features cannot help us
here; these features express exceptionality with regard
to the structural change only, and not with regard to
the conditions.

Thus, the behaviour of verbs like /dz6/

could not be accounted for in terms of the alternative
of placing a condition on a transformation*

However,

by introducing RED-deletion, we provide for verbs like
/dz<5/; they will be assigned an optional rule feature
/■fRED-deletion/, and the structural description of the
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rule is modified to allow for a case (b) in which
item 1 is null, this case being a minor rule of the
grammar, i.e. a rule applying to a minority of lexical
items (Lakoff 1970).

5.

A problem in generalization.

Having decided to

extend the rule of Restructuring to AVPs, the question
arises of how this is to be most suitably accomplished.
The most obvious solution would be to generalize the
structural description of the rule in such a way as to
allow it to apply to VPs:
18)

f V

( NP) X

N

I*

VP

t

1

I

VP

We can immediately see that this makes the rule too
powerful in generative capacity.

In this form, it would

apply to the VPs of any sentence whatsoever, and not
only those which contain aspect affixes, as we desire.
We would have incorrect derivations such as:
kofi tii xb J
S

-- »

* /kbfi xb tu-tb'/

S

Consequently, we must add a further condition to the
structural description so as to block derivations such
as the above.

The rule must now specify that a VP is

eligible for Restructuring just in case an affix is adjoined
to the right of the verb stem.

This statement may take

the form of the following condition on rule (8) as extended
by (18):
19)

Condition:

VP 3

1 = V ♦ Af

(VP implies that item

1 is analysable as the string V+Af)
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We believe, however, that it can be demonstrated
that this analysis is incorrect, and that the grammar of
Ewe contains neither (18) nor (19), in spite of the
relative simplicity of this solution,

un purely method

ological grounds, the above solution is far from satisfact
ory.

(18) makes the claim that an important rule of

syntax in Ewe operates on the two domains N and VP.

while

labelled-bracket collapsing of this sort seems to be neces
sary in the phonological component of the grammar (see
Chomsky and nalle 1968), evidence that it is necessary in
syntactic description seems far less clear.

Further

more, even if such collapsing were permitted, N and VP
seem unlikely candidates for such assimilation; it appears
that no rules are required to operate on this disjunction
of domains in such well-studied languages as English and
French (on the other hand, there is some evidence in favor
of collapsing NP and S, and for extending grammatical theo
ry in such a way as to make this possible; see Chomsky 1970,
Jackendoff 1971).
Condition (19) is relatively simple to state and seems
to require only primitive notions of the grammar (impli
cation, analysability;.

However, the existence of condi

tions on rules is often evidence that the rules have been
incorrectly formulated, or that the particular condi
tion in question may be a limited case of a more general
condition upon the application of rules of certain types.
It has been an important hypothesis of recent work in
syntax that rules do not have conditions other than those
formalizable within the narrow constraints placed upon
the form of structural descriptions.
There is a considerable amount of evidence suggesting
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that AYPs behave syntactically in many respects not like
VPs but rather like NPs.

As this evidence is highly

relevant to the present discussion, we shall review it
here, giving appropriate examples.
Etymological evidence.

Though it is not at all obvious

that etymological evidence should have any necessary
bearing on the analysis of the present state of the
language, we should not pass over the proposed relation
ships that led Westermann to analyse the
as postpositional nouns.

affixes /m, g4/

He claimed (Westermann 1930)

that /ge/ *had its origin in gbe 'neighbourhood* (p. 76);
he similarly believed that /m/ could be related to the
postpositional noun /mfc/ 1inside*•

Thus, a form like

ele ebyfem 'he is striking me* was in Westermann's view
properly understood aselfe -pbpb ye mb *he is in my striking'
(p. 82)*

The evidence in favor of a relation between

/£/ and /mh/ is very slim, however, and the proposed
derivation of /ge/ from /gb£/ is weakened by the absence
of any independent evidence for such a sound change as
in Ewe,

Thus, the etymological arguments seem

none too strong.
The strong arguments come from the domains of syntax
and 'morphology' as this term is understood here vsee
Chapter 7),

They consist of showing that there is a

series of rules in Ewe which must be defined upon the
disjunction of the domains NP and VP, where vP can only
be an AYP (other VPs being unaffected by these rules)*
Syntactic evidence.

We shall first look at the

two syntactic rules of Topicalization and Genitive
Pronoun Permutation.
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i) Topicalization places a NP in initial position
in the sentence, where it may be followed by the
1topicalizing1 particle /£/:
koff e me-kpo

'I saw Kofi *

An AYP may be preposed in the same way:
a^kbk dze-m e mb-lb
crazy get

•I'm going crazy1

uf the other syntactic categories tested (including

*7

YP, V), none have been found to have these properties.
ii) Genitive Pronoun Permutation places first and second
person singular pronouns to the right of the first
element following them, in certain possessive
constructions (for more details see Chapter 4.7):
nyb bpb
mb
my house in

* bpb-nyb mb

*(in) my house*

In parallel fashion, a first or second person singu
lar object pronoun in an AVP permutes with the first
element to its right, that is, to the verb stem
(placed there by Restructuring) but not the affix:
nyb dyf-m
me seek

-- ►

(dyf-nyb-ifi

-- ► ) dyl-b-m

*seeking me*

These pronouns do not show this behaviour in other
environments.

Morphological evidence.

The remaining rules which we

have found to operate on the dual domains of NP and YP
fall within the (productive) morphology of the grammar,
thus are rules that are limited in power to substituting
and deleting phonological matrices but which permit inter
nal category variables in their statement*
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iii) Habitual Formative Reduction, as we have seen.
(Chapter 2.2}, reduces the formative /n a / (with
eventual tonal assimilation after a non-high tone
verb} to the form /£/, whenever the verb precedes
its direct object:
b-wb-k db

*he does work (works)*

We also observed that no reduction takes place if
a following NP is not a direct object, cf.:
m'e-na-na kmb
lolo-n£ b
cause person befat

'It's not fattening1

(here the object of /na/ 'give, causer is not the
noun /b.mb/ ‘person* but the sentence /kmb lblb-n£/).
Other examples (see Chapter 2.5) show us that the
habitual formative is reduced after an auxiliary
verb preceding an AVP:
mb-no-a do w5-m

*Itm usually working*

Thus, it appears that this rule too must be
extended to the AVPs.
iv) Pronoun reduction.

The first person plural

pronoun is / m i £ w < V r reduced to /m f a / when in
genitive position in a NP:
mla gbo

‘our side, near us*

and when the object of the following verb in
an AVP:
mtai kpo-m

'seeing us*

Elsewhere, the first person plural pronoun is
reduced to /mf/ (see Chapter 4.4). We shall see
that a similar parallel can be drawn for the other
genitive pronouns.
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v) Vowel alternation.

In the Anlo dialect (see p.

11), the vowel /o/ becomes [o] and /a/ becomes
[e] in a verb immediately preceding a NP direct

object:
*1 stayed in the town*
This change does not take place when a following
NP is not a direct object:
/dzb/ *be born
However, it does take place (optionally) when /nb/
is the auxiliary Verb of an AVP (note that /nb/ is
the only auxiliary verb ending in /of or /a/, and
thus the only one relevant to the present rule):
’They were eating1
Since the direct object is by definition a NP
(see Chapter 6.4), this is further evidence that
a rule defined on NPs must be extended to AVPs.
vi) Tone lowering in a reduplicated syllable.

A redu

plicated syllable with underlying high tone acquires
g
low tone when it occurs initially in a NP:
/ts<5/ 'take1:

tsb-tso

*takingf

but retains its high tone elsewhere:
tukp£ tso-ts6
bottle

’bottle-taking*

We also find the low initial tone, however, in
the reduplications of AVPs:
tsb-tso-ge

’going to take*
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Once again, we see that a rule mentioning the
category wP must be extended to account for paral
lel behaviour in AVPs,
vii) The rule of Genitive Pronoun Deletion eliminates
the third person singular genitive pronoun /£/
before certain nouns, principally nouns of kinship
relation:
(*e nbvf-a )
)
—
I
)
nbvf-a J

n ^
% dbd£(-£)

., .
,
,
*his brother*

•his mother*

dkd^-a

This pronoun is also (optionally) deleted before
certain postpositions:

%

gbo

\
>

'near, with him*

gb3/ )
The same pronoun, when occurring as object of

the

following verb in AVPs, may be deleted:

me e £o-g! £6 )
I
me *£o-g£ £<5 J

*I*m going to repair it*

(For further discussion of this rule see the
next chapter.)
It appears that related phenomena can be cited from other
9
dialects.
Clearly, then, there is a wide range of rules
in Ewe that require a double statement, once on NPs and
again on AVPs,

6,

Auxiliaries as Main Verbs*

We have found, then, that

with respect to one rule (Restructuring) the AVPs behave
like nouns, while with respect to at least seven other
rules, they pattern very much like NPs.

These two charac

teristics are far from contradictory, of course, as the
grammar predicts (by means of the PS rules,) that unmodified
nouns will have all the syntactic characteristics of
NPs, It would be appropriate now to inquife whether we
have any way of describing AVPs both as nouns and as NPs,
There have been recent proposals, in regard to
English (see especially Ross 1969, Emonds 1969, Bolinger
1971) that the auxiliary verbs have and be are in fact
main verbs (heads of VPs)$ Ross claims that this re
analysis of auxiliary verbs may be required in all languages
having them, and points out that this would explain the
apparently universal tendency for auxiliary verbs to
stand in the same order relation to main verbs as (main)
verbs stand to their objects.
We have already observed that in Ewe, all auxiliary
verbs are homophonous with main verbs and retain an ele
ment of their meaning.
all the more plausible.

This fact makes the proposition
If the Ewe auxiliaries could be

reanalyzed as main verbs, the .T NP-like characteristics of AVPs
Could be automatically accounted for.
In order to investigate the consequences of this
position, we may take advantage of PS rule 11, which
allows N to be rewritten as VP.

This rule predicts

that structures of the following form will occur as
base outputs:

Let us see what the consequences would be of assuming
that there is no constituent A in AUX, but rather that
the hypothetical auxiliaries occur under the domination
of V in the above structure, while the AVPs are precisely
those VPs which occur under the domination of N in such
structures.

We can see that this hypothesis would account

for all the facts we have described to date, except for
the occurrence of the affixes /rfi, g£/; let us assume that
these, too, can be accounted for by the present hypothesis,
perhaps by insertion or by generation as a sister to VP*.
In this form, the Auxiliary-as-Main-Verb proposal is
not identical to those made by Ross or Emonds.

According

to Ross’s approach, full sentences would be generated under
the direct object node NP, and the rule of Equi-NP Dele
tion would eliminate the NP node of the embedded sentence.
Thus, the lower VP node (YP1) would be dominated by NP
but not by N, and therefore does not give us the desired
results,

Emonds1 proposal (in section 2.2,2) would have

VP* directly dominated by the higher VP, and thus would
assign the Ewe AVPs neither N- nor NP-like characteristics.
We shall suppose, therefore, that underlying sentences
such as (20):
20)

koff nb db wo-m

’Kofi was working'

we have phrase-markers such as (21):
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This analysis must stand or fall on the basis of the
empirical consequences it has for the rest of the grammar,
In fact, we can show that the 1Auxiliary-as-Main-Verb*
analysis makes a large number of wrong predictions for
Ewe.

We can show that in many cases, structures like

(21) fail to undergo certain operations which they should
undergo, or else undergo them in an unexpected way.
The analysis predicts that structures such as (21)
should behave similarly, in all relevant respects, to
the structures (22) and (23) below:
22 )
VP

NP

NP

kbff

wb

do

kofl wb db

*Kofi worked, did a job*

23)

kbff

lb

wb

do

koff lb db wo-wo dyf

dyf
*Kofi is working*
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(22) represents the deep structure of the sentence
/koff wb d<S/ 'Kofi worked, did a job*.

Here, the NP

/db/ is formally parallel to the VP /wb d<5/ of (21),
both being direct objects of the main verb.

(23) repre

sents the deep structure of a sentence involving the
gerundive idiom /lb VP dyf/

*be doing*; in introducing

this form here, we anticipate our later discussion in
Chapter 6.8.

The interest of this construction in the

present context is that we have here an instance of a VP
(other than an AYP) functioning as the direct object of
a main verb; the NP /wb d5^ dyf/ is formally parallel to
the string /wb d6J of (21), both again being direct objects
of a main verb.

The presence of the postpositional noun

/dyf/ 'on* does not, as we shall see, prevent the entire
direct object sequence from behaving in all respects like
the direct object /do/ of (22).

In fact, other idioms

exist (see again Chapter 6.8) in which there is no post
positional noun, and these have the same syntactic properties
as (23).
We shall now observe a number of properties common
to direct objects, and therefore displayed by the NP
objects of (22) and (23), which are not shared by AVPs.
i) Distributional properties.

Direct objects of verbs

must, by definition, show the distributional (in
ternal and external) properties of i*Ps.

For instance,

we expect of them that a head noun can be modified
by a relative clause or by an adjective.

This is

the case with the direct objects of (22) and (23):
db hi me-wo a...
db wd-wo hi dyf me-le a...

'the work I did...*
'the work I'm doing...*

Ill

db sese mb-wb
hard

1A hard job, I did*

db wo-wo sese dyf mb-lb

'Working hard, I am*

The AVPs do not have these properties:
*db w5-m hi me-le a...
*db wb-m ses£ mb-lb
ii)

the NP linker.

To turn to the external syntax of

direct object NPs,

we may begin by observing that

direct objects, like any other NPs, may be linked by
the NP linker /kpl£/.

This form is not used in

the coordination of sentences or VPs, thus provides
useful evidence toward the syntactic analysis of
problematic forms:
db kple fbfe

•work and play*

mb-dzb do wo-wo kpl£

*1 began working and singing*

hb dyl-dyl gbmb
(where /dzb VP gbmb/ = 'to begin doing*).

This infor

mation suggests that the direct objects of (22) and
(23) are indeed NPs, as the phrase-marker indicates.
However, the hypothetical direct object of (21) - that
is, the AYP - cannot be so linked:
*koff nb db w6-m kple hb dyl-m
*kofi nb db wd(-wo) kplb hb dyl-rfi
iii) Pseudo-cleft constructions.

In general, we find that

direct object NPs may be related tothe NPsoccurring
as rightmost elements of semanticallyrelated
cleft constructions.

pseudo

Thus, the predicate nominals

of the following sentences are understood as the
objects of the main verb of the relative clause:
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nu hi me-wo e-nye db
•What 1 did was a job*
nil hi dyf wo-yl ^-nye db wo-wo
•What he went on (doing) was working*
(where /yl VP dyf/ = *to go on doing1).

We find

that AVPs may not occur in such constructions:
*nu hi wb-nb &-nye db w<5-m
*"nd hi-m wo-nb e-nye db wo-wo
iv) Restructuring.

Direct objects of verbs may satisfy

item 2 of the structural description of Restructuring
(p. 89), in which case they are preposed and the
verb is reduplicated:
db wo-wo

’working*

db w<5-wo dyf no-no

’being (staying) on the job*

However, AVPs never satisfy the structural description
of Restructuring:
*db wo-m no-no

*db wo-m no-in

*db wo-ge no-no

*db wo-m no-ge

In particular^;/ AVPs are not recursive.

But if

auxiliaries are analysed as main verbs, there is no
way of preventing recursion without adding ad hoc
conditions on base outputs to the grammar, and thus
no way of preventing structures such as the following,
which underly the starred forms:
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We might add that these facts cannot be explained in
terms of semantic constraints, since ungrammatical
structures such as the following are semantically
well-formed:
*mb-lb db

no-g6

('I'm going to be working1)

▼) Cooccurrence restrictions.

We have already seen

(Chapter 2.6) that the incipient formatives /lb g6/
do not cooccur in clauses with tense formatives:
the future, the habitual, the imperative, or the
subjunctive:
*me-be

nb- |

j

wb-gl

say
We added a condition to the grammar making explicit
mention of this fact.

If /lb/ were a main verb, we

should expect this restriction to hold good every
where, and thus /lb/ would never cooccur with a
tense formative; but as we have seen, /lb/ has the
alternate phonological form /nb/ in such contexts.
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vi) Serial constructions.

We have mentioned elsewhere

that Ewe, like many other West African languages,
employs a type of verb phrase coordination usually
known as 'serial1 construction or ’serialization1.'1'^
In general, it appears that all members of a series
must be identically marked for tense, though not
for aspect; certain tense sequences are clearly not
acceptable.

Thus, if we look at some examples with

the serial idiom /nb tyi ku/ 'drink water die' = 'drown'
we find that tne presence of the incipient in one
member of a series imposes the presence of either
the incipient or the consecutive tense marker /a/
in the subsequent member:
%

tyi no-g4

'4

tyi

kh-ktf-ge '
'He's going to drown*

*e' tyi

no-g£ £-ku

)

no-ge ku

If we analyse /lb/(occurring
of the

above

in thedeep

examples)asamain

verb,

structures
we would

here have a unique case of the selection of a certain
verb imposing the condition on the verb of the next
member of the series that it must differ from it
in tense-aspect selection.

We observe, then, a consistent difference in behaviour
between AVPs and direct objects of main verbs.

If we

were to maintain the ’Auxiliary-as-Main-Verbf analysis
for Ewe in the face of this evidence, we would be forced
to add a complex and unmotivated set of restrictions and
conditions to the grammar.

On the other hand, all of the

above facts can be explained in a straightforward way on
the assumption that auxiliary verbs have a special syntactic
status differentiating them from main verbs.

We conclude
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that the phrase structure analysis of these forms given
in section 2 is to be preferred to the alternative dis
cussed in this section.^

7*

A Proposed rule of tree-grafting.

At first sight,

the sets of facts discussed in each of the last two
sections appear contradictory.

In sections 4 and 5 we

saw that the AVPs undergo a number of rules which are
otherwise defined only on the domain of the noun (Re
structuring) or on NPs.

This suggests that in regard

to these rules, the AVPs may be considered as NPs.
However, in section 6 we saw that these verb phrases
cannot be analysed as the objects of main verbs.
Arguments (i) - (iv) showed that AVPs do not have the
distributional properties of noun phrases, while argu-r
ments (v) and (vi) showed that the forms we have proposed
as auxiliary verbs have properties different from those
of main verbs.
In regard to certain facts, then, the AVPs behave like
NPs, while in regard to other facts they behave quite
differently. In this section we shall attempt to find an
explanation for these apparently random, contradictory
phenomena.
We shall find it helpful to class our evidence into
two sets of arguments, those bearing on the deep structure
analysis of AVPs and those bearing on their derived struc
ture.

To begin with the former, it seems clear that

AVPs must be analysed as VPs and not NPs at the level of
deep structure.

We want to consider them VPs because

they are structurally parallel to other VPs in all respects
except for the attached affixes /m, ge/; and these, we
have argued, do not originate in the VP, but in AUX.
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In particular, grammatical relations such as ’subject-of*,
'object-of' are defined at the level of deep structure
(Chomsky 1965.73-74, 113-20; Katz 1970). These relations
are independent of selection within the AUX complex. If
we were to claim that

a VP s

are not VPs in deep structure,

we would be forced to maintain that the noun /xb/ fhouse*
is the object of the verb /th/ ’build* in (24), below,
but bears some other relation to it in (25):
24)

kofi th x£

*Kofi built a house*

25)

koff xo tu-g£

'Kofi is going to build a house*

At the same time, we cannot consider the AVPs as 'also*
NPs at the deep structure level, for the reasons seen in
section 6 (arguments (i) - (iv)).

If the AVPs were NPs

at that level, then they shthuld accept noun and NP modifiers
and have the same syntactic distribution as other NPs;
but we saw that they do not have the internal structure
of NPs, nor do they permit linking by the NP linker /kpl£/,
enter predicates of pseudo-cleft constructions, or occur in VPs
under the direct domination of N (which would define
Restructuring).

All Jhese are theoretically possible

frames for object NPs. ^
The evidence for the derived structure of AVPs was
presented in section 5, in the form of a series of
transformational rules which are defined equally on
NPs and AVPs.

If AVPs are not in fact NPs at this level,

this means that Ewe has at least seven rules which require
the bracketing of NP (or N) and VP.

Since the evidence

is clear that Ewe somehow has the property of considering
these two types of structures as equivalent, we should
look for a means of stating this equivalence once and for
all somewhere in the grammar, rather than repeating it
each time a rule makes reference to NP.

We should note

in support of this statement that we know of no rules
defined on NPs which do not also apply to otherwise
suitable AVPs, i.e., to AVPs meeting their structural
description in all other respects.

(Even if a class of

such rules should be discovered, it would not necessarily
constitute evidence against the equivalence of NPs and
AVPs.

It might be discovered, for instance, that the

class of rules in question could be independently defined
by some property common to all of them, for instance, that
they formed a block in the ordering which preceded all
those rules in which NP is equivalent to AVP.

In such a

case, the statement of equivalence would have to be ordered
with relation to the transformational rules. i”

Failure to provide a single statement equating NP and
the AVPs would amount to claiming that it is only an
accident that NPs are consistently bracketed with AVPs
in the transformational rules, when it seems to be a
significant property of the language.

We shall therefore provide a descriptive statement of
the facts we have discussed to now in the form of a rule
of tree-grafting.

While we do not know the exact form

this statement must take, it must have the following effect
it must extend a tree (sub-phrase-marker) of the form (26),
below, to one of the form (27):
26)

PRED

27)

PRED
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(Alternately, we might consider all categorial nodes
to be sets of features: NP is interpreted as /+NP/, etc.,
following Chomsky 1970. In this case, our descriptive
statement would take the form of a feature-inserting
rule converting a node /-*-VP/ into a node /+VP, +NP, +N/.
These statements appear to be descriptively equivalent
in regard to the behaviour of the

a VPs ,

and we shall not

attempt to defend one over the other.)
Such a statement, unfortunately, explains little or
nothing about the phenomena we have been describing; it
merely makes our description a bit more cohesive.

If

previously we have asked why Ewe transformational rules
should treat AVPs as if they were equivalent to NPs, we
now must ask why Ewe should have a rule of tree-grafting.
Our present knowledge of the history and the dialectical
variants of Ewe is insufficient to allow us to come to
any definite conclusion.

We should like, however, to offer

a suggestion which later investigation may be able to
confirm or disprove.

We have already observed that the

AVPs are structurally very similar to certain nominals, name
ly those formed with affixes.

In fact, we have seen that

a single rule of RED-deletion is defined on both these
forms (section 3)*

Not only are these forms parallel

in terms of string analysis, we find that they are structur
ally isomorphic.

Thus, comparing a PRED containing an

AVP (28) with a VP containing an affix nominal, we see
that a regular correspondence can be established between
their respective branching nodes:
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PRED

28)

V

VP

AUX

— +

VP

29)

A
I
V

V

lb

wb g4

NP

V

N

Af

A
VP

lb

(do)

lb db wb-ge

— y lb

'is working'

wb do

Af
pe

db wb-pe

•is at the workplace*

Thus, the node PRED in (28) corresponds to VP in (29),
AUX corresponds to V, and so forth.
We see that the effect of the tree-grafting rule is
to bring (28) more in line with (29), VP now being
itself characterized as NP.

It is as if the structural

analogy between (28) and (29) were such that (28) is
subtly modified so as to undergo all syntactic rules which
(29) may undergo.

Thus, a number of transformational

rules which would otherwise only have been defined on deepstructure NPs are extended to structurally analogous VPs.
If this approaches the correct explanation of these
facts, it would follow that the existence of structures
such as (28J - which, it will be recalled, are derived
structures, formed by Affix-movement - is a necessary
precondition for the presence of tree-grafting in the
grammar.

As a result, any dialect of Ewe not having

Affix-movement, and therefore not having structures
like (28;, would not have tree-grafting, and would
therefore have no restructured VPs.

It would be very

instructive, therefore, to find a dialect of Ewe which
has the aspect formatives but no Affix-movement.
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One such dialect has been described.

Gg, according

to Schroeder 1936, has four formal means of expressing
the progressive, of which only two (apparently the most
frequent forms) need concern us here. Among other examples
we find sentences like the following (our own tonal nota
tion is used, otherwise the transcription is Schroeder*s):
30)

wole ekpoe

•They were looking at him* (p. 57)

Here, /w<5/ is the subject pronoun ’they1, /l£/ is the
auxiliary verb, /£/ a particle which must follow /Ife/
in this construction, /kpo/ the verb ’look at*, and /"h/
the object pronoun ^ia*. in spite of Schroeder’s efforts
to identify the form /e/ with the third person singular
subject (or genitive) pronoun, it seems clear that it
corresponds in function to the aspect affixes of Anlo*
Thus, the progressive is formed in Ge by the forms /lfc 4/,
corresponding to Anlo /l£ i f / .

We might further recall

that the affix /if/ has the alternant /a4/ in Anlo; if we
set this up as a base form, we find that Anlo and Ge
compare in that Anlo elides the segment /e/ while Ge
elides the segment /a/.
We observe first of all that the aspect formatives re
main unpermuted.

Thus, in Ge* we find surface structures

corresponding to the abstract deep structures we had set
up ^in uhapter 2) for Anlo and justified on the basis of
evidence internal to this dialect*

Secondly, we see that

the verb precedes its object, and thus may conclude that
Restructuring has not taken place*

Sentences like (30)

therefore bear out the predictions made by our attempt
to explain tree-grafting as an analogical formation based
on structures like (29)#
Other examples given by Schroeder may help us to
confirm this conclusion about the structure of Ge.
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If the progressive form exemplified by (30) really
is not eligible for Restructuring, we should expect that
an intransitive verb will remain unreduplicated.

This

is in fact the case:
31)

wblb £ta

'you were crawling' (/ta/: 'crawl1)
(p. 55)

Another progressive construction, employing the formative
/kb/ postposed to the VP, shows that Restructuring is
defined elsewhere in Ge:
32)

mulb ylyl kb

33)

w6gbklb la£b£b kb

(both examples p. 54).

*1 am/was going*
‘They were stillfishing*
In both examples, /kb/ has been

reduplicated; this suggests either that Ge does not have
RED-deletion, or that /kb/ is not an affix but a post
position, and /le...kb/ 'be VPing* an expression parallel
in form to expressions like /le...dyf/ rbe VPing' in Anlo.
In (33), /gbk/ is the repetitive preverb (= /gk/ in Aillo),
/la/ is 'animal, fish*

and /£e/ 'remove,extract*. Thus

we see that part A of Restructuring, the preposing of the
object, takes place as well.
To summarize this section, it appears that the apparently
contradictory facts examined previously may be described
in terms of a rule of tree-grafting, which inserts the
nodes NP and N over the node VP when this contains one
of the aspect affixes /m, g£/.
This rule has the effect
of enabling such VPs to undergo the same series of rules
as the structurally analogous nominals we examined in
sections 1 and 2.

4

THE PRONOMINAL SYSTEM

The pronominal system of Ewe is intimately related
to its verbal syntax.

We begin this chapter with an

examination of the (synchronic) source of definite
pronouns within the grammar (sections l-3)«
We then
turn to the rules which account for the morphologically
reduced forms (section 4), to a brief survey of the indef
inite forms (section 5), and to the self-reporting pro\

noun (section 6),

Finally, we review the relatively

restricted area of pronominal syntax (sections 7-8),
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1. Definite pronouns. According to the traditional view,
pronouns are forms which substitute for nouns (or noun
phrases).

This view is not without its difficulties.

For instance, it is not always clear exactly what noun
or noun phrase a given pronoun substitutes for; in many
cases we observe pronouns occurring in sentences which
contain no coreferential expression.

we understand the

intended reference only by placing the form in relation
to its linguistic or non-linguistic context.
In the case of the first and second person

(or ’dia

logue' ) forms, this situation is the normal one, as co
referential nouns or noun phrases do not generally appear
in the linguistic context.^"
Within the theory of transformational-generative
grammar there have been two principal proposals for intro
ducing definite pronouns into the structures underlying
sentences.

The first, or transformational, approach

consists of deriving at least some pronouns through a
transformational rule (for various versions of this ap
proach see the papers by uees and Klima, Langacker, Ross,
and Postal in Reibel and Schane 1969)#

This approach

is not unnatural for the third person forms, apart from
the problem mentioned above; Ross has also suggested a
way of extending it to the dialogue forms (Ross 1970b.250).
The second proposal, which we may call the interpretivist
or phrase-structure approach, consists in generating all
pronouns directly in the base; a set of interpretive rules
is added to the grammar which has the dual function of
and
1interpreting* the reference of these forms, ’filtering
out* sentences containing incorrectly placed pronouns
(see Jackendoff 1968).
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These two proposals are nearly, but not quite,
equivalent in their descriptive claims.

As the issue

is far from resolved, and not of central importance to
our concerns, we shall arbitrarily select the first approach
on the basis of its greater familiarity.

We shall

suppose that at least some pronouns enter structures
through transformational processes, while others may
enter base structures directly.

To account for the

latter we must add the following PS rule:
PS rule 5c:

NP

—»

PRO

The forms introduced by this rule and by the later
rule of Pronoun Substitution (section 3) will consist
only of members of the following set, which we call the
strong forms:
singular

plural

1.

nyfc

miaw6

2.

wb

ml£wo

3.

y£

w6aw6

The plural forms seem to be morphologically complex:
/&./ can be identified with the definite article, and
/wo/ with the plural formative

(Westermann 1930.58).

The pronouns function syntactically like definite
noun phrases.

This is shown by distributional relation

ships such as the following: before the partitive expres
sion /£e wo/ 'one PLUR1 = 'some of1 only definite NPs
may occur:

cf.

ame a

wo

ame

wo

mfa

wo

'some of the people1

'some of us1
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2.

Pronominalization.

In this section we shall look

at three operations which c ause pronouns to enter inter
mediate structures.

First of all, we notice that it is

awkward to repeat a noun phrase which has already occurred
in a sentence, when the reference of both forms is identi
cal. Normally, one of the noun phrases is represented
by a pronoun:
ne etyi £o
a, e fu
£e
-ge na wb
water rise
trouble extract
’If the water rises, it ( = the water) is going to
bring you trouble*
Here, the repeated occurrence of /tyl/ ’water’ is avoided
by the use of the pronoun.

We shall account for the pro

noun in sentences of this sort by a rule of Pronominalization.

Since this rule does not move or copy consti

tuents, but only adds the feature /-fPRO/ to the appro
priate noun phrase, it is a feature-changing rule. It
therefore reaches down into any number of embedded sen
tences, i.e., it is not downward-bounded (see Ross 1967).
In general, any noun phrase may be pronominalized when
2
an antecedent precedes it.
1)

PRONOMINALIZATION
X

NP.

Y

NP,

Z

J

1
Cond.:

NP. = N P . in reference
i
0

If the antecedent is in the same simplex sentence that is, when the first node S dominating both nodes NP
is the same - then the reflexive formative is introduced:
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/£bkdi/ for the first and second person singular pro
nouns (which follow it) and /£okuf/ for the remaining
forms (which precede it):
me-na £oktfi-nyb

'I gave myself1 = *1 volunteeredf

koff na % £bkuf

*Kofi volunteered*

We now turn to two important rules which feed Pronominalization, Extraction and Shifting.

The first of

these may be illustrated by examples such as the following:
'<£ma sb gbb
na wb
be-enough

'That was enough for you*

ema a, e-so gbb nk wb

'That, it was enough

ffaxo nye du
a£e
be town

'Fiaxo is a town*

ff£x6 a,

'Fiaxo,

3-nye du k£e

for you*

it's a town*

Extraction effects the copying of a noun phrase to the
left of the sentence containing it.

If this rule is

ordered before Pronorainalization, then the original
(rightmost) occurrence of the noun phrase will be marked
by the feature /+PRO/ and eventually replaced by the ap
propriate pronoun, correctly accounting for the pairs of
sentences above.
As the examples show, the extracted noun phrase is
frequently followed by the formative /k/, with or without
a following pause, This marker serves to demarcate the
end of the extracted sequence.

In general, /k/ is used

this way throughout the grammar of Anlo to end embedded
sentences and subordinate clauses (see also example on
last page).

In Standard Ewe this 'sentence-medial pause

marker* has the form /la/.
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In formulating the rule of Extraction, several
factors must be taken into account.

First, we see that

the copied noun phrase is placed outside of the original
sentence in derived structure, due to the fact that
the sentence-initial pronoun series is used rather than
the sentence-internal forms (this alternation will be
treated below, section 4).

Thus, for instance, we

find the sentence-initial subject form /e/ rather than
the impossible sentence-internal form /wb/:
* 'dm& a, wb-sb gbb na rh
Noun phrases may be extracted from object position:
konfi ma a,
custom

wo-yo-na-e be tbgbyiwow£
call

•That custom, they call it ( s it is called) !ttegayiwmwo”*
or from within noun phrases, leaving behind noun phrase
modifying elements:
kofi a, yT h£a dyf tso
asT-nye be...
he too seek from hand my
•Kofi, he too requested from me that...*
although alternatively, the modifying element may be
extracted aa well:
koff haa a, 'b-dyf tsb ksi-nye be...
•Kofi too, he requested from me that...’
This fact, together with the fact that either /kbff/
or the full NP /kbfi hafc/ may be pronominalized, suggests
that both of these substrings must be characterized in
the grammar as NPs. Forms like /haa/ will be considered
as noun phrase *emphasizers1, and will be entered into
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base structures by the following rule:
PS rule 5d:

NP

— » NP

EMP

With this rule in the grammar, both /kbfi/ and
/kbfi h^a/ will be characterized as NPs.

As a result,

in our statement of Extraction we need mention only the
constituent NP in the structural description; the structure
underlying the last two sentences will meet its structural
description in two ways, accounting for the variant forms:
2)

EXTRACTION
[ X

NP

Y

S

S
1 2

3

_>

[ 2 (+k)

+

[l

2

3 ] ]

S

S

This rule states that a NP may be copied to the left
of a sentence, with the sentence-medial pause marker
/k/ optionally adjoined to its right.

The copied sentence

is Chomsky-adjoined to the original sentence, creating
a new node S.

If a phrase-marker has undergone Extraction

(an optional rule), then it obligatorily undergoes Pronominalization.
For further discussion of extraction in English and
French respectively, see Ross 1967 (where the rule is called
'dislocation*) and Gross 1968 (who calls it 1detachement*).
Shifting is similar to Extraction in its effect,
except that the copied NP remains within the original
simple sentence.

This is demonstrated by the following

facts:
i) the sentence-interior pronouns /nb/ (second person)
and /wb/ (third person) replace the original
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occurrence of a subject NP;
ii) the pause marker /k/ cannot follow the shifted NP;
iii) there is no intonation break after the copied NP.
This rule is frequently applied in the presence of the
sentence-emphasizer /$b/:
ne-va k
•Did you really come ? ’
kbwb £b ne-va a .
£b kbdz6 gbb-nk a

)
>
kbdz<5 £b wb-gbo-nk k )

'Is Kodzo really coming back?'

nyonuvi £e wbkpea mu be
woman
be-ashamed

'A woman has a little shame I*
(TA)

Shifting is normally obligatory in the case of first and
second person subject pronouns when they are followed
by a NP emphasizer EMP, or by an appositive noun or noun
phrase; it is usually optional with third person pronouns
enye haa me-va-yk-nb kfTma
'I, too, finally went and stayed there*
compare:
*enye haa vk-yk-nb aflma
y! haa va-yk-no afima

‘He, too, etc.'

Following are some further examples:
mfa £bvi wo mie-kpo ”nu a duil
child
see
fixedly
'We children stared at ( = brooded about) the thing*
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enye koff me-vk kpo wo

(/kp6 kmb £a/ 1visit someone*)

*1, Kofi, came to visit you*
xexeme sia nye agamagbal^ la, ye wb ya nble dzidzo kpom ale
world
chameleonand
joy
see so
skin
'This world is a chameleon's skin, and you are so happy!*
(TA)
(in the last example, /yaa/ is a NP contrastive emphasizer).
A further difference between this rule and Extraction
is that any EMP occurring in a NP must be copied to the
left with it; therefore, the rule must explicitly mention
this node.

This rule, like the former, will be ordered

before Pronominalization, which will apply obligatorily
to its output.
3)

We state it as follows:

SHIFTING
[X

HP (NP) (EMP)

1

2

3

>

2 + 1 2 3

We have included an optional appositive node NP which
has not however been provided by our PS rules.

The

formulation is quite approximative and awaits a more
thorough investigation.

3.

Pronoun substitution.

We have now seen two ways

in which pronouns enter structures.

They may be present

in base structures themselves, entered from the lexicon
under the domination of the node PRO (section l); or
they may result from the operation of Pronominalization,
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which places the feature /+PRO/ on appropriate NP nodes
(section 2).

We now require a rule replacing all noun

phrases having the feature /+PRO/ with the appropriate
pronouns.
This rule must he able to select the correct pronoun
even in the case of conjoined NPs, that is, NPs whose
person and number features cannot simply be 'read off*
from the head noun. Observe the following sentences,
in which Shifting has (obligatorily) taken place:
enye kplf wo

ml£-va

‘I and you (we) came'

enye kple koff mfe-v£

'I and Kofi (,we) came1

ewo kple koff mie-v£

'You and Kofi (you) came*

ye kple koff wo-v£

'He and Kofi (they) came*

As these examples show, the grammar must contain
a calculus which assigns person and number features
to any NP node which has the feature /-♦-PRO/.

In the

case of non-conjoined NPs, the person and number features
are 'summed' in the appropriate way and assigned to the
dominating NP node.
This calculus is very easy to state for Ewe, due to
the fact that, in any conjoined NP, if a first person
pronoun is present, it must be the leftmost conjunct;
otherwise, a second person pronoun, if present, must be
leftmost.

As a result, an NP node dominating conjoined

NPs is simply assigned the person feature of the leftmost conjunct, and always receives the number feature
AM*/.
Optionally, the same calculus may assign the feature
/♦PL/ to the leftmost of the conjoined NPs, if it is
a pronoun.

This gives us the following grammatical
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variants of the earlier examples:
mi kplf wo mfe-va

fI and you (we) came*

mi kple koff mfe-va

‘I and Kofi (we) came*

mi kpl£ koff mie-v£

•You and Kofi (you) came*

w'6 kple koff w$-va

’He and Kofi (they) came1

We shall give the rule for pronoun-substitution in the
form of a schema which collapses the six rules that
would be required in a full statement.

It provides that

any string exhaustively dominated by a NP with the feature
/+PRO/ is replaced by a pronoun from the list of strong
forms (section 1) such that its person and number features
match those assigned by the calculus to the NP:
4)

PRONOUN SUBSTITUTION

NP

]
NP

♦PRO
<xpers
& PI
—

►

pronoun:
« pers
/3 PI
This is an unusually strong rule, in that it requires
features in the structural description, and calls for the
use of alpha notation, variables over feature coefficients
(this would not be required, however, in the expanded
statement of the rule).

What makes this rule even more

dubious is the fact that it is a mere formal consequence
of the descriptive model we have chosen (the ’transfor
mationalist* approach to pronouns) and has no independent
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descriptive value.

It would have been quite unneces

sary if we had chosen the ’interpretivist' or phrasestructure model exclusively,

4,

Pronoun reduction.

We have reviewed the ways in which

the strong forms are introduced into base and derived
syntactic structures.

We must now account for the

phonologically reduced forms, or alternants:
; weak

strong
subject

singular

object

genitive

h

nyb

1.

nyb

mb

2.

wb

b

(nb)

wb

wb

3.

y£

6

(wb)

b

4

plural
1.

mfawo

mi

mfa

2.

mldwd

ml

mid

3.

w<5dw<5

wd

wd

An intrusive /e/ (see p. 12) follows the weak subject
pronouns /mi/, /mi/; see examples of the previous section.
The strong forms /nyb/ and /wb/ frequently receive
prefixes /b/, as many of our examples have demonstrated,
though these prefixes do not occur in written Ewe.

The

third person singular object becomes clitic through
Word Boundary deduction (Chapter 2.2) and is assigned
its phonetic form by the rule exemplified on p. 12* as
we have seen, it is written *i ' after high vowels.

The

singular subject forms given in parentheses are the sen
tence-internal forms.

Finally, the first person genitive

pronoun is reduced to the clitic /b/ in AVPs.
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We observe that the subject/object contrast is
neutralized in the plural, this distinction depending
entirely upon order.
The rules involved in pronoun reduction require
syntactic and lexical information,

in this respect

they differ from purely phonological rules such as the
rules of vowel sandhi and other low-level rules of as
similation, etc., which follow them in the ordering.
There are two typologically distinct sorts of environ
ments which determine pronoun reduction:
i)

environments which are common to most or all
of the six forms (the paradigmatic environments);

ii)

environments which have no systematic signifi
cance in the pronominal system.

we shall look at these in turn.
Although the three paradigms of reduced forms {.subject,
object, genitive) were noted as early as 1905 by Westermann (p. 23*)» one of their most interesting properties
was overlooked.

The reduced forms are used only if the

pronoun in question occurs as the sole constituent of the
maximal NP, i.e. if it has no modifiers;

the strong

forms are retained whenever they occur with a modifier
of any sort.

This,which

of sole constituency,

we might call the condition

may be illustrated by

the following

examples:
subject paradigm
me-kpo kbku

*I saw Koku*

enye e kp(5 kbkri

*It!s I who saw Kokur

e-yl keta k
wo

»uto

yl keta a

'Did you go to Keta?1
•Did you go to Keta yourself?*
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object paradigm
bwusu kpo k

*Owusu saw me*

bwusu kpd nye haa

'Owusu saw me, too*

me-kpo-b

*1 saw him*

me-kpo ye nuto

'I saw him, himself*

genitive paradigm
e yo-yd

'calling him*

yd wo yo-yo

*his calling*

mid dyf

'our top* = 'upon us

mfawd hda dyf

'upon us, too*

We see that in all cases, the strong form of the pronoun
is retained when it has a following modifier.

These

examples show that the pronoun reduction rules construct
what is in effect a surface case system, just in case the
pronouns involved are unmodified; otherwise, the strong
forms are retained and overt case distinctions are neutra
lised.4
Let us examine the form that the statement of these
reduction rules must take.

Observe that object pronoun

reduction occurs only when the pronoun in question is
preceded by a verb.

The rule applies even if the pronoun

is the second object of a ditransitive verb such as
/nd/ 'give*:
d-na aha
mi
drink

'He gave us drink*

Thus the environment of the rule includes the following
information:

V

(NP) —

, where the NP in parentheses is

the first object just in case it is the second object of
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a ditransitive verb which satisfies the position marked
by the dash.

This is not yet sufficient, however,

since reduction does not take place even in this environ
ment if the pronoun is not an object:
koff sb
nyb nya w6
hear
word

'Kofi heard my words ( = speech)'

Here, the first person singular genitive pronoun /nyb/
is not of course reduced to /Jh/, because it is not the
object of the verb, although it immediately follows it.
Our phrase structure rules 3 and 4 allow us to re
formulate the environment of this rule in such a way
as to prevent it from applying incorrectly to structures
like the above.

They define VP constituents consisting

of V and zero to two NPs.

Therefore we can restate the

environment as

VP

VP

The example above does not meet this description, since
the VP in that example contains the entire NP /nyb nyb. w<5/
as object.
This environment is not yet sufficiently general,
however, as object pronoun reduction applies as well to
the objects of ’verbids' such as /nb/ 'for, tof and
/kple ~ kplf/ ’and* (the NP linker).

We shall discuss

the verbids in greater detail in Chapter 6; for the present
we may note that the grammar will characterize them as
members of the category V.

The following are examples

of object reduction after verbids:
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e-d8
emit

gbb
na
voice

'He greeted me*

mi kpli wo

’you and they'

As a verbid together with its object constitutes a
single constituent, we may generalize the environment of
the rule to cover such cases simply by eliminating the
labels on the brackets of the structural description,
since no other constituents in the grammar meet this
description.

The environment may therefore be stated:

[v

(NP)

--- ]

The following reductions take place in this environment:
nyb

—

y*
mf£wo

— »

b

-- ►

mi

mlawc5

-- »

ml

w<5awo

— ►

wo

The structural description and the structural change
of each of these rules are therefore different, but the
environment, as given above, is the same in all cases.
Since all these rules fall together in the rule ordering,
they may be condensed into a single rule schema by the
use of the brace notation
pp. 333,394).

(see Chomsky and Halle 1968

Similar considerations apply to the subject

and genitive paradigms.

We may therefore state the para

digmatic reduction rules as follows:
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5)

PARADIGMATIC REDUCTION

i
i
I

— > mb^ \

%

nyb
ye

— *

£wo

— >

/

I

*
6

(NEG) PRED

0 J

object pronouns
nyb

-- * k

ye

— > k

£w<5

-- »

*

_
J A” <k?)— ]
/ & -

genitive pronouns
ye

— * 6

wo

— ►

aw6

— 4

0
0

/

mia ---

/

wo --

f - i ” !NP

NP

Observe that in stating the environment of subject
pronoun reduction, it is unnecessary to indicate by
the use of brackets that a single constituent is in
volved, since a pronoun preceding the constituent PRED
must necessarily be the subject in Ewe,

On the other

hand, in stating the environment for genitive reduction,
it is necessary both to include the brackets and to label
them, for otherwise the rule would be incorrectly defined
on simple sentences consisting of a subject and an intran
sitive verb.

The option Y must be included in the state

ment of the rule so that it will apply to objects of verbs
which have been permuted as a result of Restructuring:
me wo dyi-gb

'I'm going to look for them*

Here, it will be recalled that the string /wo dyi-gb/
forms a single constituent NP as a result of tree-grafting,
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while the string /dyi-g£/ is characterized as a verb
by Affix-movement.

When all syntactic rules have applied,

including Restructuring and RED-deletion, we have the
following derived structure:
S
PRED

NP

NP
N

VP
V

NP
V

nyfe

woawo

dyf

Af

-ge

We can see that /nyfe/ meets the structural description
of subject reduction, and /woaw<5/ that of genitive
reduction, and thus Paradigmatic Reduction applies to
generate the surface form given above.
It appears, then, that we have given the simplest
possible statement of this rule consistent with our
data.

We now find that the sole constituency condition

is an automatic consequence of the formalization we
have adopted, and needs no special statement; examining
the rules, we see that no modified pronoun will ever meet
the conditions stated in any of the structural descrip
tions.

In the case of subject and genitive reduction,

this follows obviously from the fact that any pronoun,
to be defined, must precede the following element of
the structural description immediately; as all modifiers
follow the head noun or pronoun in Ewe, no modifed form
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can meet this description.

As for object reduction,

we see that modified forms are excluded for the same
reason that the pronoun /nye/ in the example on p. 136
is excluded: the bracket indicates that the pronoun must
be the final element in the constituent if it is to
undergo reduction.
This is an interesting consequence of our formali
zation, and not one that would have followed from an in
formal statement of the reduction rules.

We find that

it is no longer necessary to make an independent statement
of the sole constituency condition, one that would not
only have complicated the grammar somewhat, but more
importantly, would have presented a false picture of the
reduction process. While it is an interesting fact
that case distinctions are neutralized in pronouns when
they are modified, this appears to be an accidental
result of the form of the rules involved, rather than
a basic constraint on the derivation of reduced forms.
We now turn to the second class of environments, those
with no systematic significance in the pronoun system.
These rules will follow the above in the ordering:
i)

the singular subject pronouns /h/ (second person)
and /£/ (third person) become /nb/ and /wb/,
respectively:

(a) when preceding the subjunctive

formative:
nh-gb£ kaba
soon

(ne-h. -gb£ k£b£)
SJ

*Come back soon

and (b) when not sentence-initial:
eha dyi-m nb-le a

'Singing, are you?'

me-£u nu
wo-sb gbo
eat thing
be-much

'I ate it was plenty* =
'I had plenty to eat*
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The latter case is blocked, however, if the
pronoun in question occurs in the environment
[q

C --- •••> that is when preceded in the
a
sentence only by a member of a certain subclass
j

of conjunctions or linkers, a class containing
the majority of conjunctions but excluding such
common forms as /ehl/ 'when1, /eye/ 'and', /hafi/
'before', and /$oko/ 'only':
ne e-va kaba a...

'If you came soon...'

but:
3ye ne-v£ kaba

'And you came soon'

Finally, as we shall see in section 7 below, this
rule does not apply if the pronoun is preceded in
the sentence only by the negative marker /me/.
Taking all these facts into account, we can state
this rule as follows:^
6)

SENTENCE-INTERNAL PRONOUN ALTERNATION
Cb

— » nb

4— ► wb

na

)/

[ X

-- PRED 1

S

S

where /n£/ represents the subjunctive marker (see
next chapter).
Cond.

ii)

We add the condition:

X / 0 or C

3L

or /me/

In our section on pronominal syntax (section 7)
we shall describe a rule which permutes a first
or second

person pronoun with the first element

to its right, in noun phrases (this rule was
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already mentioned on p. 103)-

When as a result

of this rule, the first person form /nyb/ im
mediately precedes an aspect affix, it is
reduced to /b/:

The resulting form /e/ is clitic to the preceding
verb, by Word Boundary Reduction (Chapter 2.2),
and therefore triggers the phonological changes
characteristic of Anlo clitics (p. 12).

An

J

or [e] is inserted after it to give the surface
forms:^
dyi

•look for1

[kofi dyl

e ge ]

te

’surpass'

[kofi tl

b ge ]

ta

'draw*

[kofi tb

b ge ]

wu

'kill*

[kofi wul

b gS ]

pb

'strike'

[kofi phi

b ge ]

kpo

'see*

[kofi kpoe

b g4 ]

'Kofi is going to look for me', etc.

iii)

the third person singular strong form /ye/
alternates with /yi/ quite freely, the constraints
varying from speaker to speaker.

Also, some

speakers use the form /eyd/ as well, except
before the genitive marker; this is the Standard
Ewe fora.
iv)

before genitive markers, the plural pronouns
/mi&wd/ and /mldw6/ lose the ending /-wc5/, and the
pronoun /woawd/ loses the ending /-awo/:
mia pe,
wo pe

mia wo

'our'
'their'
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v)

the ending /-awo/ is (optionally) deleted before
/kat^a/ ‘all*, in all plural pronouns:
( mi katSa

\

'all of us*

I miawo kataa J
( w6 kataa

)

'all of them*

1 wodw<5 kataa )
vi)

the first person singular.subject pronoun /mb/
becomes /me/ before the subjunctive marker:
kofi dyi be ma-va
want that

(me-a-va)
SJ

'6-be md-va

'Kofi wanted me to
come'
'He said for me to
come*

This change does not take place before the future
marker, which bears low tone:
e-be mb-va

(mb-h-va)

'He says I will come*

We state the rule as follows:
mb

—

md

/

a

We have claimed all along, without offering justi
fication, that the rules which assign pronoun alternants
are reduction rules.

This claim is borne out by an

examination of the operations performed by the rules:
in nearly all cases, we are dealing with rules which
delete segments or change one or two features.
for instance, the rule n y b

> mb

Thus,

probably involves a

change of only one feature, the other being assigned
redundantly by marking conventions.

These facts give

added reason to believe that the strong forms as we gave
them in section 1, rather than (for instance) a set of
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abstract feature matrices,

correctly represent the

underlying form of pronouns in Ewe.

5.

Indefinite pronouns.

In addition to the definite

pronouns, Anlo has six indefinite pronouns which refer
to distinct semantic classes of nouns:
kmb

‘animate beings1

nu

'things'

nya
kffl

'words, concepts'
'place*

ge...glf

'time*

ale

'manner*

Apart from their use as full lexical items in their own
right, they are used typically:
i) to form questions, with the interrogative
marker /kka/:
arae ka gbo nb-dze

'Whose place did you stay

nft ka wo-gb ne-yl

'What did you go to do?*

nya ka e dzo

'What happened?*

afi ka mb-te nu a-£u nu lb
be-able eat

at?'

'Where can I eat?'

ge-ka-gi wb-va'

'When did he come?'

aleke nb-gblb

'What did you say?*

ii) as 'dummy' object of a transitive verb, in place
of a lexically specified noun or noun phrase:
e nu kpo-m b

'Are you looking?'

wo-yi ya-ple nu

'They went to make a purchase*
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In this usage, the indefinite pronouns are
redundant except to the extent to which they in
dicate the semantic class of the implied object;
compare the following:
me-y6
nya nyuie 6
call word

rHe doesn't pronounce well'

me-yi ame yo-g£ ka dyf
line on

*1 went to call person on
the line (to make a phone
call)'

Here, two distinct usages of /yo/ 'call1, a tran
sitive verb, are kept distinct by the different selection
of the pronoun object.

At the same time, the tran

sitive /yo/ is kept distinct from the intransitive
/yo/ 'be full*.

The 'dummy1 pronoun objects, then,

are clearly a useful device in a language with an
unusually large number of homophones*

9

iii) Finally, they are used as equivalents of the definite
pronouns in certain circumstances, where they often
suggest a somewhat disdainful point of view on the
part of the speaker; in this usage, theyare made
definite by the addition of a definite determiner*
Observe the following example of Extraction:
gkkpb
w6 a, nu n£ wo vS-vo le mia gbo
iron rod
run
out
'Iron rods, those things ran out on us (we ran out
of them)'
In all these cases, the indefinite pronouns are observed
to 'replace' nouns or noun phrases in some sense, but
we shall not consider here the question of how they are
to be introduced in the grammar.
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6.

The self-reporting pronoun.

We now turn briefly to

the discussion of a rule which introduces what we shall
refer to as the 1self-reporting1 form /yb/ into sentence
structures.

This rule is complex and of considerable

interest for the information it gives us on syntactic
structure; however, we shall not be able to consider all
the questions it raises.
Armstrong (1963) proposed two criteria that might
prove of interest in defining the ’Kwa1 group of languages
from a syntactic point of view.

The first of these was

the use of reduplication to form verbal nouns; the second
was the contrastive use of two forms of a pronoun to
distinguish, in reported speech, reference to the speaker
from reference to other parties.

He noted that such

contrastive forms had been described for S. Idoma, and
gave examples showing that Yoruba had them as well; simi
lar phenomena can be shown in Igbo (Carrell 1970) and
Avatime (Kevin Ford, personal communication).

However,

other Kwa languages, such as Akan, seem not to have it,
while such non-related languages as Eskimo have been de
scribed as having something similar (Mey 1970).10
Westermann stated the rule for Ewe as follows:
Should the subject of the main sentence
recur in any second or third person pro
nominal form (nominative, genitive, or
accusative) in an object clause, when
the main sentence contains a verb of say
ing, believing, thinking, wishing, want
ing, ordering, etc., then it is expressed
by yb,
in the singular, ybw6 , yfewdpe
in the plural. (Westermann 1907.57;
This statement is a bit unclear, because the forms /w6/
and /f&/ are not pronouns themselves, but rather (as
we have seen) immediate constituents of noun phrases.
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More significantly, the semantic basis of this defin
ition obscures an interesting formal property of the rule.
The use of the self-reporting form may be illustrated
by the following examples:
e-be e-dzo

'He^ said he^ left'

£-be ye-dzo

'He^ said he^ (= the speaker) left*

e-be wo-a-va

'You (sing.) said they would come'

e-bb ye-w<5 a-va

'You (sing.) said you (plur.) would come

In the first and third of these examples, the speaker
excludes himself from the person(s) he is talking about;
in the second and fourth, he includes himself.

We see

therefore that the form /yb/ is used in subordinate
clauses whenever the referent of the speaker is identical
to, or included in, that of the person(s) he refers to.
In the above examples /b£/ occurs as a main verb;
but this same form may occur as a complementizer to form
subordinate clauses with other verbs, such as /dyf/ 'want*,
/£<5 mi/ ’reply1, etc.:
e-dyl b£ ye-b.-dz6 b
'Do you want that you leave (do you want toleave)?'
8

n&

be ye h^S,

'He replied to me that he

ye-me-se-e kaba b
too hadn't heard it soon enough'

e-gblo b 6 dbmb
yb
say
stomach
'He said that his stomach was eating him (aching)'
The use of /yb/ permits clarity of reference where the
English gloss is hopelessly ambiguous:
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e-gblo na § be ye dyi yb, gkke ye kpe dyi
bear
but
,
...
be-worthier
1He^ told him^ that he^ begot him^, but he^ was the worthier
In this example, the self-reporting form occurs twice,
in both cases distinguishing the speaker from the person
spoken to.

We see from the examples that /yb/ may have

any syntactic function (unlike the dialect described by
Ansre (1966b), where it occurs in subject position only);
the following example shows that it may occur not only
in immediately subordinate clauses, but in clauses within
such clauses:
b-wb susu be yb-k-yl kpe ne yb-k-vk-ya-tu xo $e ye w'o de
make mind
sohome
that
town
’He made up his mind that he would go home in order to
build a house in his home town’

Let us attempt to define the structures in which /yb/
occurs.

We may notice that all the above examples have

in common the fact that /yb/ occurs within the clausecomplement of a verb and refers to the subject of that verb.
Therefore:
i) In a subordinate clause which is the object
complement of a verb, /yb/ must occur in order
for the relation of coreference to be established
with the subject of that verb.
This states that /yb/ is the obligatory form in such
environments when the reference of the subject is iden
tical to (or included in) that of the pronoun of the
subordinate clause.
/yb/ occurs optionally in certain other environments:
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ii)

clauses of purpose:

e-db gb

yb-a-£u nd

’He went out in order to eat*

go out
£-yi be yb-h-kpo gk k

*He went to look at the money*

Purpose clauses such as these are different from clause
complements of main verbs in that they are not character
ized as sister-constituents of the main verb, but rather
as incidental adjuncts, and do

not appear to contribute

to the syntactic subcategorization of verbs.

A sentence

is always grammatically complete without a purpose clause,
while it is usually incomplete without a verbal complement.
iii)

causative clauses:

koff na be kbktl vd ye-gbo

*Kofi had Koku come to him*

In such sentences, the clause which follows /na/ is not
characterized as its direct object; thus, the rule of Ha
bitual Formative Reduction is not defined (see example on
p. 104), the clause may not be pronominalized, etc.
/yb/ does not occur in relative clauses unless it
occurs at the same time in one of the environments (i) (iii).

Thus, it may not occur in the following sentence,

even though a NP occurs in a subordinate clause which is
coreferential with the subject:
koff £6 »ku nyonuvf hi dze % (not: ye) gbo dyf
set eye girl
stay
on
’Kofi set eye on (recalled) the girl who stayed with him*
Also, it cannot occur in clause complements following
verbs of perception:
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koff sb kbku wb-le e (not: ye) dzu-m
'Kofi heard Koku insulting him'
What is it, then, that distinguishes the environments
in which the self-reporting form occurs, (i) - (iii)
above, from those in which it doesn't?

The rule as given

by Westermann is too restrictive to cover cases (ii) and
(iii); and as the last two examples show,

we cannot simply

extend it to any sort of embedded clause.

What seems to

be essential is the presence of /be/, or one of its alter
nants (/nl/, /bena/).

Embedded sentences which do not

have this complementizer do not permit /yb/.
We must also distinguish the optional cases (ii) and
(iii) from the obligatory case (i).
discussion,

To anticipate later

let us assume that the object clause-comple-

ments of type (i) are generated as noun phrases in
underlying structures by PS rule 5b, while purpose and
causative clauses are not.

We can now generalize the

discussion up to this point in the following way:
7)

THE SELF-REPORTING PRONOUN
The form /yb/ occurs in the following class of
syntactic environments:
NP

X

[ b<*
S —

1

2

Y

—

Z

— '
3

S
4

5

where the first node S dominating 1 also dominates
4, i.e., 1 commands 4.

1 is identical to, or included

in, 4 in reference, and 1 is second or third person,
/yb/ occurs obligatorily if 3-4-5 is a NP, otherwise
optionally.
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We do not give this statement in the form of a rule,
because it is not yet known whether it will apply to
deep structures or to derived structures, nor whether
it is best stated as a transformational rule or an inter
pretive rule.
The condition '1 commands 4* is necessary in order
to restrict /yb/ from occurring as the rightmost NP in
conjoined structures of the type:

s

s

It will not prohibit /yb/ from occurring in conjoined
structures provided the topmost node S is itself em
bedded as an object complement:

S

S

/NPtK / NP.N
Thus, we find the following example of a structure
of the latter type:
wb koe le susum be yemenye Lailie o eye Lailie ha menye ye o dzro
*So you're thinking you are not Lailie and Lailie isn't you!'
(MG)
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7.

The syntax of pronouns.

syntax, properly speaking.

We now turn to pronominal
Compared with many languages,

such as French and Spanish, Ewe shows a fairly straight
forward system in which pronouns behave generally quite
like NPs and require few special rules.

In this section

we shall consider the major deletion rules and two move
ment rules.
Pronouns may (or must) be deleted in certain syntactic
environments.
i)

The most important are the following:

Genitive Pronoun Deletion.

As we saw earlier

(Chapter 3, section 5) the third person singular
genitive pronoun /6/ is optionally (for some
speakers, obligatorily) deleted in certain
circumstances: (a) before a verb followed by one
of the aspect affixes /ge, m/:1^
3-yi e kp5-g£ J
V
3-yi
kp6-g£ )
(b)

'He went to see it*

before most members of the set of kinship

nouns, in some cases obligatorily.

As the set

of exceptions is not semantically (or phonologically)
predictable, each kinship term not undergoing this
rule must be assigned a rule exception feature,
all the others being assigned the corresponding
plus-valued feature /+GPD/ redundantly:
fbf<5-a

'his father*

fbf6-£
e togbT-a

'his grandfather'

togbf-a
e tb$ia )
*

to£ia j

'his uncle*
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(c)

finally, before a postposition; if this
is high, it becomes raised in tone:
'6-le % si
3-le

^
j.

'It's at his hand* = 'he

si

has it1

As a result of the tree-grafting rule, we can
include all these cases in a single rule:
8)

GENITIVE PRONOUN DELETION

IV)]
NP

NP

Some speakers delete the second person singular
genitive pronoun before one of the aspect affixes
(but not elsewhere):
koff tk
koff tk

-wb-g£
° )
I
-g4 )

i
tr
•is going to
4. j
'Kofi
draw you',

Structures resulting from such deletion are very
similar to structures resulting from deletion by
the last rule; they are distinguished only by the
contrast low tone/ mid tone, cf.:
koff ta-g£

'Kofi is going to draw him'

This rule may be stated together with the rule
reducing /nyk/ to fh/ in the same environment;
therefore let us eliminate the rule stated under
(ii) on pp. 141-2 and add the following:
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The following are the principal movement rules:
i)

In negated sentences, the realization of the
substring 'PRO NEG' is somewhat irregular,
12
as the following table shows:

1 Sg

PRO

NEG

nyb

me

dzo

nyb-me-dzb b

mb
mb

dzo
dzo

mb-dzb b
me-dz6 b

mf

dzo

mTe-dzo b

ml
( wo

dzo

mie-dzo b

2 sg
5 sg
1 Pi
2 pi
3 pl

(PRO)

V

mb
me

wo J

j wo-me-dzo b |
( me-wo-dzb b )

dzb

'I didn't leave1, etc.
Our base rules (see PS rule 2) generate the formative
NEG directly after the subject NP, accounting
directly for the almost invariant surface ordering
of these two constituents.

The alternate form of

the third person plural string, however, suggests
the need for a permutation rule allowing the pro
noun /w<5/ to occur optionally to the right of NEG.
Since we need this rule anyway, we may generalize
it to the second and third person singular forms,
since in this way we can account for the absence
of the pronouns in negative surface strings.
will give us:
9)

PRONOUN PERMUTATION

This
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Since the grammar has a rule of Vowel Degemi
nation (Chapter 1.6), we need only add a suppletion
rule lowering the tone of the negative formative
/me/ when preceding the second person singular subject
pronoun /e/, to have regular derivations.

Thus

we add:
me

* mb

/

b

and have derivations such as the following:
e mb dzo b

b me dzo b

w<5 mb dzo b

me b dzo b

me b dzo b

me w<5 dzo

13

bPronoun

Perm,

mb b dz6 b

"

M

Suppletion

mb 0 dz6 b

m£ 0 dzo b

M

Degemination

mb-dz<5 b

m'b-dzb b

me-wb-dzb

b

(Tonerules)

It remains to account for the absence of the
negative formative in the first and second person
plural forms.

This we do by adding the following

rule:
10) PARTICLE DELETION
mb

— ► 0

/

mi----

We do not indicate the tone of the pronoun, thus the
rule will app&y to both forms.

ii)

Genitive Pronoun Permutation.

We have already men

tioned a rule (p. 103) which, under certain circum
stances, permutes a first or second person singular
pronoun with the first element to its right:
(a)

when object of the verb in an AVP:
dyl-b-ge

'going to look for me1

tb-wb-gb

'going to draw you1
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(b) when preceding a kinship noun of which it is
the possessive (genitive) modifier:
fofo-nyb

'my father*

novf-wb

'your brother'

dyl-nye-la

'my parent' ('parent': dyl-l£)

db-nye-ga

'my mother’s elder sister1
('mother's elder sister1:
daa-g£)

(c) when preceding a postpositional noun:
nutyf-nyb

'upon me*

gbb-wb

'with, near you*

yo-nyb-mb

'(on) my trail'

(yb<5-mb:

a compound postposition meaning
'area behind a moving person
or thing')
This rule does not apply to gerundive nominals:
nye yo-y<5

'calling me'

Observing, then, that the category of the item with
which the pronoun permutes appears in all cases to
be either a noun or a verb, we may state the rule
in the following way:
11)

GENITIVE PRONOUN PERMUTATION

u:?i {: jn

NP

NP

1

2

3

—

>

2

1 3
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For case (a) of this rule, where we select the
string 'NX' as the structural description, this
is a minor rule, applying only to kinship nouns
and postpositions, which will be redundantly assigned
the rule feature /+GPP/ in the lexicon.

For the

case *Y Af1 it is an ungoverned rule, as it applies
without exception.

8.

An order constraint.

To conclude this review of pronouns,

we shall look at a constraint upon the ordering of pro
noun objects in surface structure. It may be stated as
follows:
12)

PRONOUN OBJECT CONSTRAINT
An object pronoun cannot be followed immediately
in surface structures by a second object (whether
a noun or a pronoun).

This may be illustrated by the following examples with
the ditransitive verb /fia/ *show*
koff ff£ agbbl& b. kbku

'Kofi

showed the book to Koku*

koff ffa agbbl& b-b

'Kofi

showed the book to him'

*koff ffa-b kbku

'Kofi

showed it to Koku*

*koff ff£-b-b

'Kofi

showed it to him*

The prohibited strings can only be expressed by the
synonymous periphrastic construction with /tso/ 'take*:
koff tso-e ff£ kbku

'Kofi

showed it to Koku*

koff ts(5-e ffa-b

'Kofi

showed it to him*

Similarly we find:
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fia mo a 1
tso-e

h

*Show the way to me’
1Show it to me*

but not:
ff£-£-m

(* Show it to me*)

That this constraint is most likely a surface structure
constraint of the sort described by Perlmutter (1971),
rather than a constraint on the occurrence of pronouns i$
deep structure or on pronominalization, is suggested by
the existence of grammatical sentences containing two
object pronouns which are not contiguous:
koff e na-ge ?h

•Kofi is going to give it to me*

5

THE AUXILIARY SYSTEM: MOOD

In this chapter we investigate two forms that
grammarians have traditionally dealt with under the
heading of 'mood*: the imperative and the subjunctive.
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1.

Cooccurrence restrictions in the base.

One of the

more difficult problems in transformational grammar is
that of handling cooccurrence restrictions among elements
generated in the base.

In earlier formulations context-

sensitive rules were thought to form part of the base;
more recently, it has been proposed (Chomsky, to appear b)
that phrase-structure grammars have only context-free
rules but will contain a number of base conditions.
In general, these would seem to account for the same sort
of restrictions as context-sensitive rules but have
greater power.

However, if they prove to be subject to

more general conditions (formal or substantive) limiting
their occurrence in a grammar,

they would allow us to

restrict the class of possible grammars more narrowlythan
would the unrestricted use of context-sensitive rules,
and would in this way justify a claim that they form a
part of grammatical theory.
In our discussion of the auxiliary verbs (Chapter 2.4),
we found another means of stating cooccurrence restrictions,
when these are observed to hold between lexical items,
on the one hand, and grammatical items or categories on
the other.

This waa by entering the element!s) with which

a particular item

(in this case, the auxiliary verb) may

cooccur directly in its syntactic subcategorization '
feature.

In other cases, where restrictions hold among

grammatical elements alone, we found that positive re
strictions - where two or more elements must cooccur in
a given structure - could be characterized by generating
the elements together by means of a single PS rule, then
accounting for their discontinuous surface patterning by
a permutation rule (the discontinuous aspect forms).
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There is

another means of accounting directly

for negative cooccurrence restrictions, a fact which
shows that even a highly constricted model, one not
containing context-sensitive base rules or base condi
tions, has a wide range of devices at its disposal for
handling cooccurrence problems.

This, as we saw in our

discussion of the mutually exclusive (non-cooccurring)
habitual and future formatives, consists of generating
the incompatible elements as either/or choices in a
single paradigm of forms, where one element is eventually
moved by a permutation rule.

In this chapter we shall be

essentially concerned with this approach.
The notation provided for handling mutually exclusive
base elements is the set of paired braces.

Since all

elements occurring within braces occur at the same point
in the strings they enter relative to other elements,
this notation has the property of predicting that either/
or choices in the base will tend to fall into ’slots* and
form paradigms in surface strings.

Apart from this, it

allows us to express the fact that formally heterogenous
elements may have the same syntactic function in a sen
tence, and defines the notion ’functional class* by
the enumeration of its members.
Insofar as mutually exclusive elements do not fall
into the same functional slots, the grammar must provide
movement rules to account for their final position in
sequence.

In this way, the device of the paired braces

provides a built-in evaluation metric: a grammar is
more complex to the extent that such movement rules are
present.

This seems intuitively to be one satisfactory

way of distinguishing degrees of ’markedness* in syntax.
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In this chapter we look at two elements in the gram
mar of Ewe that grammarians often deal with under the
heading of 'mood*: the imperative and the subjunctive.
(the ’indicative* is often regarded as a form unmarked
2
for these categories).
We shall examine in particular
the range of their cooccurrence with the tense and as
pect formatives and other elements generated in the base.

2.

The imperative.

The imperative is formed in the second

person singular by the verb stem alone.

All sentence-

initial non-high tones are realized as low until a high
tone is reached (Smith 1968.294):
gblb-e

*Say it quickly'

The verb s$em may be preceded by members of P and A,
but not T:
he-de

nyufe

nb yl-m ma-v£

'Arrive well*
'Be going, I'll come (later)*

In the plural, second person imperatives are formed
by prefixing the subject pronoun /ml/ to the stem (or
to P or A, if present).

There is no tone-lowering:

mi-gblo-e kab£

'Say it quickly'

mi-h^-de nyufe

'Arrive well1

mi-no yi-iff m£-v£

'Be going, I'll come*

Exceptionally, /v£/ 'come* has low tone in the second
person singular imperative, but any following non-high
tones are realized as mid:
va no anyf

'Come sit down*
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There are other forms which we also wish to consider
imperatives.

Like the second person plural form, an

imperative may be formed in the first person plural by
prefixing the subject pronoun /mf/:
mi-gblo-e kaba

'Let's say it quickly'

This form is formally parallel to the second person
plural form*

Both contrast with indicative expressions

in that in the latter, the 'intrusive' /e/ is always in
serted after the pronoun:
mie-gblo-e kaba

'We said it quickly*

mie-gblo-e kab£

'You said it quickly*

Thus, we may state that the insertion of /e/ does not take
place after subject pronouns in imperative sentences.
A third person imperative is formed by the particle
/ne/, which immediately precedes the verb (although it
may optionally precede the third person plural pronoun
/wo/ as well):
ne-va

'He must come*

( wo-ng-va \
)
I
I ne-w5-vd )

'They must come*

kofi ne-va

'Kofi must come*

£evi i. wo ne-va

'The children must come*

These forms are not formally (or semantically) parallel
to the imperatives previously considered, and it is far
from apparent that we are dealing with the same formal
paradigm.

We shall support the claim that these are true

imperatives with two arguments: (a) it will be shown that
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/ne/ appears before a second person pronoun in certain
embedded structures, and (b) we shall show that the
imperative formative /nb/ has the alternate form /gb/
in negative sentences, and that this form appears with
all persons.
We see from the following examples that the formative
/n£/ occurs in subordinate clauses as well as in main
clauses:
me-dyi be kofi ne-va

'I want Kofi to come*

me-gblo n£-e be ne-va

*1 told him to comer

wo-$8 koff be n?-ple nu

'They sent Kofi to buy something*

In such cases, /ne/ is semantically contrastive with
the subjunctive (see below) and indicates a stronger
degree of volition on the part of the subject of the
higher verb.

The first and second person singular forms

have no /ne/, but use the subjunctive:
b-gblo na wo be nb-vd

'He told you to come'

In the plural, however, either the subjunctive or the impera
tive form may be used:
/ e-gblo na mf be mf-va \
)
I
| e-gblo na mi bb mi-a-vaj

'He told us to come'

In subordinate clauses, then, we find examples such
as the above where the imperative first and second per
son form and the /ne/ third person form, while still
maintaining a formal contrast, are semantically parallel.
Now let us observe what happens when the self-report
ing pronoun /yb/ occurs in a subordinate imperative clause.
We find it followed by /ne/:
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gblb be enye me-gblo na ye b£ ye-ne-va
'Say that I told you that you must come*
In this example, /yb/ (in both occurrences) must have
the features of a second-person pronoun, as it agrees
in reference with the (underlying) second-person subject
of the uppermost verb /gblb/ 'say'.

This is true whether

we consider the rule accounting for /yb/ as a featurechanging rule, like Pronominalization, or as an inter
pretive rule.

This shows, then, that a single impera

tive formative /nb/ occurs both in third person sentences
with injunctive meaning and in subordinate-clause
imperative sentences with second person subjects.
Wow let us turn to the negative imperative forms.
While Westermann called these forms the 'prohibitive',
he added that the prohibitive is 'an imperative negative*
(Westermann 1930.77).

In these forms, /ga/ takes the

place of /nb/ and is extended to all persons:
b-gblo be ma-g£-va b

'He told me notto come'

n

me-gh-va b

'He told you not to come*

it

me-ga-va b

*He told him not to come'

n

mf-ga-va b

'He told us not to come'

ml-gb-va b

'He told you (pi.) not to come*

tt

wc5-me-ga-va b
'He told them not to come*
H

mb-w6-ga-va b

We also find it with noun subjects:
e-gblo be koff me-ga-va b
”

$bvf a w<5 me-ga-va b

'He told Kofi not to come'
*He told the children
not to come*
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All these forms but for the first person singular may
occur in independent clauses as well, paralleling the
affirmative forms in usage and meaning:
me-

-va b

and so forth,
imperative.

‘Don't come'
we are clearly

dealing, then, with the

Since /gh/ and /n§/ are in complementary

distribution, the most economical description would be
one which sets up a unique underlying form for affirma
tive and negative deep structures.

Let us suppose there

is an imperative formative , directly generated in the
base, which is realized as /ga/ in negativesentences

and

/ne/ in affirmative sentences, the latter being deleted
in certain circumstances.

4

We shall represent the imperative formative as /ne/.
It is mutually exclusive with members of T, and there
fore constitutes a paradigm with it:
T

'

ne /
In section 4 we shall look at the transformational rules
which account for the imperative alternants and their
occurrence.

3.

The subjunctive.

The subjunctive was ignored in

early descriptions of Ewe by Westermann and others, and
considerable confusion resulted from the consistent fail5
ure to distinguish it from future tense.
It was first
described, for Ge, by Schroeder (1936.50-51), and has
since been described for Standard Ewe by Ansre (1966b).
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The subjunctive is the form characteristic of sub
ordinate clauses expressing necessity, purpose, volition,
etc.

In Anlo, it is nearly always distinct in form from

the future tense.

It is expressed by the formative

/na/ after noun subjects and /a/ after pronoun subjects,
acquiring low tone after a low-tone pronoun.
after the idiomatic expression /e-lb be.../

It occurs
'it is neces

sary that...* which we shall take as a diagnostic environ
ment:
e-le be ma-va

(me-a-va)

'I must come*

(nb-b-va)

*You must come1

"

nb-va

"

wb-b-va

fHe must come1

"

mi-a-va

*We must come*

"

ml-b-vb

"

wo-a-vb

'They must come*

"

koff na-vb

*Kofi must come*

"

£bvf a w(5 na-va

'You (pi.) must come*

*The children must come*

In the case ef noun subjects, there is little chance of
confusing the subjunctive /na/ with the future /bb/.
With singular pronoun subjects, the contrast between
the two forms rests primarily on the use of different
pronoun alternants for the subjunctive (see Chapter 4.4):
e-bb ma-vi

(mb-b-vb)

’He said I would come*

'b-bb ■a-va

(mb-b-va)

•He told me to come*

e-be b-va

(b-b-va)

•He said you would come*

'b-bb na-va

(ne-b-va;

•He told you to come*

e-be a-a-va

(e-a-va)

•He said she would come*

S-be wb-b-va

•He told her to come*
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With plural pronoun subjects, the contrast is maintained
by tone alone:
e-be mf-a-va

'He said we would come1

b-be mf-^-va

*He told us to come1

e-b£ wo-a-v£

'He said they would come*

£-b4 wo-a-va

'He told them to come*

Contrast is neutralized in the case of the second person
plural form alone, except for those speakers who observe
the future tone-raising rule (Chapter 1.6), where it is
maintained with underlying non-high tone verbs:
ml-£-yl
b-b£ ml-b-yl

'He said you (pi.) would go*
'He told you (pi.) to go*

The fact that /na/ and /a/ are alternants corresponding
to a single deep-structure formative is further suggested
by pairs of sentences like the following, related by
Extraction (Chapter 4.2):
wo-dyt be koff na-va

'They want Kofi to come'

koff a, w8-dyT be wb-b-va

'Kofi, they want him to come'

We shall assume that the basic form of the subjunctive is
/na/, and that it is reduced to /a/ after pronoun subjects.
The principal uses of the subjunctive include the following
i)

after verbs of wishing, ordering, urging, efcc.:
me-dyf bb ma-va

'I want to come'

me-n£ wb-a-vd

'I had him come'

wb-^o-b dyl-nye be ma-va
set on
urge

'They urged me to come*
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ii)

in purpose and ’potential1 clauses:
koff yl kpe me b£ yb-a-£u nu
’Kofi went home in order to eat*
nanek£ melb ksf-nye ma-dzra b
nothing
sell
•I have nothing to sell*

iii) after the conjunctions/hkff, kaka, kksfa/ when
these introduce sentence-initial subordinate clauses:
kaka ma-^o ko k...
•As soon as I arrived...*
haff esro £e-£e na-yi dyf a...
•Before marriage can take place...*
hafi ne Togbui Sri nava tro megbe la...
'Before Father Sri finally passed away...1

(TA)

iv) in independent clauses, where its distribution is
irregular:
ma-vk

*1 want to come*

nk-va

'You should come*

(polite

request or invitation)
*
wb-k-va
mf-k-vk
ml-k-vk
*

I

'You (pi.) should come*

, , ,
wo-a-va
koff nk-va

'Kofi should come*

£kvf a w6 na-va

*The children should come*
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These gaps in distribution cannot be motivated on
semantic or syntactic grounds - they seem to be
essentially random.

We could eliminate the ungram

matical examples from the set of surface strings
generated by our grammar by adding a base condition
of the sort mentioned at the outset of this chapter.
A more satisfying solution, however, might be to
claim that the subjunctive never appears in indepen
dent deep-structure clauses; instead, in structures
underlying the independent sentences given above,
there would be a higher clause /mk-dyf/ *I want*:
me-dyf b£ ma-va

fI want to come1

me-dyf be nk-vk

*1 want you to come*

Senteces such as these are, of course, grammatical
and seem to be largely synonymous with:
ma-vk

*I want to come*

nk-va

*You should come*

(in which the English glesses may only be taken
as a rough guide).

We would then add a rule deleting

the sequence /me-dyf be/ in the appropriate circum
stances,

resulting in the independent clauses of

the last page.While

this approach seems attractive,

I know of no independent evidence to support it.^
v)

as a substitute for the imperative in subsequent
members of a serial command:
yl nk-va mf-dzo

*Go and come (back), so
that we may leave (together)*

tu feb nk-dk
gk me na h
shut door
put metal in
r

*Shut and lock the door
«
#
for me*
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Tense is neutralized with the subjunctive, as it is
with the imperative, cf.:
*?-le b£ kofi na-a-va
*3-le bl kofi na-va-na
We can therefore represent the tense/mood system by
the following paradigm:
’ T
n$
,

4.

n£

Rules. ‘ We shall now review the rules that will be

necessary to account for the forms we have been discussing.
7
We look first at the imperative.
In several respects, we find that the formative /ne/
behaves much like the negative formative /m£/, suggesting
that in Anlo the syntactic rules which operate on /m£/
have been generalized to /n$/ as well, perhaps as a
result of their phonological similarity.

We observe first

of all that /n'6/ is deleted after /mf/ and /ml/, the
first and second person plural pronouns.
the case with /m£/ as well (Chapter 4.7).

This is, of course,
The two rules

can be collapsed into a single statement:
1) PARTICLE DELETION
0

/

(revised)
mi ---

Secondly, we see that both /ne/ and /me/ have the same
irregular behaviour when selected with a third person
pronoun subject:
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ne

me
sing,

plur.

*e-me-va b

*e-ne-va

me-va 0

ne-vi

wo-me-va b

wo-ne-va

me-wo-va b

ne-w8-va

In the case of both forms, the third person singular
pronoun may not come first in a sequence, i.e. the other
wise normal order is prohibited.

Furthermore, there are

two possible orderings of the third person plural pronoun
with the grammatical formative; this variation is observed
q

nowhere else.

Once again, then, we are in a position

to generalize a rule which was introduced to handle the
negative form only (Chapter 4.7):
2)

PRONOUN PERMUTATION

PRO

(revised)

PRO
1

2

2 + 1

The single cross here indicates not merely adjunction but
the formative boundary, and states that no word boundaries
#

occur between items 1 and 2 of the structural change.

This is necessary in order to account for the fact that
Vowel Degemination, applying to strings such as m £ + 6, is
obligatory.

We must add the further condition that the

rule is optional if item 1 is/w<5/; perhaps this statement
could be reformulated in terms of an optional rule feature
/+PP/ assigned to the pronoun /wo£w6/ in the lexicon.
In order to consider the derivation of affirmative
(non-negative) imperatives, we must consider a further rule,
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the one accounting for the absence of the subject and
the imperative formative in second person singular
imperatives;
gblb-e kdba

'Say it quickly*

Since it seems reasonable to assume that it is the
presence of the imperative formative in underlying structures
that conditions the rule of imperative tone-lowering, as
well as the rule lowering the tone of /va/ ‘come* (see
section 2), we shall suppose that the imperative deletion
rule is a morphological rule, ordered after the last two.
In fact, since Pronoun Permutation (2) will act upon
second person singular imperative strings, creating a single
phonological word as its output, we see that imperative
deletion has the typological form of a morphological rule
in any case.

No environment need be stated, since no

other formative sequence will be identical:
3)

IMPERATIVE DELETION

n3 + b

» 0

We now have derivations like the following:
4)

e ne gblo-e kaba
e ne gblb-bkab£

Imperative Tone Lowering

ne+e gblo-ek£b£

Pronoun Permutation

0

5)

gblb-b k£ba

Imperative Deletion

gblb-b k£ba

'Say it quickly*

e ne va no anyf
Imperative Tone Lowering: undefined
e n£ vb. no anyf

Lowering of /va/

ne+e vh no anyf

Pronoun Permutation

0

vh no anyf

Imperative Deletion

vb no anyf

'Come sit down*
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(In these derivations, for convenience, underlying
non-high tone is unmarked, and derived phonetic low
tone is represented /}).

The system of rules we have

developed applies uniformly to first and third person
forms as well, and thus we have :
6)

e n? va

a! ne va

ne+e va
"

"

M

mi 0

ne 0 v^[
ne-va

n
mT-va

11
va
n

Pronoun Permutation
Particle Deletion
Degemination
'He must come, let's come*

Because of the fact that independently-motivated rules
for two unrelated syntactic categories (the negative and
imperative formatives) can be collapsed in this way,
we see that the relatively 'abstract' analysis of the
imperative that we adopted entails no further complica
tion of the grammar.

The grammar already contains a

pair of rules permuting and deleting the negative forma
tive in exactly the same environments where permution
and deletion are required for the postulated imperative
formative.

The forms we set up which were not directly

attested, or which did not occur in surface structures
in the same place in sequence that we supposed them to
have in underlying strings, are automatically accounted
for once we generalize the rules mentioning the negative
formative /m£/ to the imperative formative /n?/.
In fact, we see that the 'abstract' analysis of the
imperative has permitted an overall simplification of
the grammar, in two respects.

First of all, if we had

decided to generate /n3/ only in those deep structures
where a surface reflex was attested, that is, in strings
with third person subjects, we would have had to intro
duce either a context-sensitive PS rule or a base condi
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tion, as mentioned in section 1, in order to rule
out the undesired first and second person structures or
mark them as ungrammatical,

Moreover, the statement of

the deletion of the second person singular subject in
imperatives, which would have been necessary in any case,
would either have required reference to an otherwise un
motivated abstract formative (such as 'IMP’), presumably
to be generated in the base, or else - in an interpretivist account - would have required the introduction of
an otherwise unnecessary rule of interpretation accounting
for the change in meaning resulting from the free opera
tion of a subject-deletion rule.

Both these complica

tions prove unnecessary as a result of the setting up of
'abstract' forms which form a perfectly regular para
digm in deep-structure representations.

Secondly, the

generalization of the structural description of Particle
Deletion and Pronoun Permutation to the imperative form
ative, far from involving a complication of these rules,
permits a slight simplification of them.

We recall that

all lexical and grammatical formatives are represented
(in full statements) as phonological matrices of distinctive
features.

Thus, for instance, the negative formative

/me/ is distinguished from all other non-homophones by
the following matrix (we adapt the features of Smith 1968):
m

e

-vocalic

♦vocalic

♦consonantal

-consonantal

-coronal

-high

♦anterior

-low

♦nasal

-back
♦high tone

In order to generalize this representation to the form
/n5/, all we need do is omit mention of the feature
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/Coronal/.

This is because /ne/ differs from /me/

only in its specification of that feature (/n/ is
/♦Coronal/), as well as in the presence of the feature
/♦Raised Tone/ on its vowel.

As a result, any rule

with the above feature matrix minus the feature /Coronal/
in its structural description will apply both to /m£/
and to /n3/.

The generalization of a rule mentioning

the negative formative /me/ to one mentioning /ne/ as
well, therefore, results in a simplification, rather than
a complication, of the rule.
To summarize, we have found strong evidence for the
setting up of a fairly *abstract1 imperative formative
in two independent areas: first, in the purely empirical
arguments we gave for this analysis in section 2, and
secondly in the fact that a grammar containing this
analysis is simpler than one which does not.

Here,

then, Ewe presents us with a good argument in favor of
the existence of underlying grammatical formatives which
may rsurface* only in restricted circumstances.
We have yet to consider the negative form of the
imperative.

We have seen that /n£/ is uniformly replaced
Q

by /gb/ in

negative sentences,and so we add

7)

— > ga

ne

/

the rule:

me ---

The first person singular form, alone, is irregular;
instead of the expected */nyk-me-ga-va b/, we found
/me-£-g£-vb b/, phonetically [mag£vb b].

Here, the

subjunctive marker /£/ has replaced the negative marker
/me/, as a result of which the subject pronoun has
taken its pre-subjunctive alternant (see rule p. 143)
and the tone of underlying /gb/ has become high (by the
rule given

on p. 52).

To account for thisform,

therefore,

we add the rple:
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8)

mk

-- > nk

/

nyh --- gk

This follows rule (7) introducing /gk/, and, we must
suppose, precedes the pronoun alternant rules of
Chapter 4.

Finally, we state the rule assigning the

post-pronoun alternant of the subjunctive formative
(see last section for discussion)
9)

na

— »

k

t

PRO ---

This now allows us to derive the first person i
form:

10)

nyk ilk

ne

va h

nye me gk va b

(7)

nyk

vk b

(8)

va 0

Paradigmatic Reduction

nk gk

mk nk

gk

me

k gk va b
a g k va b

me

—

me

(p. 143)

me

a ga va b

gk

— ■*

ga

(p. 52)

mk

k gk va 0

Assimilation

mk

0 ga vk b

Degemination

mk

ma-ga--vk h

(9)

•...that I should not

In this long derivation, the only rule which we have
not motivated independently is the one we are illustrating,
the rule accounting for the irregularity of the first
person singular form (8).

This rule sets off a com

plicated chain reaction of events.

Without (8),

Paradigmatic Reduction would have been undefined, due
to the presence of the negative formative (note 5 of
Chapter 4).

But with the reduction of /nyk/ to /mk/

defined, the tone-raising rule and consequently Assim
ilation and Degemination are defined.

Rule (8) also

triggers (9) and the rule raising the tone of /gk/.
Thus, once we have rule J^8) in the grammar, all the
remaining steps in the derivation follow as an auto-
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matic consequence.

This is a particularly striking

example of the mechanical operation of ordered rules
upon uniform underlying representations.

5.

A Note on Gerundives.

Often included in discussions

of 'mood* are infinitive phenomena such as the gerundive
nominals formed in Ewe by reduplication.

Superficially,

it might seem appropriate to include them here.

They

are mutually exclusive with tense and with the impera
tive and subjunctive formatives:
koff

dzo-dzo

'Kofi's leaving*

koff f4 a-dzb-dz<5
*
koff p4 dzb-dzc5-n£
kciff pe n'£-dzb-dz<5
•X-

koff pe n£-dzo-dzd
Therefore, one might consider that they all form a
single paradigm of elements.
misleading, however.

Such a view would be

Observe, for instance, that while

the other elements previously discussed are semantically
contrastive:
tense

S

0

me-b£ koff

•I said Kofi came*

fut

me-b£ koff aa-v£

‘I said Kofi would come*

hab

me-b4 koff va-n£

*1 said Kofi comes*

ne

me-b£ koff ne-v£

'I said Kofi must come*

nd

me—be koff na-v£

•I said Kofi should come*

gerundive complements never contrast with any of these.
Rather, we often find them as optional variants of
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tenseless or subjunctive clauses, e.g.:
’I forgot that he came

me-»lo be be '6-v£
me-»lo ye wo vk-va be

}

(»lo...b£ *forget*)

This evidence is consistent with our finding that
reduplication is not an element of the base (except
in certain lexical representations) but is introduced
transformationally, by Restructuring.
Our previous treatment of reduplicative gerunds gives
an independent explanation for the mutual exclusivity
of the gerundives and the tense, subjunctive and im
perative elements.

As we formulated Restructuring, it

was defined on the following class of structures:

N

N

No nouns not having the internal description stated
above can undergo the rule.

No provision is made for

auxiliary elements; thus, no string of the form
AUX
can undergo the rule, and the unattested structures
will not be generated.
It seems, then, that the gerundives have a different
status in the grammar than the auxiliary elements we
have been discussing.

We shall return to some final

considerations on the derivation of gerundive comple
ments in the next chapter, when we consider the ‘quali
fying verbs*•
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6.

Summary.

We have seen that we can set up a para

digm of mutually exclusive elements which define the
range of *mood1 in Ewe:

where T may be interpreted as defining the indicative*,
/ne/ represents the imperative, and /na/ represents the
subjunctive.

In semantic representation, these three

categories will presumably be associated with different
types of •performative* predicates, roughly representable
as statement, command, and volition.

These distinctions

play an important role in verbal subcategorization (see
Chapter 6.9).
This paradigm has been constituted solely on the basis
of semantic contrast and the relation of mutual exclu
sion holding among its members* no considerations of
surface patterning were taken into account in forming
it.

But as we may see from our examples, this para

digm, if generated by the base rules in pre-verbal posi
tion, accounts very well for the surface patterning of
these forms.

There is no a priori reason why this should

be so, except that it seems to be a property of human
tend to
languages that mutually exclusive elements^occur in the
same 'slots*.

It is this observation about language

structure that is formalized in generative grammar by
the paired brace notation.
Since the imperative and subjunctive formatives
behave like the members of T not only in terms of their
position in strings, but in most other respects as well
(e.g. there are no known transformational rules which
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must refer to 'tense* formatives exclusive of the im
perative and subjunctive formatives), there is no
reason not to add them to the list of forms generated
by T.

We shall expand PS rule 8, therefore, to

include these new members:
PS rule 8»:

T

— ->

where /na^/ is the habitual formative, /na^/ is the
progressive formative, and /n£^/ is the subjunctive
formative.

VERBAL SUBCATEGORIZATION

Up to this point we have been investigating the verb
principally from the point of view of the categorial
rules of the base and the rules of transformation.
We therefore have some idea of what base structures are
in Ewe and how these structures are modified by some of
the more important syntactic and morphological rules.
In this chapter we turn to the study of verbal sub
categorization and examine the way in which verbs are
classified in terms of the range of structures they
may enter.
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1.

The syntactic category VP,

We have so far as

sumed, with no justification, that the grammar of Ewe
contains a category VP (verb phrase) generated by the
PS rules of the base.

It is not obvious that such a

node is necessary, at least in deep structures.

Alter

natively, we could have proposed a rewriting rule
PRED

— * AUX

V

(NP (NP))

ADV

in which YP does not appear, achieving a certain simpli
fication.
In arriving at a decision like this, we must ask
ourselves what sort of arguments are valid in setting
up a certain base category.

In the case of the category

NP, for instance, we find that there is a set of syntac
tic forms:
(NP { w d } )

N

(DET)

(w4)

Se
PRO
NP

EMP

which are equivalent in terms of distribution, all being
susceptible to occurrence in the frames

--- (NEG) V,

V --- ] $ f and which are partially equivalent in terms
of certain rules of syntax (Pronominalization, Topicalization, Restructuring, etc.).

The creation of a node

NP is a way of expressing the notion ’syntactic equiva
lence class1•
Such an argument is not available to us in the case
of VP, where (at least as far as the forms under study
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here are concerned) no such class of heterogenous
strings exists.

Furthermore, the elements we have

grouped under !VP* occur in only one position in deep
structure strings, and do not appear to undergo move
ment rules.
The ultimate validation of a set of base rules must
take into account as a primary factor the economy with
which surface strings may be derived from them, the
observed sentences of the language being the goal of
the descriptive effort.

We have already found it neces

sary, in order to achieve greatest economy in the state
ment of several rules (Paradigmatic Reduction (objects),
Habitual Formative Reduction, and eventually Vowel
Closing, see p. 11) to set up the verb with its objects
as a single constituent.

Although such a constituent

could be created by a transformational rule - using a
more powerful type of rule than we have in general al
lowed here - there seems to be no strong argument against
generating it directly in the base, particularly if we
choose to confine syntactically unmotivated transfor
mations to the semantic component (see Introduction,
pp. 8 - 1 0 ) .

We have seen that if these rules did not

distinguish in some way between NPs that were objects
and NPs that were not (e.g., NPs functioning as adverb
ial adjuncts or subjects of embedded sentences), there
would be no simple way of prohibiting the derivation of
certain ungrammatical strings.
We recall that the original motive for establishing
constituent divisions within Immediate Constituent gram
mars was to express the fact that some parts of a sentence
are more closely interconnected than others; thus, to
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take an example from Ewe, in the sentence
ktyf a mu

'The tree fell*

the article /£/ is clearly more closely related to
the noun to its left than to the verb to its right.
In the same way, the noun phrase functioning as the
object of a verb is more closely related, grammatically,
to the main verb than to the elements in any adverbial
phrase to its right.

The purpose of setting up verb-

object strings as single constituents, then, was to
give formal expression to the traditional distinction
between the 'nuclear' elements of a sentence and the
'incidental' or 'peripheral' adverbial elements.
This brings us to a second important role of the
category YP in a generative grammar.

To a large

extent, we find that verbs are subcategorized in terms of
whether or not they accept objects, how many they may
accept and what their nature is; in general, the 'peri
pheral' constituents of a sentence are not relevant
for subcategorization.

While this generalization is

not universally valid, exceptions to it seem to fall into
general classes and can perhaps be given separate, gen
eral statements (thus: 'stative verbs are not selected
with manner adverbials').

Again, we find that the great

majority of verbal idioms involve members of what we have
set up as the constituent YP (though again, we can find
exceptions).

Thus, it seems that the notion 'object of

the verb' is an essential one for any theory of language,
and the category VP is an already-existing part of our
theory which allows us to define this notion.
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2.

Prepositional verbs or ’verbids*.

Our PS rules,

as so far developed, are insufficient to account for
all aspects of verbal subcategorization.

To begin with,

let us observe the following sentences:
me-g4
<Je xb mb
enter

'I entered the house*

me-dze
le koff ndtyf
avoid

'I avoided Kofi*

Here, the main verbs are followed by members of the
syntactic class of prepositional verbs or *verbids'.
These forms are largely homophonous with main verbs.
In Anlo, we find the following forms:
nd, t<5, kplb, kpe $.6.. .«d( tyf)/.

/lb, £e, ts6,

This list is identical

to that given for Standard Ewe by Ansre (1966a, 1966b)
except for the addition of the complex form /kpe $e. •.»il( tyf)/
'together with* which appears to meet the criteria
established by Ansre.^
The verbids are related to main verbs not only in form
but in meaning:
/le/:

'to be in, at'

(main verb)

#in, at'

(verbid)

/tso/: 'to come from, be from

/na/:

(main verb;

'from*

(verbid)

'to give1

(main verb)

'for, to*

(verbid)

/to/: *to pass'

(main verb)

'through*

(verbid)

/$6/:

'to put forward, send*

(main verb)

/££/:

'to, toward*

(verbid)

/$e/ has the alternant /$o/ when not followed
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directly by an object:
koff yi £e keta

'Kofi went to Keta'

k£ta e koff yi £6

'It's Keta that Kofi went to*

/kpe $e...mU tyf)/: 'to accompany*
'together with*

(main verb)
(verbid)

The form /kpl£/ has no main verb homophone, though it
can be related (on the basis of comparative evidence)
to /kp£ $.6/f which is itself a verb - verbid sequence.
/kpl£/ is the NP linker:
koff kpl£ kblk

'Kofi and Abla'

and has other uses as well:
e-po koff kpl£ ktyf
hit
'6-fo nu kpl£ kofi

'He struck Kofi with a stick'
'He spoke with Kofi*

The verbid status of the complex form /kp£ $6...nu(tyf)/
can be shown by contrastive examples such as the following:
koff kp£-nk

kblk nu de-a sukuu

'Kofi accompanies Abla to school'
kofi de-a sukuu kpe £e kblk nu
'Kofi attends school as well as Abla'
In the first of these, /kpe/ as a main verb takes the
habitual formative /na/.

In the second, /kp£/ is a

verbid and thus does not take the habitual, as it would
have if it were a main verb (cf. /dk/ in the first
example).
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As the last examples suggest, the verbids do
not in general accept auxiliary markers, nor may they
be negated (see Ansre, ibid.).

Thus, while these forms

are similar to main verbs both morphologically and seman
tically, and share their property of imposing objectreduction on following pronouns, they are 'defective1
in regard to tense, aspect and polarity.
To account for these forms, we shall modify the PS
rule which introduces NP complements into structures.
Thus, PS rule 4 of Chapter 2 will become:
PS rule 4f:

VP

— *Y

(CP (CP))

The rule now states that a verb phrase consists of a
verb followed

by one ortwooptional complements.

The

category 'complement' is defined by the following rule:
PS rule 12:

CP

— *

(V)

NP

which states that a complement consists of a noun phrase
optionally preceded by a verb.

These two rules allow

the generation of V in two positions in structures.
Verbs generated by PS rule 4' will be called main verbs,
and those generated by the second rule prepositional verbs
or verbids.

These rules will give us structures such

as the following:
S
NP

VP
V

CP
V

mb

ge

£e

NP
xo

me

'I entered the house'
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In this structure, /ge/ 'enter' is the main verb and
!$.&/ (expressing 'direction toward') is the verbid.

It

is immediately apparent why /$e/ does not accept negative
or auxiliary markers:these items, if present in a struc
ture, will always occur to the left of the main verb.
We shall extend the subcategorization principle that
items are subcategorized in terms of their sister-constituents to the case of the verbids.

Each verbal entry

capable of occurring as a verbid will have, in addition
to the features determining the range of structures it
may enter as a main verb, the following subcategori
zation feature allowing it to enter the consituent CP:

CP

CP

It might well be asked whether it is really necessary
to create the syntactic category CP.

Could not one of

the already-existing categories VP or NP serve as well?
Let us compare the characteristics of CP with each of
these nodes.

We find first of all that CP is much more

restricted than YP in that CPs may contain only single
NPs as objects while VPs may contain two.

Thus, the

item /n£/ behaves quite differently depending on whether
it is a main verb or a verbid: as a main verb meaning
'give', it requires two objects, while as a verbid mean
ing 'to, for' it may only take one.

Secondly, comparing

CP and NP, we find that there are not only internal dif
ferences (the initial Y: this may precede NP objects,
but never NP subjects or genitive modifiers;, but that
their syntactic behaviour is unalike; thus, CP may
not be topicalized:
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b-yi £e keta

'He went to Keta'

kbta e wb-yi £o

'It's Keta he went to'

keta e wb-yl
It may not be pronominalized by members of the definite
pronoun series, and it does not appear to undergo any
NP movement rules at all.

3.

Postpositional nouns.

Another syntactic category

that is intimately involved in verbal subcategorization
is the postpositional noun.

The following examples show

that the meaning of verbal expressions may vary un-predictably according to the choice of postpositional noun.
One postposition gives the expression a literal or con
crete meaning, while the other gives it an abstract
meaning:
b-ku £e koff nu

'It is hanging from Kofi'

b-ku £e koff gbo

'It depends on Kofi*

/nil/: 'outside, outer surface'
/gb6/: 'side, vicinity*
me-de koff gbo

'I reached Kofi'

me-de koff nu

'I'm Kofi's equal'

/nuu/:

'mouth, front edge'

gbtyf a nu kb

'The spoon is clean'

enya a mb kb

'The matter is clear*

/mb/: 'inside*
In the first two of these examples the postpositional
nouns are associated with the object NP, while in the
third they are associated with the subject.
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Most investigators have pointed out that these
forms are, in fact, true nouns,

2

Por a certain sub

class of these forms, as BaSta has pointed out, this
analysis is obviously correct (Baeta 1962.135-6, 164-5):
i)

these forms may be conjoined by the NP linker
/kpl£/:
nkume kple megbe li na avoa

*A cloth has a front
and a back'

compare:
asi kpleafo li nam
ii)

'I have hands and feet*

these forms may occur alone as subjects (example
above) and as objects:
etso ati

po

megbe nam 'He hit me in the back
with a stick*

compare:
etso ati

po

mo nam

'He hit me in the face
with a stick*

These examples reflect the fact that many postpositions
refer, in their literal meanings, to body parts.
all postpositions meet these tests.

Not

However, other argu

ments are available which show quite conclusively that
postpositions must be characterized as nouns in the grammar:
iii)

postpositions usually occur with genitive
modifiers:
nyb ngb, »gb-nyb

iv)

'in front of me*

postpositions behave as nouns with regard to
at least two syntactic rules, Genitive Marker
Deletion (see below) and Genitive Pronoun Permu
tation (Chapter 4.7)*
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v)

postpositions behave as nouns with regard to
at least two morphological rules, Paradigmatic
Reduction (genitive series) (Chapter 4.4) and
Genitive Pronoun Deletion (Chapter 4.7).

vi)

Postpositions behave as nouns with regard to
certain phonological rules, of which one will
suffice as an example.

Anlo and other Western

dialects have a rule inserting low tone immediate
ly after an initial voiced obstruent in a noun
occurring initially in a NP (see Stahlke, in pre
paration).

If the noun stem has underlying high

tone, this results in rising tone at an inter
mediate level of derivation:
vf

'child'

vlf

(underlying;
(derived)

Such rising tones are manifested as low tones in
Anlo, though the eventually deleted high tone may
have certain effects on following syllables.

Thus,

compare the following surface forms:
koff wo vf

'Kofi's child'

vl-ny(e)b

'my child'

Low-tone insertion has been defined on the second
of these examples and as a secondary effect, /nyk/
may receive an inserted high tone.

Low tone has

not been inserted in /vf/ in the first example,
as it is not initial in the NP.

Now we observe

that the same rule(s) apply to postpositional nouns
koff dyf

'on Kofi*

dyl-ny(6)b

'on me*

Thus, a wide range of data from both the deep structure
and transformational levels show the postpositions to
be true nouns.
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Greenberg (1963b) has made the interesting observa
tion that, for a wide range of languages surveyed, the
relative order of 'postpositions* and the noun phrases
associated with them is significantly correlated with
the relative order of genitive nouns and governing nouns.
Thus, if we are correct in identifying his term 'post
position* with what we here call 'postpositional noun',
his implications could be restated as follows:
a)

If a language has the order Genitive Noun/ Govern
ing Noun, then it has the order Noun Phrase/
Postpositional Noun.

b)

If a language has the order Governing Noun/ Gen
itive Noun, then it has the order Postpositional
Noun/ Noun Phrase.

Anlo, as well as most described dialects of Ewe, meet
description (a), while languages like Yoruba and Igbo
display order pattern (b).

Carrell gives the following

description of locative constructions in Igbo (Carrell
1970.17):
All place constructions consist of the preposition
na, the only preposition in Igbo, an optional
place noun, and a hora(inal). Place-N(oun) is a
special class of nouns designating 'place*, and
includes fme 'inside*, elu 'top*, and hs<5 'nearness*.
It is clear from this description that the Igbo category
'place noun' corresponds in syntactic function, if not
position, to what we are here calling 'postpositional
3
noun'•
if Greenberg's observations continue to prove valid,
one would want to build this order correlation directly
into the grammar, by deriving possessive (genitive)
structures and 'postpositional' structures by the same
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rule.

We already have the following PS rule in the

grammar:
PS rule 5a:

NP

—»

(NP

N

(DET)

(w<5)

where /pd/ and /w6/, it will be remembered, are the
genitive markers,

This rule can be adopted with no

modification to generate NPs containing postpositional
nouns.

All we shall need is a rule deleting a genitive

marker when it precedes a postpositional noun.

In

fact, such a rule is independently required in the
grammar to delete genitive markers preceding kinship
nouns; thus, beside regular forms such as
koff wd abo

'Koff's arm'

we have forms in which the genitive marker is absent:
kofi fofo

'Kofi's father'

*koff wd fofo
Therefore we add the rule:
1)

GENITIVE MARKER DELETION

[NP iwd! U 1

NP

NP

1

2

3

---*

1 0

3

This rule need not be further conditioned.

Members

of the noun subclasses 'kinship noun' and 'postposition
al noun' will be redundantly assigned the rule feature
/+GMD/ in the lexicon.

All other nouns will be assigned

the corresponding negative-valued feature.
4
ceptions are noted.

A few ex-
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One consequence of these rules is that NPs contain
ing postpositional nouns should show the same range of
syntactic behaviour as other NPs.
correct.

This appears to be

We observe, for instance, that both types

of NPs undergo Restructuring in identical fashion:
mfe-dyl ha

fI sang a song*

mb hb dyl-m

'I’m singing a song*

me-de koff gbc$

*1 reached Kofi*

me koff gbd de-ge

'I'm going to reach Kofi'

Similarly, NPs containing postpositional nouns can be
frontshifted by Q-Movement and Relative-Movement, by
Topicalization, etc.:
kgbb ka dyi 6 ne-da-e $ox
load WH on
set

'Which load did you set it on?'

nu hi dyf me-£o »ku a
set eye

'the thing which I set my
e^e Qn
remem)3ere(j)»

koff dyf e mb-xb agbbl& to
get letter

*1 got the letter through
-

Although it seems clear, then, that postpositions
are true nouns, they do not have the same range of
syntactic occurrence as most other nouns: for instance,
they cannot be followed by modifiers such as a deter
miner or the plural morpheme /w6/.

We must find an

appropriate way of restricting their occurrence.

We

can do this by assigning these forms syntactic subcat
egorization features stating that they may only be sub
stituted into NPs containing no modifiers:

NP

NP
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Let us consider an alternate proposal for generating
postpositional nouns, one which seems superficially
plausible and which does not embody the claim that NPs
containing postpositional nouns are related in deep
structure to NPs containing possessive modifiers.

Sup

pose we were to introduce postpositional nouns by the
rule NP — > N

(DET)

(wo)

the postpositional noun.

N, where the rightmost N is
All other things being equal,

this solution might be considered superior on the grounds
that it builds less structure into syntactic represen
tations; compare the (derived) structure assigned to the
NP /kbff gbd/ by our first proposal, (a) below, with
that assigned by the alternate proposal, (b ):

(a)

(b)

NP
NP

NP
N

N

N

N
kbff gbo

kbff gb<5

These two analyses make different claims in two impor
tant respects.
as a NP.

Only analysis (a) characterizes /kbff/

Analysis (a) characterizes the postposition

al noun /gb6/ as the head of the NP (since the string
optional), while (b) characterizes /kbff/
as the head, since the postpositional noun is optional.
To decide between these two approaches, let us consider
the rule of Pronominalization.

In Chapter 4.2, this

rule was formalized in such a way as to operate on NPs
rather than on nouns; this was to account for cases of
Pronominalization such as the following, where the pro
noun is coreferential with no single noun preceding it,
but with the

inP

as a whole:
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enye kple wo mfe-va

‘I and you ^we) came’

If it is true that Pronominalization (whether considered
a transformational rule or an interpretive rule) is
defined on NPs, then /kbff/ in the NP /kbff gb<5/ must
itself be a NP, since it may be pronominalized:
me-yi koff gbo

'I went to Kofi's place*

me-yi e gb6

*1 went to his (Kofi's) place*

This would constitute evidence in favor of analysis
(a).

But suppose we adopt the weaker claim that Pronomin

alization operates on constituents, without specifying
the

nature of these constituents; we may now observe

a sentence such as
me-yi ame ma gbo

*I went to that person's place'

If analysis (,b) were correct, the string /kmb ma/ would
not be a constituent, as it would be analysed:
NP
N
brab

DET
ma

N
gbo

However, this string may be pronominalized:
me-yi e gb6

*1 went to his (that person's)
place *

By analysis (a), however, this sentence presents no
problem, as /bmb ma/ is a constituent, exhaustively
dominated by NP:

and therefore can be pronominalized.
Again, it seems true that when a NP (or at least a
constituent) is pronominalized, the pronoun must agree
with the head noun of the NP (or constituent) in all
relevant features.

Now let us observe what happens

when the maximal complement

NP (the underlined portion)

of the following example is pronominalized:
me-yi koff gbo —

'I

mb-yi kfi-ma

went to Kofi's place*
fI went there*

If /kbff/ were the head noun, the pronoun should have
been the third person singular clitic object.

Instead,

we find the locative pronoun /kffl-ma/ which substitutes
for NPs indicating place.

Its selection shows that the

head noun of the underlined NP must be /gbb/*

Thus, for

yet another reason we find that anaysis (a) must be
retained over analysis (b ).
In this section we have seen that the PS rules which
generate possessive NPs in Ewe also generate NPs con
taining postpositional nouns.

It might be hoped that

arguments parallel to the ones given here can be presented
for other languages having a similar class of 'post
positional* (or 'prepositional', 'bound' - see note 3)
nouns, giving a natural explanation to the order charac
teristics noted by Greenberg.
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4.

Verbal subcategorization.

We can now undertake an

outline of the sort of facts that will have to be taken
into account in any systematic syntactic subclassifi
cation of the Ewe verb.

PS rule 4* (see section 2)

allows three theoretically possible subcategorization
frames:
i)

---

ii)

--- CP

iii)

--- CP CP

All these types are realized.

We shall say that a verbal

subentry with a frame of type (i) is intransitive;
a verbal subentry with a frame of type (ii) is transi
tive; and a verbal subentry with a frame of type (iii)
is ditransitive.
Transitive verbs are further subclassified on the
basis of the type of complement they permit.

There

are two theoretic possibilities defined by PS rule 11:
i)

—

NP

ii)

—

V NP

We shall call the NP of the first type a direct object,
a complement of type (ii) anoblique complement, and an
NP belonging to anoblique complement the

oblique

object.
Similarly, there are four theoretically possible
complement types for ditransitive verbs, of which only
the first, second and fourth seem to be realized:
i)

NP

ii)

--- NP

NP
V NP

iii)

--- V NP

NP

iv)

--- V NP

V NP
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(Structures such as (iii) will not appear as wellformed deep structures as long as no verbs in the Ewe
lexicon have the corresponding subcategorization feature.)
The terminology developed above will be extended as neces
sary to cover these cases; thus we will speak of the first
object, the second object, the first oblique complement,
etc.

It will be noted that our terminology departs in

several respects from traditional usage; however, it is
doubtful whether the traditional categories can be given
5
any consistent definition within a generative model.
Verbs may be further subclassified on the basis of
their behaviour in relation to Pronominalization.

Let

us observe the effect of Pronominalization on the fol
lowing sentences containing transitive verbs:
me-kpo koff

— »

me-kpo-k

*I saw Kofi *

*1 saw him*

mb-yl keta

me-yl afi-m£

'I went to Keta1

*1 went there*

koff ny£ fofb-nyfc

-/-►

*koff ny£-e

*Kofi is my father*
When the direct object of the transitive verb /kpo/
is pronominalized, it is replaced by the appropriate form
from the paradigm of reduced forms (Chapter 4.4).

Pro

nominalization of the object of /yi/, however, gives us
the indefinite pronoun /affl/ *place* modified by the
determiner /ma/ 'that*; we may call verbs exhibiting this
behaviour verbs of motion or location.

Finally, the

object of /nye/ *be* cannot be pronominalized at all;
we shall call verbs of this type copular verbs or copulas.
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A given verbal entry will not in the normal case
consist of a single set of features but will be a dis
junction of several subsets or subentries defining its
total range of possible syntactic occurrences and its
range of behaviour in regard to transformations (such as
Pronominalization).

Thus, a given verb may have transi

tive and intransitive subentries, etc,

A case in point

is the verb /dzb/, the basic meaning of which might be
paraphrased 'to get to or attain (a place, thing or
condition').

In various related meanings, this verb may

be intransitive, transitive and ditransitive:
dzb

'The sun has come up*

sun
me-dze mo dyf
way on

‘I got on the way

(= underway)1

b-dze dyf na Jh

'I was successful

at it'

Similarly, different subentries have different behaviour
in regard to Pronominalization:
me-dze koff o

-- *

me-dze-e b

'It doesn't become Kofi*

'It doesn't become him'

mb-dzb ge'

mb—dzb afi—ma

-- >

fI stayed at Accra*
koff dzb £eka
one

’I stayed there'
-/-►

*koff dzb-b

‘Kofi is handsome*
Thus, /dzb/ has a set of subentries which define its
possible syntactic occurrences and behaviour.

We cannot

in general claim that a certain verbal entry 'is' transi
tive, or copular, but rather that it has a certain range
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of subentries, only one of which is selected in the
case of any given non-ambiguous sentence.
Let us now ask what sort of criteria are available
for determining whether a given string is a verbal
complement, in the sense defined above.

It seems that

at least three relevant factors can be found.

First,

we shall say that a string of the form V NP or NP is
a complement if the sentence containing it is ungramma
tical when it is removed.

By this criterion, the verbs

of the following sentences are transitive:
me-ple nu

'I made a purchase*

*me-plb
me-£u nd

'I ate*

*mb-£u
me-wb db

*1 worked*

*mb-wb
Secondly, we may say that a string (V) NP is a complement
if a given sentence changes its meaning in an unpredict
able way when it is removed:
e-ku £e koffgbo

'It depends on Kofi*

2-kfc

*It hung'

me-de koff nu

’I am Kofi'sequal*

mb-db

*1 arrived'

b-ke
e-kb

koff su

’He met Kofi'
'It stopped1

Both these tests apply as well to the second of two
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complements following a ditransitive verb:
me-de gk ib a mb

*1 put metal in the door
(= locked the door)*

* me-de gk
me-dk tu £e kplo dyf
set gun table on

'I set a gun on the table'

mk-dk td

'I fired a gun*

Adverbial adjunct will not qualify as complements by
these tests:
e-ku £k xk mk

fHe died indoors1

'k-ku

'He died*

me-xa nu £k koff

*1 was sad for Kofi*

me-xa nd

*1 was sad*

me-xk kgbkle t6

i

mk-xk kgbkl£

'I got a letter th
'I got a letter*

A third criterion
ing.

A given NP i

posed to the verb by this rule:
wo-dzra ako^u

'They sold bananas'

w<5-no ako£u dzra-m

'They were selling bananas'

mk-yl keta

*1 went to Keta'

mk k%ta yi-g£

*I'm going to go to Keta'

me-dk g^i tb k mk

'I locked

mk gk de-gk bk kmk

'I'm going to lock

the door*
the door'
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I recognized Kofi'

mk-dzk si kofi

’I ’m going to recognize Kofi*

me si dze-ge kofi

Restructuring provides a particularly useful test for
complements in the case of certain complex idioms:
me-wb btyf hia »u do
kbe nake
do wood this
work as firewood

en£

'I used this stick as firewood*
Structures to which Restructuring have applied isolate
the complement:
mk ktyf hia »u do wo-ge abe n£ke enk
'I'm going to use this stick as firewood*
This last example will be assigned the following
phrase-marker:
S
NP

PRED
VP

mk

atyi nia »U do

ADV

wo

ge

abe nake ene

I'm going to use this stick as firewood
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5#

Idioms.

A striking characteristic of Ewe is the

wealth and variety of its idiomatic expressions.

These

range from single-word utterances to complete sentences
which take on their special, idiosyncratic meaning in
the appropriate context:
'Welcome!1 (literally: 'y °u have

wo e zo

walked*)
mb-£e kukiS

'Please* (lit.: 'I remove my hat')

The tlwe proverb may be regarded as a highly specialized
type of sentential idiom.
Verbal idioms are particularly numerous in Ewe: a
large part, perhaps a majority of lexical entries for
verbs are to some extent idiomatic, in that the total
expression is not entirely motivated semantically by its
parts.

Learning an idiom involves not only learning a

particular verb but also one or more specific lexical
items that must be selected with it, as well as their
syntactic interrelationship.

We have already seen

several examples of idioms in previous sections, e.g.:
me-£6 nku koff dyf
set eye

*1 set eye on (= remembered)

e-ku
hang

'It hangs from Kofi's side

koff gb6

me-kp£ £e koff «u
join

Kofi*

(= depends on Kofi)*
'I adhered to (helped) Kofi*

In such examples, we see that the meaning of the whole
expression is not predictable from the individual meaning
of the parts; rather, collocations such as /<?o »ku...dyf/,
/kb £e...gb<5/ and /kpe £e...«u/ must be understood as
forming a semantic unit.
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Baeta (1962.139-41) has drawn particular attention
to the importance of idioms in the Ewe lexicon.

She

contrasts non-idiomatic verbs such as /tot<5/ 'mix up'
whose meaning is relatively stable whatever its object
with idiomatic verbs like /pu/ which frequently form
a single unit of sense with their object, so that the
total meaning of the expression is a function of both
elements together:
koff prf db
running

'Kofi ran'

koff p\i tsl
water

'Kofi swam'

koff pu dzb
fire

'Kofi warmed himself'

koff pil bsf "nu
hand thing

'Kofi slapped something'

koff

'Kofi set about something'

ta
ntf nu
head
outside

(tonal indications are our own).

She proposes the term

'helping noun* (dowonyakpe^enununko) to distinguish
such lexically-specified noun objects from unspecified
ones.
When such idiomatic verbs govern a 'helping noun' as
their only complement, they correspond in sense to
intransitive verbs (see the first three examples, above);
when they have a second, unspecified object as well
they function semantically as transitive verbs (last
two examples).

Below we offer a further selection of

some common Ewe idioms, where the indefinite pronouns
/nu/ 'thing', /bmb/ 'person' will represent the un
specified (variable) second objects:
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a) one object
db gb

1come out*

md kha

'get drunk'

xk nu

'be sad'

nb knyi

'exist'

dzb kgbkgba

'try, make an effort'

(kha: 'drink')

(knyi: 'earth, ground')

b) two objects
dk tu mi

'shoot something*

d<5 gb kme

'meet someone'

tu kfo nu

'kick something'

fib tyi nu

'boil*

x6 mo na kme

'obstruct someone'

(tu: 'gun')
(afb: 'foot')

(tyi: 'water')
(mo: 'path')

We can represent the particular character of idioms
in terras of the syntactic subcategorization features
that we assign them.

In the case of non-idioms, no

particular lexical items need be mentioned in these
features; but in the case of idioms, it will be neces
sary to specify those items which form a part of the
expression as a whole.

Thus we can say that a verbal

idiom is a lexical ^sub)entry consisting of a verb and
one or more lexical items specified in the syntactic
subcategorization feature of that verb.
The lexical items ('helping nouns', etc.) specified
as part of a verbal idiom do not figure in the semantic
representation assigned to the (sub) entry.

In this

respect we may say that they serve as constant expressions
in the semantic representation, while lexically unspeci
fied NPs serve as variable expressions.

We thus pro

pose the following partial lexical subentry for /$</
and /kb/: ^
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/$o/:

V, --- »ku NP^ dyf,,.., 'to remember

/kb./:

V, --- £e NP1 gbo,..., 'to depend on NP^

The syntactic subcategorization feature /--- kku NP^ dyf/
belonging to one of the subentries of /£<>/ may be
regarded as an instruction that the item in question
may be substituted into a VP in which the first comple
ment is the noun /bku/ and the second complement is
any NP terminating in the postpositional noun /dyf/.
The fact that/kku/, as
does not enter

an independent noun, means 'eye'

into the semantic representation we have

given to this idiomatic expression, and only NP^ will
be involved in the derivation of the semantic representa
tion of sentences containing it.
Many verbal idioms are potentially ambiguous, as a
non-idiomatic reading may be possible given the right
context.

Thus we find:

koff hb
td na &
pull ear

1.

'Kofi pulled my ear'
’Kofi punished me'

The first, non-idiomatic reading is a function of the
meaning of each element of the VP; but the second reading
is idiomatic, and depends upon the collocation of the
specific lexical items /hb/ and /t6/.

In the lexicon,

therefore, /hb/ must have at least two subentries,
roughly as follows:
/hb/:

V,

f

NP-p...,

'to pull NP1 '

I --- to n& NP^,..., 'to punish NP^1
The presence of specified lexical items in the syntactic
subcategorization feature of the second of the two entries
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identifies it as idiomatic.
Idioms differ syntactically from non-idioms by the
fact that they do not undergo certain syntactic rules;
idioms apparently differ among themselves in the range
of transformations that they may undergo.

As an example,

we observe that the (oblique) object of the following
verbal idiom may not be pronominalized:
me-ke
£e koff nu
open

'I opened upon (= met) Kofi1

*me-ke <jl£ kff-ma
(ungrammatical in the meaning:
* me-ke $e-h

*I met him1)

However, the possessive modifier of the postpositional
noun may be pronominalized, giving:
me-ke £e '6 »u

'I met himr

We see that in such cases, a variable NP may be pronom
inalized, but not a constant.

6.

Phrasal verbs.

There are two types of verbal idioms

which are particularly characteristic of Ewe, though not
extremely numerous in the lexicon.

Both involve dis

continuous elements, and will therefore be termed phrasal
verbs.
The first of these types may be illustrated by the
following example:
me-dzrk ga k ^6

*1 stored the money1

The verbal expression is composed of the two elements
/dzrk-r..£<$/ flanking the direct object.

The element
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/dzrk/ is clearly a verb, but it is not at all clear
what the status of /£<5/ is.

It is not in any case a

main verb, as we learn from distributional evidence.
First, as we mentioned earlier (p. 114), it appears that
every main verb in an Ewe serial construction must be
identically marked for tense; /£<$/, however, is never
marked for tense:
ma-dzra gk k ^

•I'll save the money1

mk-dzrk gk k a-$6
Similarly, /£6/ may never be immediately preceded by
a preverb P:
#

mk-dzrk gk k h£-$6
In the lexicon, /£<5/ already appears as a main verb mean
ing 'arrive; put, place, send*.

It is also the alternant

of the verbid /$£/ when its object has been preposed.

We

might therefore want to consider /$6/ in this phrasal
idiom as an intransitive verbid.

This analysis would ac

count both for its failure to accept auxiliary markers,
and for its phonological form.

Thus we would have phrase-

markers such as:
S
NP

YP
V

CP

CP

NP

V

'I stored the money'
This, in fact, would appear to be the analysis origin
al
ally given to the form by Westermann. He cites
the
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alternation of /£e/ and /<?6/ in such clearly related
forms as
i)
ii)

kplo ame £6

’to accompany someone’

kplo kmb £e afia £e

’to accompany someone to a place1

The expression /dzra...$(5/ appears to have the same syn
tactic properties as (i) above, though we have not been
able to find expressions with a full complement parallel
ing (ii).
We may find other types of phrasal verbs such as
me-v£ kp6 wo
see

'I came to visit you1

where the form /£a/ corresponds to no existing verbid,
nor to any main verb (unless, rather fancifully, we
attempted to relate it to /$a/ ’lay (an egg)’).

A

similar case is that of the expression /dk...£f/ 'set
down' as in
n k - dyf

seek

“nu nyuf a<?e a-da $1
nice

’Look for something nice
.
. _
to set down'

Here and elsewhere, we find that the element /£f/ cor
relates with the meaning 'down', and there may be a
relation with the main verb /£l/ 'go down’.
These constructions are not in general very productive.
Only a handful of items may occur as the second element
of the expression, and these do not usually contribute
in a clear way to the total meaning (although /<?£/ is
an exception).

In this respect, these idioms are quite

different from the verb-preposition and verb-adverb idioms
of English.

For this reason, one might prefer to con-
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sider the expressions as composite or separable verbs,
occurring in lexical entries as /dzrk=£e/, /kplo=$e/,
ykp<5=£&/, /da=$f/, etc.

ubserving that if the main verb

of the expression has a direct object, the second element
always occurs to the right of it, we would then introduce
a transformation separating the two elements and moving
the second one to the right of the object.

9

A strong argument in favor of such an analysis would
be the existence of some syntactic rule in the grammar
which must apply before this permutation rule.

we have

not so far been able to discover such a rule, and thus
can offer no proof that the more abstract representa
tion is to be preferred over the alternative mentioned
earlier.

In view of this, we shall simply take note of

the problem that exists here and hope that further investi
gation may contribute to solving it.
The second principal type of phrasal verb consists
of main verb- main verb sequences.

In these, the second

element may receive tense markers:
me-xo
kofi dyf se
receive
hear
m&-xo koff dyf a-sfc

'I believe in Kofir
'1*11 believe in Kofir

and similarly:
e vk-va-ge a-£o
w8-£e-a
wo <?okuf ffa-a mf
remove
show

'He will arrive*
’They reveal themselves to
.
us*

The second element may also be preceded by preverbs:
e-no
tyi he-ku
drink water die

'He drowned*
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It seems clear that expressions such as these
must be analyzed as serial verb constructions.

Accord

ing to most accounts, each member of a serial construction
corresponds to a full sentence in deep structure repre
10 This creates a problem in the case of
sentation.
serial idioms, since we have been assuming that verbal
subcategorization involves only the sister-constituents
of V in the VP dominating it (the same problem is en
countered when

we attempt to represent proverbs and

other sentential idioms such as those given on p. 205)*
As neither the problem of idioms nor the problem of
serialization has been fully worked out for any language
within a generative theory of grammar, it would be point
less to attempt to solve both problems at once here.

We

may note, however, that Bamgboge mentions a possible
approach to serial verbs that would pose no great problem
for the subcategorization of serial idioms.

He suggests

(Bamgbose 1972, section 4) that the grammar of a 'serial*
language might contain a rule

VP

— » VP

S, where S

is eventually reduced to a Serial* verb phrase.

This

would allow us to assign serial idioms analyses such as
the following:
S
VP

NP
VP

NP

V
NP

me

VP
V
N

xo koff dyf

se

'I believe in Kofi*
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(where Equi-subject deletion and perhaps S-pruning will
have applied to the structure underlying the second VP).
Since all elements of the serial idiom will fall within
the highest vP in deep structure, they are relevant for
the syntactic subcategorization of the first verb.

The

verb /xb/ could then be entered in the lexicon with a
set of features including:
/xb/:

V,---- NP,
1

dyi [ NPn sb ] ,...,
S
S

1 to believe in NP-, *

where the index on NP^ indicates that it is identical to
the subject of the higher sentence.
There is another class of serial expressions forming
a highly productive structural class.

They character

istically consist of a member of a class of verbs of
'taking1,
its direct

'picking up1,

or 'accompanying'

followed by

object, and then a second verb phrase begin

ning with a member of the class of verbs of motion, an
optional locative object, and the optional formative /b/,
which is clitic to a preceding verb.

Schematically we

may represent this:
T take

NP V,t <NP> <'e>

and we find examples such as:
e-tso tukpa dzo e
take bottle leave

'He took a bottle away'

e-tso tukpa va-e na Si

'He brought me a bottle'

e-tso gb. a yi ape me e
e-kplo kofi yl db
b me b
town

'He took the money home1
'He accompanied Kofi to town'
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as well as the literary:
nyonu pe a$e si »u ku£o mele
woman
tongue
rudder
•A woman’s tongue
to the household*

ola,

hea
draw

dzre vaa apee
quarrel

which has no rudder brings quarrel
(TA)

The problem here is to account for the presence of /k/
(which Ansre terms the 'redundant object').

An inter

esting point is that it is in complementary distribution
with phrases beginning with the verbid /kple/ 'and, with1:
* e-kplo kofi yl du k me kplf-l
though we may have:
e-yl du a me kple koff

'Hewent

to town with Kofi'

The last example shows that /kpl4/-complements may normal
ly be selected with verbs like /yl/ 'go'.

When the

^take ~ ^mot construction is used, we may not have /kple/,
but the formative /k/ may appear in its place. It seems
likely, therefore, that /k/ will be dominated in deep
structures by whatever node dominates /kpl£/-complements
in examples like the last.
Whatever the correct analysis of these forms is, it
seems that it will have to take into account the results
of a fairly thorough investigation of serialization in
Ewe.

To date, this has not been carried out.

we feel

that due to the productivity of this structural type,
(it is also used for instrumentals and adverbials of
manner), it is not to be treated as idiomatic,

and there

fore not to be treated in terms of lexical subcategori
zation.
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7.

Subject-specified idioms.

Ewe has a large number

of idioms expressing atmospheric conditions and psycholo
gical states.

These idioms, for the most part, share

the grammatical property that their subject is lexically
specified, and thus functions as a constant in the ex
pression as a whole.
The idioms expressing atmospheric conditions consist
of a subject noun referring to some natural force or
phenomenon, followed by an intransitive verb of action
which expresses figuratively the sort of force or activity
proper

to the subject.

Thus we find expressionssuch

as:

mi
ke
daylight open-up

‘It's morning*

fetyl dzh
water drop

'It rained*

bza
do
night put-forth

'It's night, night hasfallen'

ftdo
feu-teii-m
noonday
swirl

'It's sunny and hot'

khbm
tu
storm push-out

'There was a storm*

The psychological idioms are usually formed by a
subject noun referring to some part or aspect of the body,
followed by an intransitive or transitive verb,

if the

verb is intransitive, the 'experiencer' of the psycholo
gical state is represented by the genitive modifier of the
noun referring to the body part.

Agblemagnon has sug

gested that the Ewe proverb categorizes the human body
into three principal parts, each corresponding to a dif
ferent aspect of human psychological activity.

The head
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is the seat of the intellectual faculty, the heart
represents the seat of courage and will, and the ab
domen is the source of the emotions and instincts:
thought
will
emotions

(Agblemagnon 1969.108).

This schema appears to be

applicable as well to the idioms of psychological state;
as we suggested earlier, the proverb may be analyzable as
a kind of sentence-idiom with a highly determinate con
textual function.

In the following examples, we do not

attempt to illustrate Agblemagnon*s schema, but provide
some illustration of a few of the commoner idioms:
nu kpe-e
eye beheavy

*He*s ashamed*

dyl
dzb
m
heart be-straight

'I*m happy*

e pe dzl
dze e mb
heart get

'He was/is relieved*

dzl d£
put-in

*I*m in good spirits* (Wester-

pb -nyb
belly

mann 1905.76)

edb
mia wu -m
belly
kill

'We're hungry1

dbmb nb <^u -e-m
belly
eat

'I had a stomach-ache1

dbmb (e) ve
-i£
be-painful

*He's angry
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e nutyi fa
be-cool
te

*He's at peace'
“ml-nyb

'I’m tired*

weariness

7.1.

Lexical nominals. We recall that in the formation

of nominals by Restructuring, the noun object permutes
with the verb:
til xb

*Build a house*

x£ tu-tu

*house-building*

The agent of the action, corresponding to thesubject
of an independent sentence, may be expressed as a gen
itive modifier:
koff tii xo

*Kofi built a house*

koff pb xo tu-tu

*Kofi*s house-building1

Subject-specified idioms are unique in that they appear
to be exceptions to this rule.

Where we would expect

to find the subject noun followed by a genitive formative,
we find instead that it occurs directly before the verb
(which may or may not be reduplicated).

The following

table will illustrate the formation of lexical nominals
from subject-specified idioms:
idiom

lexical nominal

nb

ke

nukeke, nkeke

*day*

btyl

dza

etyidzadza

'rain*

dyl

dzb

dyldzb

*happiness*

dyl

de po

dyldepb, dyldepo

*courage*

edb

wu bmb

edbwubmb

1hunger*

dbmb

$ii

dbmbaii

*belly-ache

dome

ve bmb

dombv^amb

*anger*

In the following examples, the specified noun subject
is preceded (in non-nominal forms of the idiom) by a
genitive modifier:
3)

idiom
(e) siltyf
(e pe)

dyl

lexical nominal
fa

nutyifafa

'peace*

dzb e me

dyldzeme

'relief, comfort*

dyl(-nyb)

ku

dylku

’anger'

(b p£) dome

ny®

dbmbnyony®

'kindness'

(e fS) dome

fa

dbmbfafa

'gentleness*

The genitive modifier is invariably omitted in the
lexical nominal*
These lexical nominals appear to be exceptional in
regard to Restructuring as long as we consider the lexi
cally specified nouns occurring in them to be subjects;
if they were objects at the time the rule applied, then
the nominals would be entirely regular, and it would
be the non-nominal forms that presented a problem.

We

would have to explain why an underlying object occurred
as subject in non-nominal surface structures.
There is an even more serious problem.

If we assume,

on the basis of the semantic idiosyncracy of these nomi
nals, that they are entered in the lexicon as complex
forms ^see Chapter 3.2), rather than being formed trans
formationally, we find that Restructuring isn't defined
on them at all, as long as the nouns are considered sub
jects.

Thus if we assigned /etyldzadza'/ the following

lexical entry:
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we find that this structure is ineligible for Restructur
ing, which requires that a YP be exhaustively dominated
by N (p. 89).

Thus, in order to account for the

verbal reduplication, we should have to place the
reduplicative formative RED directly in the entry it
self.

We would thus be claiming that the nominals of

(2) and (3) have quite a different underlying form from
those discussed in Chapter %
Choosing this latter solution, we would have no way
of explaining the fact that only subject-specified idioms
form their nominals in this way.

We would have to add

an entirely unrelated statement to the grammar expressing
the fact that lexical entries of the form (4) are possible
only when there is a corresponding verbal entry in
which the noun subject is lexically specified.

Thus,

lexical entry (4) would be informed unless, in the entry
for /dzk/»

the noun /tyl/ were specifically mentioned

as the subject of an idiomatic entry.

There would have

to be a further statement that in the case of subjectspecified idioms, only these nominals are possible;
thus we have no
*

/

»u pe keke
*
•etyi pe dzadza
and so forth.
There is an approach that would allow us to overcome
this difficulty, by stating the irregularity directly
in the lexical entry.

This would be to suppose that

the specified nouns are in fact underlying objects.
Lexical entries would now have to guarantee that the
verbs in question only entered structures in which no
noun subject was already present.

We could do this by
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subcategorizing the verbs in terms of an unfilled
subject NP node,as by

f A*.
/kb/:

This would give us lexical entries such as:
V, A --- 'to dawn*

/dzb/: V,
/fa/:

the use of the terminal element

V,

A

dyl

'NP2 be happy1

A

NP^ ndtyf,..., 1NP^ be at peace*

Given such representations, it appears that the large
part, if not all, of the lexical nominals can be derived
by regular processes from uniform lexical representations.
The cost of this approach is that we must add to the
grammar a rule moving the underlying

object into sub

ject position, for the non-nominal forms.
If we accept this proposal, then a nominal such as
/btyldzhdzb'/ would have the entry (5), paralleling the
forms we saw in chapter 3s

dzb

tyl

Restructuring applies to this form, giving the desired
result,

JNominals such as /dyldzb'/ would have to be

assigned rule features stating that they undergo REDdeletion, although in the case of this particular form
this fact might be considered a result of the presence of
the high-tone affix; thus we would have the entry:

dzo

dyl
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and the derivation:
dzb

dyl

dyl

RED-dzb

dyl

0

'

dzb '

dyldzb

Restructuring
RED-deletion
(after tone-levelling and Oegemination)

(The nominal /etyldzbdzk'/, on the other hand, does not
have the high-tone affix in its lexical entry; its final
rising tone is common to all reduplicated nominals,
except for certain intransitive forms, and must therefore
be placed by a general rule.)
Some support for the dummy-subject approach comes
from certain idioms of this type in which the specified
noun may occur either as subject or as object.

An ex

ample is the expression /£b$lf te bmb/ fto be tired*:
£e£i t£ “nil-nyb

1I'm tired*

Here we find the lexically specified noun /$e£lf/ occurring
as subject, as we would expect.

But it may also occur

as object, when a variable NP expresses the agent:
dowowo te <?e£i novinye »u
(Westermann 1905.108).

'The work has tired my brother'

This suggests that the dummy-

subject requirement for this subentry of /te/ is only
optional,

when the subject NP slot is filled, /£e£li/

cannot be moved front by the subject-formation rul»e,
and remains in object position.

8.

Qualifying verbs.

In this section we shall look at

a class of verbs which, for want of a better term, we
shall call 'qualifying' verbs (as from a semantic point
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of view they may be said to *qualify’ the VP they
modify).

This verbs have a distinctly auxiliary

character, but differ from the auxiliary verbs of
Chapter 2 in two respects: they have the syntactic
characteristics of main verbs, and require gerundive
nominals in their complements.

From a semantic point

of view they fall into two groups, a set of ’aspectual1
verbs and a set of ’modal* verbs.

Some representative

examples from the first class are:
koff de asf

nu po-po m<T

>ut hand

me-dze xo a tu-tu
get

’Kofi started talking’

111

gbmb
under

*1 began building the house’

e-dzhdzb do wo-w£
stop

’He stopped working’

mb-lb db wo-wo dyf

’I ’m on work

me-yl hk dyl-dyl dyf

11 went on singing’

working)’

As we saw earlier (Chapter 3*6), there are many good
reasons for believing that these restructured VPs
function syntactically as nouns:
i) they are observed to behave as NPs with regard
to Restructuring, and therefore permute with the
main verb:
db wo-wo dyf no-no

’being on the job’

ii) they accept noun modifiers:
db w<5-wo ses# dyf mb-lb

’Working hard, I am’

iii) they occur as the rightmost element in pseudo
cleft constructions:
nu hi dyf wo-yl e-nye db wo-wo
’What he went on (doing) was working’
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iv)

they may be conjoined by the NP linker /kple/:
me-dze db wo-wo kpl£ hk dyl-dyl gbmb
!I began working and singing*

To these arguments we could add the fact that in the
case of at least some of these expressions, the gerundive
expression commutes with nouns:
mb-le | d~d£“”W“ j dy*

'I,m on the j°fef

and may be pronominalized:
me-dze xo a tu-tu g<5mk

*1 began building the house1

me-dze e gbmk

*1 began building it*

If this analysis is correct, and these VPs are dominated
by the node N, then the fact that they are restructured
is an automatic consequence; Restructuring will apply to
them without requiring any modifications in our original
statement of the rule.

We will have derivations such

as the following:

Restructuring
N

kbfi

de

ksf pb

nku

mb

*

»

NP

kbfi

de

ksf

V

Ih

nuu

RED

pb

mb

The ’modal* group of qualifying verbs may be illustra
ted by the following examples:
e-do kpb db wo-wo
e-tre
nu wu-wu
be-first
me-nya nu xe-xl£
know
count

*He failed at his work*
'He was first to finish*
'I know how to count*

abobo go
me-se-a gba-gb£ o
snail shell
break

'The snail's shell is
, .
.t
easy to break*

After the 'modal* expression /te su/ 'be able*, a restruc
tured VP contains the affix /ge/:
mk-tb »u vk-va-ge

'I'll be able to come*

The 'modal' verbs have the same syntactic characteristics
as the preceding group of 'aspectual' verbs.

It seems,

however, that while the former examples are largely
'transparent' to selectional restrictions between the
subject and the lower verb,

verbs of the latter group
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impose additional restrictions on the subject.
etyl dzb

*It rained*

etyi dze dza-dza gomb

'It started to rain*

Thus:

but:
*etyi tre dza-dza
Thus it would appear that any member of the aspectual group
may be 'inserted* into any perraissable noun-rverb sequence
with no loss in grammaticality, while this is not always
the .case for members of the modal group.
Structures underlying sentences with *qualifying' verbs
such as those exemplified here will be generated with
the phrase-structure rules we have given so far.

Quali

fying verbs may be represented in the lexicon with syn
tactic subcategorization features which include the
variable category VP.

Thus we will have partial sub

entries such a s : ^
/d6/:

V, --- bsf VP mb,..., 'to start VP-ing'

/dzbdzb/:

V, --- VP,...,

/do/:

V, --- kpb VP,..., »to fail at VP-ing*

9.

'to stop VP-ing*

Sentential complementation.

We shall conclude our

brief survey of Ewe verbal subcategorization with some
remarks on those verbs which may take sentential subjects
and sentential complements.

We confine our attention,

however, to verbs whose sentential complements (or subjects)
contain the overt formative of subordination /be/
(or its alternants /bena, n£/), thus excluding the
complicated question of serialization.
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(i)

Let us observe, first of all, a class of

structures containing ’impersonal* subject pronouns
cooccurring with sentence-final clauses introduced by
/b£/ (’b^-clauses').

The following sentences will

serve as examples; we notice that the verb of the final
clause is sometimes indicative, sometimes subjunctive:
5)

'<£-nyc$ be wb-dz<

’It’s fine that he left*

6)

'6-le vevif
be important

7)

e-wo nuku na m be wb-va
do wonder

8)

a-a-nyo nb m wu be wb-h-va

wb-b-dzo

’It’s important that he leave*
’It surprised me that he came’
’It would be better for me

®ore

that he come (= I’d prefer
him to come)’

It would appear at first sight that in order to generate
these sentences it will be necessary to add a new PS
rule, permitting sentences to embed themselves to the
right of any other element of PRED.

Thus, it might be

proposed that we replace PS rule 2 with the following:
S

— ► NP

(NEG)

PRED

(S).

At least two facts suggest

that this cannot be the solution.

We notice first of all

that these verbs may elsewhere occur with NP subjects:
bgbbl^ b ny<$ '

’The book is good’

y^ wo dzo-dzo lb bp£ me ny6

’His leaving home was good*

w6 -wo-a nuku n£ h

’They surprise mef

In such cases, it is no longer possible to have an em
bedded clause:
* bgbklb b nyc5 be wb-dzo
The proposed PS rule would allow such structures to be
generated freely, and additional mechanisms would have
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to be introduced to ’filter1 then out.

Again, let us

observe the effect of Pronominalization on a sentence
such as (5).

The /b£/-clause is simply eliminated, and

no pronoun remains in its place:
e-nyo be wo-dzo

’It’s fine that he left’ -- ►

e-ny<5

’It (= that he left) is fine*

cf.:
* '4-nyo-b
which the regular application of Pronominalization would
have predicted.

Thus, the use of the proposed PS rule

would require considerable complication of the statement of
pronominal relations.
tii)

Now let us turn to the class of object clause—

complementation.

Again, we find that the verb of the

final clause may be either indicative or subjunctive:
9 ) me-nya be e-va

*1 know that he came’

10)

me-«lo beb4 e-va

'I forgot that he came*

11)

me-dyf b£wb-b-va

’I want him to come'

12)

me-bu(-i) be koff tb dzo

*1 think Kofi is right’

13) e-£o «ku e dyf be koff tb dzb

’He remembered that
Kofi was right'

There are strong arguments, paralleling those of para
graph (i), against deriving these forms by the proposed
PS rule.

Thus, we find in (13) that the third person

singular pronoun /4/ occurring before the postpositional
noun /dyf/ cooccurs obligatorily with the /b£/-clause.
Although elsewhere it commutes with nouns:
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'4-Q.o nku koff dyi

'He remembered Kofi*

such nouns cannot occur when the /be/-clause follows:
e-£o akd koff dyi be koff tb dzb
But the proposed PS rule would generate such structures, and
again we would require some filtering mechanism to rule
them ungrammatical.

Again, let us observe how Pronominal

ization acts upon these structures; compare:
9 ) a.

b.
1 0 ) a.

me-ny£ be e-v£

'I know that hec a m e * --- *

me-nyi-b

*1 know it'

me-nlo be b4 e-v£

'I forgot that he came*

b. me-nlo-e b6
1 3 ) a.

—

'I forgot it*

e-Q.6 nku e dyi be koff tb dzb

fHe remembered that
Kofi was right*

b.

e-£6 aku '4 dyf

»

'He remembered it*

Assuming that Pronominalization acts upon structures
generated by the proposed PS rule, we are forced to the
conclusion that this rule performs different sets of opera
tions depending upon the structure in question.

In (9)»

the eventual effect of Pronominalization is to Replace the
/b£/-clause with a pronoun, as we would have expected,

in

(1 0 ), however, the rule would not only have to replace
the /b£/-clause with the pronoun but would permute it
with the particle /b£/ which forms the second element
of the phrasal expression /alb. ..b£/ 'forget*.

In structures

such as (1 3 ) the rule would simply delete the /bd/-clause.
These complicated conditions would make the status of the
rule of Pronominalization very problematical indeed.

And

they would require us to obscure a very simple fact: in
the pronominalized structures, the pronoun always occurs
in the position of an object NP.
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A further way in which the proposed PS rule would mis
represent our data is that it does not account for the
nominal properties of /b4/-clauses.

We have already seen

that they commute with nouns, if not always positionally
then at least in terms of mutual exclusivity, and that
they may apparently be pronominalized, although we have
not succeeded in finding a clear statement of how this
takes place.

We also observe that they may occur as the

predicates of pseudo-cleft structures:
nu hi nyo e-ny£ be wb-dz<5

'What is fine is that he left1

Notice, in addition, that it is the subject position
which has been relativized, rather than a position in
the predicate of the embedded sentence, as the proposed
PS rule would have predicted:
* nu hi wb-ny6 e-ny£ b£ w6-dz<5
All the facts discussed to this point can be handled very
simply if we assume that /be/-clauses occur as deepstructure subjects and objects in these examples, and are
then moved to the right of the sentence in which they
occur by a rule of Extraposition, to give the surface
forms.

This would explain why /be/-clauses cannot cooccur

with subject (object) nouns.

If Extraposition applies

after Pronominalization and the rules involved in the
formation of relative clauses, it will account for surface
pronouns and pseudo-cleft sentences.
adopt the following rule: 13
14)

Let us, therefore,

EXTRAPOSITION
[X

b£

NP

(NEG)

PRED

Y ]

r2JI

[♦PRO

In this version of the rule, it performs two operations:
it copies the /b£/-clause to the right and it adds the
feature /+PR0/ to the NP node dominating its original
occurrence. (Alternatively, we might have generated the
impersonal or 'expletive* subject or object pronoun /6/~/b/
as head of all embedded sentences by a base rule (replacing
PS rule 5b) NP — * ye Se .)
In some cases it appears that Extraposition must apply
'vacuously', that is, it effects no change in the surface
order of elements, but only in their constituent relations.
Let us observe the following sentence:
15) y^ h&& gbe
-na be yb-me nutsu ma $e
-ge b
refuse
man
marry
'She too refuses to marry that man'
Here we find that the habitual formative /na/ has not been
reduced by the rule of Habitual Formative Reduction, as
we might have expected (see Chapter 2.2).

This suggests that

either /b£/-clauses are an unexpected exception to this
rule, or that Extraposition has applied to take the
/be/-clause out of the VP in which it was generated as
an object.

Prior to Extraposition (15) will have the

derived structure:
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If we suppose that Extraposition applies (’vacuously*)
to this structure, we will have:

YP
NP

ye3

EMP

h£a

Y

gb£ na

NP
[••■PRO]

b£...b

be...b

The pronominalized NP will be eliminated by the application
of Pronoun Substitution and eventually deletion (see also
sentences (9-11) where deletion has taken place).

The

/b£/-clause which results is no longer the object of the
verb.

Therefore, Habitual Formative Reduction will not

be defined, and (15) will be properly generated.

Examples

such as these suggest that Extraposition must apply uni
formly whenever it is defined.
We may now turn to the lexical representation of verbs
accepting sentential subjects and complements.

We have

seen that verbs will have to be subcategorized in terms
of elements internal to these clauses, since most verbs
do not occur freely with all members of the category T.
14
Let us adopt the following definitions:

S. = indicative clause =
l

[ NP (NEG) (

S = non -indicative clause = j^NP (NEG)
n

I

nail )

j

X ]

^ X
3

s°
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We may now state entries in the following fora:
(i) subject complements
/nyo/:

V, Si ---- (na NP^),..., 'to be good (for NP^)'

/wb/i

Y,

/le/:

Y, Sn ---- (nd NP^),..., 'to be necessary (for

---- nuku (na NP^),..., 'to surprise (NP^)1

NP1 )f

(see Ch. 5.3)

(ii) object complements
/nya/:

V, --- S^...,

/dyf/:

Y, --- Sn ,..., 'to want N?1T

/$<$/:

Y, --- fcku

'to know NP^*

dyf,..., 'to remember NP^'

Certain verbs are further subcategorized in terms of
negation and interrogation.

We have already seen a verb

which requires the presence of the negative formative in
its object clauses (see (15)); the following sentences
exemplify verbs which accept or require the interrogative
formative in their complements:
e-va be yb-b-kpc be ga
& le dedfe hka
see
money
safe
'He came to see whether the money was safe*
rae-bfa-'d bd mfd-gk kp<5t& yi-gd ^gbe-d b haa
ask
today
'I asked him whether we weren't going to return to
Kpota today'
We can subcategorize such verbs by a natural extension
of our notation:
/gbd/:

V, --- Snegy*.., 'to refuse NP^ *

/bfa/:

Y, --- S

q

NP0,..., rto ask NP0 whether NP-'
d

’

c.

1
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Some verbs accept either S. or S ; in such cases we need
1

n

not subclassify the complement clauses.

Thus, for instance,

we have:
me-gblo na kofi be ne-va

’I told Kofi you came*

me-gblo na kofi b£ wb-b-va

'I told Kofi to come1

'6-n& be w<5-t<5 dzb kop£ a
give
set fire village

*He had the village burned*

e-na

’He ordered the village

w<5-£-to dzb ko?6 £

burned*
Since the sense of /n&/ seems to vary according to whether
the complement clause is S^ or Sn , it would seem un
necessary to set up two subentries, one with the meaning
'have (something done)1 and the other with the meaning
’order*; these meanings are predictable from the presence
or absence of the subjunctive.
/na/:

Y,

S,...,

'to order, cause NP^*

We shall conclude this section with some remarks on two
deletion rules which play a minor role in the derivation
of sentences containing embedded clauses.

One of these

will delete the verbid /na/ whenever it precedes an
embedded clause immediately.

This will be applicable in

the case of those verbs which take oblique sentential
complements.

The verbid may be observed in those structures

in which its sentential object has been preposed, as by
relativization in pseudo-cleft sentences:
nu hi w3-y<5-m na 3-nye be ma-£u nu
call
eat
'What they called me to (do) was to eat*
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It disappears when the sentential complement occurs in
its normal position:
w<5-yS m be ma-£u nu

’They called me to eat*

Similarly, we find examples such as the following:
nu hi me-kpo dyldzo n£ '4-nye be mie-£u dyl
see happiness
win— '
’What I was happy about was

thatwe won*

me-kpo dyldzb be mfe-^ii dyl
’I was happy that we won1
ml hi m?e-kp£
help

kofi ml na

e-nySbe wb-tb xb

’What we helped Kofi (do) was to build (a) house*
mie-kpe £e kofi ml (be) wb-tu xo
’We helped Kofi build (a) house’
Assuming that /n£/ occurs in base structures, we will have
lexical entries such as the following:
/y6/:

V, --- NP-^ na Sn ,..., ’to

/kpo/: V, --- dyldzbo

na

call NP^ to NP^1
’to be happy about NP^’

/kpe/: Y, -- $.6 NP-j^ ml(tyf) na S,..., ’to help NP1 with
n p 2*

The verbid /na/ will be appropriately deleted by the
following rule:
16)

VERBID DELETION
[ na
CP
1

S

2

]
CP

>

0

2
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The second rule will delete the 'complementizer* /b6/
in structures after certain verbs:
3-wo (b£) mb-nb

mb

w<5-nS (b£) ma-t6
mlS-kpe

'It caused me to stay home'
'They made me stop'

koff nu (be) wb-th xb

'We helped Kofi build
a house*

As the examples indicate, this rule is optional.

It

yields structures bearing a superficial resemblance to
'serial* structures with a change of subject, e.g.
me-£u nu wb-sb gbb
be-much

'I had plenty to eat*

Insofar as the deletion of /b6/ is governed by the main
verb of a structure, as in the above examples, it may be
stated as follows:
17)

bb-DELETION
[v

10.

(CP)

b«

x]

A lexical entry.

While Ewe is rich in productive

means of deriving new nouns, adverbs and adjectives to
meet new expressive needs, there is no productive process
by which new verbs can be formed.

Thus, while the stock

of nouns, adverbs, and adjectives is in principle unlimited,
there is an upper bound on the possible number of verbs in
the lexicon.

This is determined by the canonic form of

the syllable, and could be calculated somewhere in the
15
neighbourhood of 600 forms.
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We may not conclude from this that Ewe does not have
the means for creating new verbal expressions.

In the

preceding sections of this chapter we have seen that
the possibilities for creating new idioms are practically
unlimited, and contribute in an important way to the
wealth of the Ewe lexicon.

Thus, to express the concept

of communicating by telephone, Ewe speakers have introduced
the new idiom /yo kmk £e kk dyf/ 'call a person on wire1,
i.e. to telephone a person.

Another important means of

developing new verbal concepts consists in the syntactic
device of serialization.

We have seen several examples in

this chapter (see section 6) of how serial expressions
may become 'fixed' in new, idiomatic meanings.
We find furthermore a great flexibility in the range of
syntactic frames which a given verb may accept.
flexibility is in part systematic,

This

for instance, a large

number of verbs in the lexicon which occur in intransitive
structures may also, with no morphological change, enter
transitive causative structures.

The subject of the

intransitive verb then corresponds to the object of the
transitive verb.

Let us observe the following examples:

koff gbugbo tso gef
return

*Kofi returned from Accrar

me-gbugbo koff tso ge

'I brought Kofi back from Accra'

ktyf mu
££ "no dyf
tree fall
road

'A tree fell on the road*

wo-mu ktyf £6 "mo dyf

'They felled a tree on the road*

kvo k wo viivu
cloth
tear

'The cloths tore*

me-vuvu avk k w6

'I tore the cloths*
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This systematic relation between intransitive and
transitive entries is quite productive in the lexicon.
The following are a few more examples; many others
could be given:
intransitive

transitive

btf

'get lost’

'lose'

dzo

'be straight'

'straighten out'

$0

'be ready, arranged'

•prepare, arrange
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'arrive'

'send*

pb pu

'assemble'

'assemble'

gb&
gbl*

'break*
'be spoiled'

'break*
'spoil, waste'

gla

'be hidden'

'hide*

hb

'straighten out'

'pull, straighten

x£

'be blocked'

'block'

kaka

'spread out'

'spread out*

kbkb

'be wide*

'widen*

ko

'be high*

'raise, lift*

mil

'roll'

'roll'

'brealc off*

'break off*

to

'stop'

'stop'

to to

'be mixed up'

'mix up'

tr<5

*turn*

'turn'

feu

'move*

'move*

The transitive entries add the notion of 'causativity1
to the intransitive entry and often other accretions of
meaning; thus, 'raise' is not necessarily the same as
'cause to be high', nor is 'send' the same as 'cause to
arrive1.
We find similar correlations between transitive verbs
and causative ditransitive verbs:
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19)

transi tive

ditransitive

ku t£e)

'hang from’

'hang NP-^ from NP^'

tb

'approach1

'draw NP-^ toward NP^*

tu

'hit on, meet*

'thrust NP^ into NP^'

Not all the verbs in the Ewe lexicon enter into this
productive pattern, however.

We find many unpredictable

gaps in the system: intransitive verbs that may not be
used transitively, transitive verbs that may not be
used intransitively, etc., for which there seems to be
no other verb (whether morphologically identical or not)
that conveys the concept required.

The following verbs

appear to be examples (the asterisks indicate that a
verb does not occur productively in the given column,
though in some cases we find marginal examples of idioms)
intransitive

transitive

sbb16

'return'

*

va

'come*

*

'be slippery*

*

'grow, be old'

*
*

fb

1wai t *
*

nb

*

'drink*

dzri

*

'sell'

tyl
lalk

'pick up'

Similar examples can be given for the case of transi
tive vs. ditransitive entries.

It would appear, then,

that speakers must learn to distinguish among verbs that
are ambivalent in regard to transitivity ^or ditransi
tivity) and those which are not.

There can be no lexical

redundancy rule relating the paired sets of (18) and
(19), unless we are prepared to allow these redundancy
17
rules to have random exceptions.
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The syntactic flexibility of the average verb entry is
only in part systematic, however, and the normal case
seems to be that different, often unrelated meanings
may be associated with different syntactic frames.

Due

to the fact that a verb may be subcategorized both in
terms of the category ‘prepositional verb (verbid)* and
the category *postpositional noun*, the number of theo
retically possible frames is very great.

Thus, a transi

tive verb may be associated with any of the following
syntactic frames, or with several of them, and may have
a different meaning in each case:
YP
V

VP
NP

VP

V ^ C P
V

VP

V^^NP
NP

NP

V
N

CP
V

NP
NP

N

A ditransitive verb will have 4 x 4 = 16 theoretically
possible complement-types.

Such possibilities are extensive

ly exploited in the lexicon.
We now see the central importance of verbal syntax
and verbal syntactic distinctions in the formal organi
zation of the sound-meaning relationship in Ewe.

While

the number of verb stems is itself severely limited,
there is no upper limit on the number of verbal concepts
which the language disposes of.

This is because the

verbal concepts which cluster around stems are associated
with formally distinct syntactic characteristics in each
entry, and are thereby sharply differentiated among
themselves.

Verbal specialization, largely a matter of

derivational morphology in many languages, is primarily
a syntactic phenomenon in Ewe.
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To illustrate the discussion of this section,

we

provide an example of what might be a partial entry for
an Ewe verb.

We do not aim at either completeness

(within the feature representation of each branch) or
exhaustiveness (as many other usages and meanings may
be discovered with little trouble).

We give only the

category feature / V / , the syntactic subcategorization
features, and a gloss representing the set of semantic
features in each subentry (it is intended only to identi
fy the entry, and not to provide an exact English para
phrase).

The verb /dzb/ has been chosen as its many

subentries illustrate most of the verbal subtypes we have
investigated up to here.
/dzb/:
1.

V,
1to attain*

(i) a place:
--- NPX

(a)

*to get to* (lit. and fig.)

(b)
(c)

*to lodge at*
*to alight' (of birds)

--- bnyf

*to fall down*

--- NPX dyf

1to fall on, attack NP-^*

--- dyi

•to come up' (of new moon)

--- dyi n£ NP^ *to be successful for NP^' _
--- VP gbmb

*to begin VP-ing'

--- NP^

1to please NP^'

--- NPX «u

*to overtake NP^'

--- NP1 dyl ye mb

*NP^ be relieved*
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(ii)

(iii)

a condition :
--- do

'to get sick'

--- £bka

1to be handsome'

--- k£k»u

'to be clever*

--- a$kfea

'to be crazy*

a thing:
--- NPX

(a)

'to buy* (of liquid objects)

(b)

•to master* (a language)

'to split':
--- (NP1 )
--- NPX ml
3*

'{to cause NP^) to split*
1to give way to (on a street)*

1to be fitting*

NPn

*to suit, become NP^*

Sn --- (na NP^) *to be incumbent, fitting (on NP^)*
4.

sf NP^

'to notice, recognize NP^'

5.

agbagba

1to make an effort*

7

THE RULES: SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

This concluding chapter presents a resume of the
more important rules discussed, with some observations
and discussion.

Section 1 summarizes the PS rules,

and section 2 brings together the transformational
rules in a suggested partial ordering.
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1.

Phrase-structure rules.

The phrase-structure rules

of a language are not given by any a priori principles,
but are arrived at through consideration of the overall
cohesiveness and degree of generality of the grammar.
We believe that the system we have outlined may prove
of value for many aspects of Ewe syntax not directly
considered in this study; however, other systems are
undoubtedly possible and may prove necessary as inves
tigation continues.

We have used the following rules

(references in parentheses are to the chapter and section
where each rule was first introduced, or later modified):
1.

S

S

2.

S

NP

3.

PRED

4.
5.

VP
a.

NP

(NEG)

AUX
V

(2.1 )

(Q)

(2 .1 )

PRED

VP

(2 .1 )

(ADV)

(2.1 , 6.2)

(CP (CP))

— / (NP

j)

N

(DET) (wo)

(2 .1 )

b.

(2 .1 )

c.

(4.1)
(4.2)

d.

I NP

6.

DET

7.

AUX

8.

T

9.
10 .

A
Af

EMP

(2 .1 )

f ART )
{ DEM J
(T)

(P)*

(A)

(2 .1 )

(2.2 , 5 .6 )

V

Af

{!*}

(2.4)
(2.4)
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11.

N

—►

(NEG)

12.

CP

—►

(V)

(3-1)

VP

(6 .2 )

NP

Our motivation for placing Q outside of S (rule l)
comes from the rule of Extraposition (Chapter 6.9)•
This rule moves a subordinate clause to the end of
the first sentence containing it; however, it never
moves to the right of Q, suggesting that Q is not a
constituent of this sentence.

A similar argument can

be based on the rule of Extraposition from NP, not
discussed here, which moves a relative clause away
from its head noun to the right of the first sentence
containing it:
nu
thing

li
hi dyi-m ne-lb k
exist REL seek

’Is there anything you want?*

Rule 2 places NEG to the left of the predicate phrase
rather than to the right, thus making it correspond to
the first element of the discontinuous negative marker
/m£...b/.

This element seems the more basic, as its

alternant /ma/ appears alone in negated gerundives
(rule 11).

We have placed NEG in S rather than in S°

for the following reasons:
(i) sentences containing Q are not freely conjoinable
with sentences not containing Q, while sentences
containing NEG are freely conjoinable with sen
tences not containing NEG.

This suggests that

the two types of structures should be kept se
parate.
(ii) relative clauses may contain NEG, but not Q;
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we can account for this directly, in a phrasestructure approach to relativization, by generating
S rather than S° as the embedded sentence under
lying relative clauses, by an eventual rule ad
ding S optionally to the right of rule 5a.
(iii) we wish to avoid violation of the generally ac
cepted constraint (Chomsky 1965.146) against
rules which introduce morphological material
into configurations dominated by b, once the
cycle of that S

has been passed.

If NEG werein

S°, we would have a violation when NEG is moved
into S.
None of these arguments are conclusive, and we therefore
place no great emphasis on the sequential position of
NEG in underlying phrase-markers.
The arguments in favour of a node PRED (rule 2) are
not particularly strong.

There seem to be at least

three rules which can be simplified if we have this
node: subject pronoun reduction, the internal subject
pronoun rule (both discussed in Chapter 4.4), and fi
nally the rule which must place the second element of
the negative formative
There

/me...b/, which we have not given,

would seem to be further support for thisnode

from native speaker intuitions.

In his discussion of

the formal structure of the Ewe proverb, Agblemagnon
observes:
In general, the structure of the proverb
imitates the structure of the sentence.
However, proverbs are not constructed like
all sentences; they are normally composed of
two parts, often of two simple propositions.
The first part, which contains the key idea,
can be considered as principal; the second
part which is the response can be considered
the pedagogic consequence of the first.
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{Agblemagnon 1969.99).

If it is true that the structure

of the proverb imitates that of the sentence, then we
should expect to find that the two parts of which a
proverb consists will correspond to the major gramma
tical constituents.

This expectation is confirmed by

Agblemagnon1s examples, as long as we assume a basic
subject - predicate division in the sentence: his divi
sions correspond to those between subject and predicate,
extracted (or shifted) NP and sentence, and subordinate
clause and main clause.

There is no example of a divi

sion between the main verb and the object.
We have given our arguments for the condituent VP
of rule 3 in Chapter 6.1.

The question of the consti

tuent AUX poses particularly difficult problems.

We

know of no arguments for or against attachment at any
particular point of an underlying phrase-marker, or
for that matter in favour of treating its elements as
a single constituent. For this reason, we have generalnot
ly spoken^of the auxiliary 'constituent' but of the
auxiliary ’complex'.

Although we have generated it as

a single constituent, this decision has no consequences
for any of the discussion elsewhere.
One problematical consequence of our decision to
treat AUX as a single constituent is that the rule
expanding it expands only into optional elements, in
violation of the usual constraint on PS rules.

We could

escape this difficulty by the use of a 'zero' morpheme
in the paradigm T, which would then be obligatory; but
there seems to be no good reason for doing this, and at
least two arguments against it:
(i) the lexical entry of the verb /le/ (see Chap
ter 2.6) provides that it will have the phono
logical form /no/ whenever a tense element occurs
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to its left,

when no tense element is overtly

present (i.e. when the clause is unmarked for
tense) the form /le/ is retained.

The statement

of this alternation is very simple if we can
use the category symbol T in the environment;
but if there is to be a zero element T in this
paradigm, the rule must list all its five members,
or else add the condition T ^ 0.
(ii) verbs of perception such as /kpo/ ’see', /sb/
’hear*, etc., may govern embedded clauses, on
the condition that these clauses do not contain
an overt member of T:
me-kpo kofi wb-£u nu

*I saw Kofi eat*

compare:
* me-kpo kofi wo-k-£u nu
* me-kpo kofi wb-$u-a nu
Again, we observe that this statement is easily
formulable if T does not contain a zero member;
if it did, we would have to list all the phonologically specified members, or add the condi
tion on T mentioned in (i).
We feel that this problem concerns the formal nature of
the model rather than substantive matter of Ewe, and
suggests that the status of AUX within a phrase-structure
grammar should be reconsidered.
As rule 4 has been discussed elsewhere (Chapter 6.2),
we turn to rule 5a, which defines the range of posses
sive structures dominated by NP.

As we have given it,

this rule claims that the ’possessed* or 'governing*
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member of the NP does not have all the properties of
a NP itself.

It provides for a noun (optionally

followed by modifying elements):
kofi wo ta

'Kofi's head*

for a postpositional noun (in which case Genitive
Marker Deletion will have applied):
koff dyf

'on Kofi*

or, by rule 11, for an (eventually restructured) VP:
wo ha dyi-dyi

'your singing'

It will not, however, permit 3° or PRO to be generated
as the 'possessed' element:
*koff wo (be) e-va
* kofi wo ye
Thus, as far as the 'possessed' element is concerned,
this rule makes the correct claims,

but we may also

see that it describes the 'possessor' or genitive ele
ment correctly, allowing it to select freely from
among any of the structures which may realize NP:
NP = N wo:

ame wo pe gk
'people's money*

NP = VP:

me-de asf koff yo-yo mb
*1 started calling Kofi'

NP = S°:

me-$o nku

e dyT be koff va

'I remembered that Kofi came'
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NP = PRO:

mIS novf
'our brother'

NP = NP EMP:

w6£wd haa w® pome a w6
family
'their family, too*

These examples show that NP is recursive in possessive
structures, but only when occurring as the genitive
element.

2.

Transformational rules.

In this section the major

transformational rules introduced in the text are sum
marized, with a parenthetical reference to the section(s)
where it was discussed.

Slight revisions have been

introduced as necessary in view of later discussion.
The order of application of the rules is not, as we
have seen, indifferent.

Where a rule

must apply in

derivations before a rule R0, we write 'pr R^' in the
entry for R^.
The place of Tree-Grafting (Chapter 3.7) is not known,
but it will precede Restructuring in any derivation, and
perhaps earlier rules.

1.

AFFIX-MOVEMENT

(2.4; pr 3)

*

1
Y

V

RESTRUCTURING

V

.[■“ )
i d

x '
.
N

1

2

3—

N

(3.1; pr 3, 12)

►

2

[RED + l]

0

V

3
V

A,

Copy 2 to

B.

Chomsky-adjoin RED te the left of

RED-DELETION

(N P |

RED

(0 )

the left of 1.

Delete 2.
1.

(3-3, 3.4; pr 12)

V Af
'— -— •

N

N
1

2

3

EXTRACTION

[x

-- » 1 0

(4.2;

3

pr 6)

y]

NP

S

S
1 2

3

—

[2 (+k)

►

+

[l

2

3 ]

S

SHIFTING

(4.2; pr 6)

[

(NP)(EMP)

X

S

NP

Y 1

.
1

S
2

3

PR0N0MINA1IZATI0N
X

NPt
1

Y

(4.2;

NP,

Z

2

3

—

2+1

pr 10)

--

1

♦PRO
Cond. NP. = NP. in reference
J

2
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7.

VERBID DELETION

[ n£

S]

CP

CP

1

8.

(6.9)

2

—

0

>

2

/b</-DELETION (6.9)

[v

(CP)

b£

x ]

2

3

1

9.

EXTRAPOSITION
[ X

NP

b<

— - > 1 0

(6.9;
(NEC)

3

pr 10)
PRED

T ]

2
10.

PRONOUN SUBSTITUTION

x

[

T

NP

]

M

(4.3)

a

NP

r+PRO
* per

L^pl J
2

3

pronoun

— ♦ 1

3

per
/3 pi

11.

[
NP

GENITIVE MARKER DELETION

{ii

®

n
\

(6.3;

x ]

____ NP
-

1

2

3

— ♦ 1 0 3

pr 12,

]3

♦PRO J

13)

2
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12.

GENITIVE PRONOUN PERMUTATION
nyh |

( M X '
| V

Af ;
NP

NP
1
13.

2

3

— i
>

GENITIVE PRONOUN DELETION

NP

(4.7)

s:

X

2

1

3

(4-7)

)
NP
0

2

MORPHOLOGY

1.

IMPERATIVE SUPPLETION

(5.2, 5.4; pr 4, 6, 8, 9,
10, 11, 12, 14)

/

2.

X

r1 per
--- Y ‘ z"
2 per *
♦ PRO ,

NEGATIVE SUPPLETION (5.4; pr 3, 15)
— •# na^ /

nyk

---

«*]

PARADIGMATIC REDUCTION

(a) (

W

(c)

nyb

— » mb

vb

—

♦ b

y*
-aw©

—

► b

nyb

—

y*
aw d

-

y*
wo
£v6

(4.4; pr 5, 10, 11, 14)

—

/

PRED

0
b

-

—

/

b

--

[ v (NP) ---

0 /

— » b

' [-IVI

— > 0 /
— ► 0 /

NP

PRONOUN PERMUTATION

(4.7, 5.4; pr 5, 11, 14)

me
ne

U
PRO

PRO
2

1

»

WORD BOUNDARY REMOVAL

#- — * .

/

2 -v 1

(2.2; pr 6)

* r.
i —
L+p r o J

(t) v

HABITUAL FORMATIVE REDUCTION (2.2)
nij

> *

/

[V

#

IMPERATIVE TONE LOWERING

#

NP

(CP)]

(mentioned 5.2; pr 8)
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8.

LOWERING OF /v£/

9.

IMPERATIVE DELETION
nk

k

(mentioned 5.2} pr 9)

— ► 0

10. PARTICLE DELETION
(

(5.4)

(4.7, 5.4)

'I
— ♦ 0

/

mi ---

n?

11.

SENTENCE-INTERNAL PRONOUN ALTERNATION
(k

> nk )

f

( c

►

' [ X --- PRED ]

Cond.

12.

(2.2, 5.4)

— ► £
^/

PRO----

► k

PRE-AFFIX PRONOUN REDUCTION

;•* ( wb
14.

X ^ 0 er Ca or /m6/

TENSE REDUCTION
na,
^
ak

13.

wo J

» j/ _

M

— -♦ 0

(

/m£/ TONE SWITCH

}

(4.4, 4.7)

mk

—

ink

/

--- k

me

— » mk

/

--- £

(4.4, 4.7)

(4.4)
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15.

/gk/ TONE RAISING
g&

/ [a ]

* ga

T

16.

(2.3)
---

T

FUTURE TENSE TONE RAISING
k

— » a

/

-High Tone

(1.6)
[

J -High Tone

PHONOLOGY

1.

ASSIMILATION
/

--- a

DEGEMINATION

(1.6)

e

2.

-- > a

V2

3.

(1.6; pr 2)

— »

Comments.

where

=

V2 in all featurea

Section two has presented the transfor

mational rules discussed earlier in this study in three
components, following the division outlined on p. 6:
T^:

the set of syntactic transformations, of which
the output is termed the lexical representation:

T^.:

the set of morphological transformations, of
which the output is termed the phonological
representation;
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Tx !

the set of phonological rules, the output of
which is called the phonetic representation.

If this division were capable of justification on in
dependent grounds, several interesting hypotheses
about the nature and relation of these components would
become possible, including at least the following:
(a)

1^, T^, and

can be ordered in such a way

that (without introducing any artificiality into
the analysis) all members of

precede all

members of Tfc, and all members of

precede

all members of T^.
(bj

output representations of

and

are given

in terms of the same vocabulary, which we term
systematic phonemes. Phonetic features which
cannot distinguish formatives at these two levels
are only introduced by the rules of T^.
(c)

the rules of

are members of the set of

universal transformations (see note

p. 8),

while the rules of Tk are language-particular.
We may expect to find marginal cases of exceptions to
all these hypotheses.

To the extent that they are mar

ginal, however, it remains possible in theory to re
formulate the hypotheses so as to exclude them, without
losing their generality.
We therefore must ask whether it is possible to
form an independent definition of the crucial notion
*morphological rule*.

An adequate theory of grammar

must give this notion careful attention; to date, how
ever, very little investigation has been carried out
in this direction.

A satisfactory definition of 'mor-
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phological rule' must meet two conditions:

(i) it

must clearly distinguish between a morphological rule
and a syntactic rule;

(ii) it must clearly distinguish

between a morphological rule and a phonological rule.
Failing these, any attempt to offer support for hypo
theses such as (a)— (c), above, or to make any other
claims about the role of a morphological component in
grammars would be largely vacuous, as rules could be
shuffled into one component or another as the needs of
a given hypothesis demanded.1

We shall be unable, here,

to meet the above two conditions in any rigorous way.
We can, however, present several suggestions which would
appear to be adequate for Ewe, and which may be able to
make an eventual contribution to a general theory of
morphology in grammar,

A proposal designed to satisfy the first of the above
conditions has been presented by Kiefer.

He suggests

that *a rule is termed morphological if it utilizes
only such (lexical and syntactic) information that is
contained in the specification of the lexical formative
it refers to1 (Kiefer 1970.52),

While this definition

might prove adequate for a language like English, it
is not satisfactory for Ewe, where morphological rules
are stated on environments beyond the word level in
most cases.

If we adopted it, it would have the result

of excluding nearly all the rules we have considered
morphological from the morphological component and placing
them in the syntax.

We propose as an alternative, then,

for the case of Ewe, that morphological rules will fall
into one of three types:

(i) rules carrying out operations

(replacing, modifying, deleting) on strings of seg
ments not containing word boundaries;

(ii) rules giving
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phonological spellings to abstract formatives; and
(iii) perhaps certain permutation rules.
word-level constraint on environments.

2

We relax the
In general,

syntactic rules would not appear to have these pro
perties, although some deletion rules are apparently
best handled in the syntax, especially where indepen
dent (non-affixed) forms are concerned;

this remains

an area of ambiguity in our formulation.

The second condition may be satisfied, for present
purposes, by adopting the definition of ’phonological
rule’ given by Chomsky and Halle (1968.390-99)*

The

consequence of this is that the large part of the rules
we have considered in this study are classed as nonphenological,
logical.

therefore as either syntactic or morpho

In rough terms, Chomsky and Halle require

that no phonological rule may mention particular lexical
items, nor may they mention any category symbols inter
nally in the structural description of a rule, though
these may appear either in the form of features distri
buted across the phonological segments of a formative
by a proposed 'copying1 convention (p. 374), or as a
label on either (or both) of the brackets enclosing a
rule.

Their definition has the effect of establishing

a class of grammatically unconditioned rules affecting
phonetic form, eventually subject to possibly univer
sal marking conventions.

Inspection of the rules we

have listed in our morphological component will show
that they do not meet this definition.

Therefore, it

seems that we have approximate criteria for establishing
the upper and lower boundaries of the morphological
component.
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Such criteria allow us to approach the problem of
giving an independent definition of the form of the
rules contained in each of the components T^, T^, T^,
and give us a theoretical basis for proposing hypotheses
(a)-(c).

The rules we have discussed in this study and

their mutual relationships lend support to all of them.
It is not at thiB point possible to confirm the univer
sal status of the rules of

, but we can find parallels

for most of them in other (not necessarily related)
languages.

For instance, we have noted that a rule

similar to Shifting has been described for Akan (Boadi
1966), while part A of Restructuring appears to belong
to Adangme (see data presented in Kropp 1970).

Even

such a miner rule as that of object-preposing (see note
7, p. 54) is fairly widespread in West African languages.
On the other hand, the lower-level rules which ve have
included in our syntax, those involving the genitive
forms, are possibly particular to Ewe.
These criteria also permit us to make some general
observations about the morphological structure of Ewe.
One of its outstanding characteristics is its extreme
economy of forms.

We find very frequently that a given

form serves a variety of functions in the grammar:
thus, the form /lb/ may be a main verb, an auxiliary
verb, or a 'verbid*.

In general, the membership of the

grammatical categories preverb, auxiliary verb, and verb
is constituted by forms which may elsewhere serve as
main verbs (though a few exceptions have been noted).
There is some overlap, as well, between the categories
'noun' and *postpositional noun'.
Further remarks about the morphological economy of
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Ewe are possible en the basis of a typology of the
morphological rules involved.

We find four general

types:
(i)

suppletion rules having the effect of replacing
one formative with a quite different one, in
terms of its phonology:
ne

—

gh

ml

► nd

I

> wb

A particular case is that of deletion:

(ii) modification rules, which modify the feature
composition of a formative without carrying out
thoroughgoing changes:
nyfc

—

*

mb

gh

— -> ga

me

—

ml

A particular case is that of deletion of a
single segment:
mflwl

yl

—

mi

-- > I

(iii) a permutation rule in which two formatives are
inverted:
wl ml

*

ml wl

(iv) spelling rules, assigning a phonological inter
pretation to an abstract formative:
RED tso

— ► tsl tsl
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The only rule of this kind we have found in
Anlo, Reduplication, has not been discussed
in the text.

It replaces the abstract form

RED with a copy of all features (except nasality)
of the verb stem to its right; eventually, an
internal liquid is deleted:
RED x l f e

> xfe xlfc

We believe that the distinction between rules of type
(i) and (ii), which may appear to be more a matter of
degree than kind, is a significant one.

We have seen

that the rules assigning (paradigmatic) alternants are
reduction rules, therefore to be classed as type (ii).
There is no reason to expect that this should be the
case; if there were no basic distinction between sup
pletion and modification, we should have expected to
find paradigmatic alternation to be 'suppletive' in
some cases, 'reductive' in others, quite at random.
A more general consideration is that if we failed to
make this distinction, we would be in effect predicting
that suppletion is a highly marked process, carrying
out extremely complex operations on formatives (phono
logical matrices), rather than replacing one with another.
We should then expect such rules to be relatively rare
in grammars, while in fact they are very common.
A further reason for distinguishing between sup
pletion and modification lies in the fact that rules
of the former typo tend to obey a constraint which is
quite in conformance with the general tendency toward
conservatism in Ewe grammatical forms.

This is that

the non-basic grammatical formatives introduced by
suppletion (but not by modification) are nearly always
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identical to the basic form of some other grammatical
category (or else zero).

Thus, if we represent the

grammatical formatives which constitute the terminal
vocabulary of lexical representations (including zero)
as GV^, and those constituting the terminal vocabu
lary of phonological representations as GVp> we have
the relation:

(1)

GVp <= GT1

(GVp is properly included in G V ^ .

Equivalently, we

might say that suppletion in Ewe tends to be restricted
to substituting phonological matrices already constitu
ted elsewhere in lexical representations.

This may be

seen from the following table of forms:
as basic fora
n'b
n£

as derived form

imperative------------------ ---habitual, progressive,

imperative, negative

subjunctive
gh

repetitive preverb

imperative

0

unmarked tense/aspect

negative, imperative

wb

second p. e. pronoun

3* p. s. pronoun

nb

----

2. p. s. pronoun

yb

3. P- a. pronoun

----

mb

negative

----

nb

auxiliary verb (past

alternant of /lb/

progressive)
(the last rule was not given in the text: it replaces
/lb/ with /nb/ in reduplicative forms.

This is the

only case of suppletion of a lexical item known to us
in Ewe).

Relation (1) could be imposed ms a general

constraint on derivations in Ewe, were it not for the
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fact that /nfe/, exceptionally, is not attested as a
basic grammatical formative.^
Reduplication, the only spelling rule observed in
Ewe, is another instance of this tendency toward conser
vatism: all the forms introduced by it will, by the
very form of the rule, be already constituted in lexi
cal representations.

Thus, due to widespread category

overlap and the conservatism of the morphological rules,
very few grammatical formatives in Ewo are uniquely
identifiable from their surface form alone.

This creates

the high degree of nonredundancy in the language and the
frequency of ambiguous structures.
These observations lead us to reconsider the tradi
tional classification of Ewe as a so-called ’isolating1
language (see references, p. 31)*

We have seen that

typologically, the Ewo verbal system is very much like
that of English, the chief differences being that tense
is optional in Ewe and obligatory in English (Chomsky
1965.107), and that English morphemic alternation is
lexically determined, requiring only information internal
to the stem-affix group, while in Ewe it is syntactically
determined in many cases, depending on information
outside the stem-affix group.

As far as the type of

rules is concerned, English seems to have about the same
type as Ewe, in particular suppletion (go, went).
modification (swim, swam), and spelling (past parti
ciple: -ed with bake, -en with take, etc.).
The fact that Ewe has so long been considered an
'isolating* language may be explained in large part by
the high degree of category overlap and morphological
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conservatism we have observed.

The traditional analyses

of the first phase of linguistic investigation (see
Chapter 1.4), failing to give these factors proper
recognition, were unable to make such essential dis
tinctions as that between main verbs, preverbs, auxi
liary verbs and 'verbids', and thus assumed that functions
such as the latter three were simply cases of main verbs
being used in a vaguely extended way (see for instance
Westermann 1930.129-30).

In general the analyses of

this period were weakened by their consistent habit of
explaining one form in terms of another phonologically
similar, but grammatically unrelated one (see for instance
note 7, p. 171 or Schroeder 1936. 55-57).

They failed

to recognize that underlying the apparent arbitrariness
of the surface form of sentences there are systematic
relationships which allow one to reconstruct regular
underlying representations in which grammatical affixes,
occurring in a largely determined sequence, modify
lexical heads.

A few morphological rules account for

the surface anomalies.

The problem lies not only in the weakness of earlier
models of linguistic analysis but also in the fact that
the traditional typology has usually confined itself to
classifying superficial properties of linguistic struc
ture.

The criteria chosen are quite arbitrary and lead

to few, if any, further insights into the properties of
language.

This problem has been commented on by Fill**

more, who after presenting certain recommendations of
his own, added:

'It is important to remember that all

of these typological criteria are based on superficial
processes, and that there are no particularly good
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reasons for believing a priori that there will be
much coincidence in the ways in which the different
criteria sort out the world*s languages*
1968.52)•

(Fillmore

What he says of his own proposals are is

equally true of the traditional ones.

For this reason

I feel that the use of terms such as 'isolating*,

'ag

glutinative*, and so forth, while giving us a certain
insight into surface characteristics, does not permit
a firm basis for typological investigation, particularly
in its essential task of singling out those properties
of language which are basic and from which others derive
as a consequence.

Certain recent approaches to typological classifi
cation offer the possibility of overcoming these prob4

lems.

One suggestion

is that language typologies

might be based on the type of analytical problem that
each language presents, or more specifically on the type
of model they require for their analysis.

These models

may themselves be capable of arrangement in heirarchies
5

according to the generative power of each one.

In the

case of Ewe, it would appear that a model of relatively
low power is required, approximately equivalent to the
'Item and Arrangement' model and containing rules which
establish a relation between a set of discrete phonologically specified signals constituting the terminal vo
cabulary of lexical representations, and another set of
similar signals forming the terminal vocabulary of
phonological representations.

However,

'spelling' rules

(our type (iv)) such as reduplication lie beyond the
power of this model insofar as their input contains ab
stract constructs for which no specific phonological in
terpretation is motivated at the level of lexical repre
sentation.

APPENDICES

APPENDIX A:

THE AFFIXES /*/ AND /gt/

There are certain constructions involving the
affixes /m/ and /ge/ which bear a superficial resem
blance to the aspect constructions described in Chap
ter 2.4, but which may easily be distinguished upon
closer examination.
(i)

In some cases, the underlying auxiliary verb

/lb/ has been deleted from an idiom by the general
rule mentioned in Chapter
me-nya (le) wb-wb-m b

2.4

(p.

64).

For example:

'It doesn’t know doing (= no
thing can be done with it)*
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However, a native speaker can usually supply the
missing /le/.

Furthermore, in other environments

the auxiliary verb /nb/ is possible or obligatory:
me-ny£ nb wo-wb-m b

’Nothing could be done with it’

True auxiliary constructions do not permit the insertion
of /lb/ or /no/:

j ^ j ku-ku-ge
* m e - t s o j ^ j db wo-rf
*mb-de

(ii)

In other cases, superficially similar constructions

may be distinguished by the fact that the bound preverb
/he/ may be introduced, followed by /le/, with no change
of meaning.

This suggests that /lb/ occurs in the under

lying structure:
e-li (he-lb) db

’He remains (and is) working’

wo-b

e-gbugbo (he-lb) ha dyl-m

’He returned (and is) singing’

These are serial constructions, deriving in this case
from deep-structure coordinated sentences.

The auxili

ary verbs do not pass this test, as introduction of
/he le/ results in a complete change of meaning:
mb-no db wo-m

’I was working*

me-no he-lb db wo-m

’I remained and was working’

me-de ku-ku-g£
me-de hb-le ku-ku-ge

’I nearly died’
’I arrived and am going to die*
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(iii)

Clauses of purpose formed with the complemen

tizer /be/ fin order that* have paraphrases in constructions
with /ge/, particularly frequent when the main verb is
a verb of location or motion.

These verbs are always

main verbs in such constructions, however, as they may
be followed by locative objects:

•He came in order to study*

cf.:
e-va bpe me nu sr^-ge

*He came home in order to study*

In contrast, if locative objects are placed after any of
the auxiliary verbs, they become full verbs and the sen
tences containing them change in meaning:
mb(-lb) db wo-ge

*I*m going to work*

mb-lb bpe mb db wo-ge

’I ’m at home in order to work’

The new sentences have paraphrases containing purpose
clauses formed with /be/:
mb-lb bpb me be ma-wb db

'I'm at home in order to work*

Furthermore, /lb/ (as a main verb) may no longer be
deleted:
mb bpe me db wo-ge

APPENDIX B:

THE STATUS OF THE REDUCED PRONOUNS

We have observed certain properties of the weak
or reduced forms of the pronouns suggesting that they
should be treated as phonological clitics:
(i)

Phonologically, they stand in relation to the

verb with which they are associated in much the same
way as morphological affixes are related to their stems.
For instance, we have seen (p. 12) that the clitic ob
ject /e/ causes a preceding /a/ to become /e/:
na-e

—*

[neb J

’give it*

The same rule involved here applies in the case of
an /a/ in a noun stem followed by the noun derivational
affix /b/:
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t<5 -ga
-e
ear metal

—»

‘earring*

Examples such as these show that the clitic pronouns
behave phonologically just as if they were affixes.
Such rules do not apply across word boundaries:
agbk 6
load

—>

‘It'saload*

(where /£/ is the topicalizing particle)*
(ii)

Object forms appear to obey certain constraints

on surface structure sequence.

Thus, for instance,

pronoun - pronoun object sequences are prohibited, though
two object pronouns may occur provided they are sepa
rated by another element (see Chapter 4.8)*

Constraints

of this sort seem to be characteristic of clitic forms
in languages that have them.

Perlmutter (1971) has

suggested a possible explanation: there seems to be a
valid generalization that the order of morphemes within
the word tends to be fixed, in all languages.

Since

clitics (by definition) form a single word with the stem
to which they are bound, the fact that they obey certain
surface order constraints may be a special case of this
generalization.
In Chapter 2.2 we proposed that the clitic status
of these items was to be accounted for by a phonological
readjustment rule, Word Boundary Removal, which removes
any word boundaries ( # )

intervening between these items

and the word they depend on.

This approach accounts

satisfactorily for the set of facts (i) and (ii), above,
as it creates representations in which the clitics form
a single phonological word with another word.
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We have chosen, then, a phonological analysis of
the clitics in Ewe.

But this approach is not the only

possible one; in fact, for many West African languages
a syntactic derivation of clitic forms seems more
appropriate.

This is particularly so in the case of

languages with noun classes.

Here, in typical cases,

we find that the verb requires a clitic concord-form
which agrees in number, person and noun class with
subject (and sometimes object) NP's; it may also carry
tense indications.

In Avatime, for instance, we find

examples such as the following (Ford 1971):
ki-ku ki-li ni
yam
be

o-kplft-no aba
table
top

*There is a yam on the table*
(we have omitted tonal indications).

Here, /ni/ is a

locative preposition, and /ki/ is the class prefix.
Characteristically, the verbal concord prefix is re
quired even when the subject is present as a noun or
pronoun.
In Ewe, as we have seen, subject nouns and subject
clitic forms do not usually cooccur in a simplex sentence,
and object pronouns and object clitics never do.

Thus,

to propose a syntactic derivation

would

of cliticforms

require the setting up of largely unattestedunderlying
forms either by PS rules or transformational rules, the
effects of which would have to be largely undone by
other rules eliminating unwanted, redundant forms.
These objections are not in themselves conclusive, how
ever; Kayne (forthcoming) has proposed a syntactic
analysis of clitic forms in French which requires just
such a transformational apparatus, and has shown that
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this analysis is at least as highly-valued as an ana
lysis deriving all clitic forms from underlying NPs.1
We shall support our claim that the phonological
analysis of Ewe clitics is the correct one by showing
that the syntactic analysis leads us to a set of highly
undesirable conclusions*

Due to the variety of possible

approaches, it will be possible here to investigate
only one proposal, one that is readily suggested by data
available from certain other West African languages.
This would consist of claiming that at some point in
the derivation of a form such as
1)

me-tso-b

fI took it’

we find the constituent structure:
2)

VP

I

V

mb

ts<5 b

in which the clitic subject and object pronouns are
found Chomsky-adjoined to the verb /tso/ to form a
larger verb.
Let us explore some of the consequences of this po
sition.

One is that the members of AUX must themselves

be considered syntactic clitics, as they occur in both
deep and surface order between a subject clitic and the
verb:
3)

ma-ga-tso-b

rI shall take it again1

In particular, the aspect markers /lb ge/, etc.,
have to be analysed as clitic forms.

will
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Structures like (2) have only two possible sources
in our grammar: either they are directly generated as
deep structures, or they are derived by one or more
transformational rules of clitic placement.

Let us

make the first assumption: suppose they are deep struc
tures.
Y

—

The grammar will have some PS rule such as
PRO (AUX) V (PRO), generating deep structures

such as the following:
4)

PRO

nye

le

g6

plb

kko£u

underlying the sentence:
5)

me(-le) ako£ti ple-g£

*1*0 going to buy banana(s)*

In order to derive (5) from (4), we know that the
rule of Restructuring (among others) must apply.

But

this rule is defined upon NPs which are also VPs;
nothing in (4) meets this description, and it is dif
ficult to see how any ‘grafting’ rule could bring about
the desired structure.

Furthermore, we know that the

sequence /akb£u plfe-g£/ in (5) is a single consti
tuent, as it may be topicalized (p. 103)*

In order to

account for this, Restructuring would have to perform
an operation far exceeding the properties of a trans
formational rule; the entire phrase-marker (4) would
have to be rebuilt in such a way that /&ko£u plb-ge/
is a single NP after the structural change is carried
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out.

This shows that (2) and ^4) cannot be base

structures, but (still following the hypothesis) must
be derived structures, and that the rules that form
them must apply after Restructuring has been carried
out.
This consequence, too, has certain unacceptable
results.

Any proposed clitic placement rule will have

to take into account the fact that for ditransitive
verbs, a second pronoun object is clitic to the noun
object preceding it.

We may see this from the fact

that it undergoes (and causes) the same set of vowel
changes as it does when clitic to a verb:
me-dk
trf-i
shoot gun

'I shot him*

*mk-dk tu k
The clitic placement rule will therefore not only have
to adjoin clitics to verbs, but also to nouns, raising
the question of just what the derived structure would be.
For example, there is no syntactic evidence in Ewe for
hypothetical derived structures such as:

6)

VP
NP

V

N
N
dk

tu

PRO
1

as structures consisting of nouns followed by pronouns
do not behave as single nouns in regard to any known
syntactic rules.
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The members of the auxiliary complex raise further
problems.

However these elements are to be accounted

for in deep structure, they will intercede between
the subject and the verb at the time the clitic place
ment rulers) apply.

Our grammar assigns (3) the deep

structure:
7)
PRED

NP

nye

ak

ga

tso

ye

The proposed clitic placement rule (which must follow
pronoun reduction) must, as we have seen, be defined
upon all members of AUX as well as upon the subject
pronoun.

Thus, it must be extended to a heterogenous

class of items having no other property in common, nor
required in the statement of any other rule.

This

makes the rule look suspiciously artificial.
Finally, let us consider the formal properties re
quired by the proposed clitic placement rule.

Though

it reassigns constituent structure, its effect on the
order of elements is null; it will always apply 'vacu
ously' , effecting no overt change on the objects on
which it is defined.

The fact that it must rebuild

phrase-markers takes it well beyond its initial purpose,
which was to account for certain phonological properties
and a surface constraint.

The use of a restructuring

transformation could be justified if it could be shown
that there were transformations following clitic place
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ment with respect to which the newly-created phono
logical words do behave as verbs; there appears, how
ever, to be no evidence in favour of such a derived
structure.

These considerations lead us to the

conclusion that the proposed rule is far too complex
and unmotivated to compete seriously with the alterna
tive analysis we have proposed, involving the single
2
rule of Word Boundary Deletion,

APPENDIX C:

AN ANLO TEXT

The legend which follows, told to us by Mr.
Godfred Blebu of Anyako, concerns a tr&fr or ances
tral spirit who is said to inhabit Kleve, a near
by island of the lagoon shore.
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The Story of Father Tsali

tsali a

/

e-£e ye wo dokkvi w6 gbe £eka

Tsali,

he took out his intestines one day

he-sia £e gbb dyi.

/

and dried them on the grass.
kbako

/

/

this,

His father Akplomada turned

/

he-dzo le ya me

So as he was in the sky like

tsalT a kpo-e duu.

/

Tsali stared after

him.

kb yT haa ga-tyl kmlimk

/

and he too used magic,
he-le ngo na kbkko

/

wo yl-m

going

/

kb a
So

he yl-m

/

/

going
ke e-le «go na-e
he was in front of him

e-zu yalf

/

leading him.

He turned into a strong wind

bu kekekekb.

/

a long time.

/

going

over the trees

a long, long time.
/

tro zu yali

lektyl wo tamb

bu kekekekek^kekeke.

/

An idea came to him,

k / w'6-he yl-m /

/

among the forests

kb susu a va na-'e

turned into a strong wind

and preceded the kite
lb kve w6 dbme

and flew into

kb wo-le ya me nenema a

and was going.

e kplo-m.

/

seized the intestines,

he yl-i£.

the sky

fbfo-a akplomada tro zu

va pb dbkkvi a wo

into a kite,

/

/

ehi tsali kpo be
When Tsali saw that

/

kplo-ifi
leading him

ye-wd db gb
they had come out

/
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b.ve wo dbme

/

he-va £o dzbgbe

of the forests

/

bfi hi ke

and arrived at a desert

atyi a£eke £bke mb-gb-lb b

/

there were no more trees at all,

where

negbe tagba £b£e kb a /
but only the plain,

e-tr<5 £okul zh bbutyf kokoa^e £e dzbgbb a.

/

he turned himself into a tall silk-cotton tree in the desert.
ke ehl abkkb kpo be

/

bbhtyf koko a£e 6 nye ehl

so when the kite saw that
lb bfi a kb a

/

£b£l te yl

tree there,
£b bbtyf a dyi

there was a tall silk-cotton
«b. /

kb kogleb he-dzo

he felt tired.
/

So he lit

tso dbkbvf a h&a da £e e dyf.

on the tree

/

and set the intestines too onit.

'bhl wb-dzo £e e dyf ale tbtl kb

/

As soon as he had flown onto it like this,
ya kb butyilo wo le fehkb h.

/

enumake wb-lb-e

the tree branches seized the kite.
nenema kb a

No sooner had it

/ ya kb w6 ame vb a kat3a wb-tr6 zb bmb/

seized him like that

than both of them turned into men

he-v& kame te-ge.

/

bbkkb b.

and started to struggle.
a
gbb-gblb-m nb tsalfAbe
was saying to Tsali that

/

The kite,
/

b.16 akplomada /
or Akplomada,

ne-£b ksi ye »u

/

he must let him go,

ne-tasf yb.
/ k b tsalf a le-b
he
must let him alone.
But Tsali held him
xo ye wo dbkkvf a s! '
and got his intestines back from him

/

/

he-tso ga-de e tepe.
and put them back
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/
in place*

ke ehl wb-wo-e ale hia vo a
Then when he had done this,

e-vS £e asi fbfo-a »u
he finally let go of his father
ye dyi yb
you begot me,

hear it).

/

/

he-gblo na-e b£

/

and told him:

/ gbke ye-kpe dyi
but I am the worthier

/

wb-k-sb-b.
(that he should
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NOTES

0: Introduction

1* (p* 4-)

The theory outlined here is approximately

that known as (extended) standard theory, as
developed in such works as Katz and Postal 1964,
Chomsky 1965, Ross 1967, Chomsky and Halle 1968,
Bierwisch 1970, Chomsky 1971, and in many works
referred to therein; some

useful introductory

expositions include Ruwet

1967, Chomsky 1967, and

Lyons 1968.

In our version, we have imposed no

ordering on the PS rules other than that implicit
in their form, and we have permitted no features
among the terminal symbols of the base; other
characteristics will be mentioned as necessary.
2. (p. 8)

See in particular

Ross 1967, Emonds 1969,

Perlmutter 1971, Chomsky (to appear b).
3.

(p. 8)

Bach 1965, 1971a, 1971b.

Bach*s view is

given some support by our results, as nearly all
the syntactic transformations described in the text
are formally parallel to transformations found in
other, often non-related languages:

Extraposition,

Extraction, Shifting, Pronominalization, Affixmovement, Verbid deletion (cf. Preposition deletion),
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/be/-deletion (cf. Eng. that-deletion)» Re
structuring, not to mention many others that did
not come under consideration (Relative clause
formation, Specific question movement, Extra
position from NP, Topicalization, Adverbial clause
fronting, and so forth).
4.

(p. 8)

See especially Jackendoff 1969, Chomsky

(to appear a), and many papers by Fillmore, Lakoff,
McCawley, and Postal.

1:

The Anlo dialect: a brief sketch.

1.

(p. 16)

Ewe speakers themselves usually reserve

the term fEwe* to refer to the Western and Central
dialect groups only.

Westermann defended the in

clusion of the Eastern dialects under the compre
hensive term 'Ewe* for the following reasons:
The Eastern dialects, perhaps most of all
Gu, show in their grammatical forms, less
in their lexical stock, strong deviations
from Ge and even more from the Western dialects,
so that mutual comprehension is excluded.
However, the mutual relatedness of all di
alects is so clear that it would not be
right to fail to acknowledge them and point
them out.
This is also why the earlier specialists in
the language included them all under the uni
form name Ewe. [Here Westermann cites vari
ous authorities from Schlegel (1857) onwards.]
Since the unity of this linguistic group is
incontestable, and Western Ewe (’Ewe* in the
narrow sense) has been the most thoroughly
investigated in all areas of the language and
possesses as a single dialect a true native
literature, and consequently has become the
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best-known dialect in Europe - and indeed
by the name Ewe - I propose, in spite of the
greater geographical extension of Fd, and
with full recognition of the great indepen
dence of the individual groups, to follow
my predecessors and retain the name Ewe for
the entire linguistic area.
(Westermann 1954.XI)
This decision has been followed, notably, by
Greenberg (1966).

But how valid is the argument?

What Westermann is saying, reduced to its essen
tials, is that the dialect group including Ewe
proper, Fd, Gu, etc., should be known by the name
of that member of the group which has been most
studied and is therefore most widely known in
Europe.

The same line of reasoning could be

used to propose that Spanish and Portuguese be
henceforth known as *French*I

We feel that in the

present case the distinctions drawn by Ewe and Fd
speakers themselves, and which correspond to
authentic dialect cleavages, should overrule the
weight of nineteenth-century tradition.

In the

present study, therefore, we use the term *Ewe*
to refer to Westermann*s Western and Central dialects
only.
2.

(p. 16) For some discussion of both these points
in regard to Ewe see Ford (to appear).

3.

(p.

19)

1969.162.

We have taken these dates from Nukunya
For more on the expansion of mission

ary activities in this area see Schlatter 1916.133-9,
Debrunner 1965.63-87.
4.

(p.

19)

Debrunner,

op.

cit.
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5.

(p. 20)

J. K. Victor, who sat on the boards of

both the Bremen Mission and the German Colonial
Council, outlined a programme for developing co
lonial trade in the following terms:

'We must

open up the country by railways and provide the
negroes with openings for selling their products;
we must raise, teach, and convert them and in
return they must supply us in the course of the
years with millions and thousands of millions'
worth of raw materials which our industry needs
to make it independent of foreign countries'
(quoted by Debrunner, op. cit. p. 116, who adds
that Victor's programme was 'sensible' and 're
markable*
6.

(p.

20)

in the context of the times).
For a recent study of the extension of

colonial authority over Anlo at this time see
Amenumey 1968.
7.

(p.

21)Nukunya 1969.3.

note that the figure

of

5,000 given for Anl# by Westermann and Bryan (1952)
is an error;

Keta alone has a population of 16,000.

The reader is referred to Nukunya (Chapter 1) for
more extensive discussion of Anlo as a geo-political
unit.
8.

(p.

22)

The English version is considerably

abridged, omitting many passages of linguistic
interest, including an important section on sound
correspondences between Ewe and other *Kwa' lan
guages (17-36), and a comparative study of the
Central and Eastern dialects (135-141).

The trans

lation is often misleading, and the section on the
verbal system (p. 74 ff. in the English version)
is particularly poorly handled.
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9.

(p. 29)

Some comments are in order.

The placement

of [£, n, l] in the denti-alveolar series is based
on palatography by Duthie, who finds that Anlo dif
fers in this respect from the Interior dialects,
where they are coronal phones.

The distinction

between [d] and [$] is based upon the configura
tion of the active articulator: blade of the tongue
for [d] , tip of the tongue for [£ ] , which may
be represented by the feature 'distributed*
and Halle 1968.313).

(Chomsky

Both Westermann and Duthie

agree that [£, n, l] share the same point of arti
culation, for several dialects tested (Westermann
1917.13, Duthie 1967.4).
[w] and [g] are in complementary distribution, and
are probably represented as a labio-velar (or labialvelar) sonorant in underlying representation
(Duthie, op. cit. and Stahlke, in preparation),
though Stewart (1972) has claimed that [g] is the
lenis counterpart of [h] , with which it shares all
other features.
The classification of [h] and [x] has long been
a matter of controversy.

Westermann, op. cit.,

considered them velar fricatives, but noted (p. 31)
that 'it is doubtful whether h belongs with the
velar sounds...h never gives a velar impression
in palatography'•

Later, Westermann and Ward

(1933*84-6) class [x] as a voiceless velar frica
tive, [h] as a voiced glottal fricative.

Duthie

(op. cit.) agrees with this analysis, while Berry,
retaining this classification of [x], considers
[hi a pharyngeal fricative (1951.15).

Finally,

Stahlke (op. cit.) considers both [x] and [h] to
be pharyngeal fricatives, though noting that these
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phones are not the same as the Arabic pharyngeals.
In sum, it appears that while instrumental evi
dence clearly shows [h] to be retracted in rela
tion to [k, g],

there is as yet no decisive pub

lished evidence for the point of articulation of
either [h ] or [x ].
10. (p. 30)

Most Anlo speakers make frequent use of

the noun prefix /b/» which we do not consider to
fora a part of the lexical representation of nouns.
It occurs with many nouns lacking the prefix /h/
when:
(i) in citation form:
fcdb

'illness*

(ii) initial in the sentence:
eklo le m<5dyf

'A turtle is on

the road'

(iii) often, when initial in reduplicative
nominals:
bdblelb
and occasionally in the
well.

'illness'
interior of sentences as

The distribution of this prefix in Anlo is

similar in most respects to that in the related Ge
dialect;
11. (p. 37)

see bchrdder 1936.25-27.
Hypotheses (i) and (ii), but not (iii),

require that German be analysed as a SVO language,
or at least not as a SOV language.

For the origi

nal statements of these hypotheses see Bach 1971a,
koss

1970, and Greenberg 1963b, respectively.
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2: The Auxiliary System: Tense and Aspect
1.

(p. 41)

Here as elsewhere we simplify our phrase-

markers (branching trees) by eliminating any nonbranching nodes which are not relevant to the dis
cussion.

Thus, in the present case we have omit

ted the nodes S° and PRED.

All phrase-markers

for surface strings show surface (phonetic) tone;
other phrase-markers give underlying tone.
The mid tone preceding the initial consonant in
“mtf £

is the 'tonal prefix* which alternates with

the noun prefix /b/ (see Schroeder 1936.26, Stahlke
1971).

It assimilates to the preceding vowel in

all its non-tonal features.
2.

(p. 42)

We shall see, in fact, that there are no

forms referring uniquely to notions of 'time' in
Anlo, and therefore no forms which can properly be
called 'tense', although time reference is implicit
in many of the members of AUX and in other forms
(verbs, adverbs) as well.

Cf. Agblemagnon (1969.55):

'...'tense' does not appear simply to mark a past,
present, or future action but rather to express the
very intent of the speaker.'
3.

(p. 43)

It is interesting to note that the feature

/-Punctual/, which appears to be only of semantic
relevance in Ewe, has syntactic consequences in
Akan: only 'non-punctual' verbs may occur with un
marked tense (as Akan has an overtly marked past
tense).

The term frequently used by Akan scholars

for our 'non-punctual' is 'continuative'; see
Schachter and Fromkin 1968.122-23 and Boadi 1966.21-2,
who observes that 'continuative verbs express ac-
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tions that bear no relation to a particular point
in time either in the past or future'.

This

definition is not entirely valid for Ewe; thus
/gblb/ 'say* is a 'non-punctual' verb but does not
conform to that description.
4.

(p. 46)

In our exposition we make no attempt to

separate syntactic from morphological rules; in
Chapter 7, we shall show that the majority (perhaps
all) of the syntactic rules considered here can be
ordered before the morphological rules, lending
support to our view (see rules Tk of the Introduction)
that morphological rules form a separate component.
5.

(p. 47)

See Chapter 3*3 for a discussion of rule

exception features.
6.

(p. 50)

This is not the case in Fo, where all

members of T - including the habitual formative
/no/ - occur to the left of the verb stem:
esa

'he sells/sold'

enosa

'he sells (habitually)'

ekosa

'he sold'

enasa

'he will sell*
(Westermann 1907.139)

7.

(p. 54)

This preposing rule is mentioned and

exemplified in Ansre 1966b.161; for further examples
with /xh/ see Westermann 1954.326.

A parallel

rule exists in several other West African languages;
for the case in Avatime see Ford 1971.
8.

(p. 59)

In the dialect recorded by Ansre (1966b),

the form /n6...g£/ is also found, with and without
accompanying tense formatives:
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v6 k nb ylyl gb
'They would be going'

(168)

nyru& nb kgblb yl g6 hkfi miedb
'Uncle was going to go to farm when we got there'
(169)
9.

(p. 66)

For further discussion of these points see

especially Chomsky 1965.95-106, 120-3; 1967;
1971 note 3.
10* (p. 67)

In fact an alternate sequence with /kbla/

and /kkple/ changing places, giving us a sequence
meaning 'Porridge cooked Abla', would be possible
in the simplified model we are using, which does
not contain 'selectional restriction features'.
11. (p. 72)

Curiously, this restriction is relaxed in

Anlo with the preverb /nyk/, and thus we find:
mk-nya toke yi-g£

'Perhaps I'll go to the lagoon'

(where the underlying auxiliary /lb/ has been de
leted).

This suggests that /nyk/, and perhaps cer

tain other forms that we have assigned to the cate
gory P, should be reanalyzed along the lines of
Bamgboge's ’preverbal modifying verbs'
12. (p. 78)

(Bamgbose 1972).

/lb/ has the variant form /nb/ in twe

other environments, namely:
(i)

when it cooccurs with a member of A:

mb ge nb-ge

'I'm going to be in Accra'

* mb ge lb-gb
(ii) in all reduplicated nominals:
kp£ me n£-no

*kpb me le-le

'being at home'
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Statement (ii) cannot take the form of a constraint
on base outputs, as reduplication is in part a syn
tactic process;

here, therefore, we are dealing

with a rule of morphology which follows all rules
introducing reduplication, or providing the relevant
environment for it.

A single statement might be

found to cover both (i) and (ii).

5: Restructuring

1.

(p. 91)

This is not immediately obvious from our

examples.

Most lexical nominals formed with tran

sitive verbs consist of a single noun stem followed
by the verb (reduplicated or not).

This suggests

the possibility of assigning them the simpler
structure:

N
Y

N

We can, however, find examples showing that the
topmost node N must immediately dominate VP.

First

of all, we find some lexical nominals in which the
noun stem is modified:
nya:me:£e:$e

’explanation*

(mfc = the post
position ’inside*)

nd:nydfe:wo:wo

’Kindness, goodness’
adj.

(nydf$ =
’good*)

Secondly, we find that second objects are possible:
db:wil:kmfe

’hunger*

tyiko:wd:£me

'thirst’

(hmfe= 'person')

These forms can be regularly generated by our rules
if we generate these nominals with the structure of VPs.
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2.

(p. 92)

This point is stressed by BaSta in her

treatment of these forms, which we may call affixnominals.

She writes:

'We may easily make as many

new words [= affix nominals - GNC] as we want if
we know the origin of the word we want to use.'
(Baeta 1962.37).

Here,

the term 'origin* is to be

understood in the sense of 'base form' rather than
'etymological root'.
3*

(p* 94)

Such representations might be lexical re

presentations, and therefore part of lexical en
tries, or they might be generated in the base, in
which case PS rule 11 would be revised to

N — ¥ (NEG)

VP (Af), and Af would become a lexical category
(note that it is already generated by PS rule 9).
The former analysis would be indicated in those cases
where a form was semantically irregular, while the
latter is suggested by several syntactic facts, e.g.
that the embedded NP of the nominal may be pronominalized, may contain demonstratives and relative
clauses, etc.
4.

(p. 95)

And, as Richard Kayne points out to me,

any such theory should also be able to explain why
there are no exceptions to part A, and no excep
tions at all in the case of gerundive nominals.
5.

(p. 98)

These affix nominals are not necessarily

lexical nominals (see note 3)*
6.

(p. 99)

The fact that AVPs and lexical nominals

with affixes have the same morphological structure
provides our justification for introducing the node
Af in our PS rules (rule 9)*

Without this node,

the rule of RED-deletion would have to be compli-
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cated, and the parallelism between the two sets of
forms would be lost.
7.

(p. 103)

We have been given examples like the fol

lowing by Mrs. (Lily Babta) Mallet, which would
seem to provide counter-evidence (my transcription):
(le) ta-nye '4 wb-wo-e £<5
•It was on account of me that he did it'
(lb) gbb m3 e wb-ktf $6
•It was in the bush that he died*
Here, if the optional verbid /lb/ is selected we
would appear to have a topicalized 'verbid phrase*
(or more precisely, a complement CP; see Chapter 6.2).
It is not certain, however,

that /lb/ in these ex

amples appears in underlying structures;

thus, we

find untopicalized forms such as:
'4-wo-e £4 ta-ny4'

'He did it on account of me'

where /lb/ does not appear.

In other topicalized

structures, /lb/ is not possible:
(*lb) kbt4 4 w6-yi £<5

*It was Keta he went to'

(*le) kofl »u e wb-kp4 $<5
8.

(p. 105)

'It was Kofi he helped'

See Stahlke 1971.154-5, where the low

tone of the first syllable is identified with the
'tonal prefix'
9.

(p. 106)

in the dialect of Kpando.

At least one other described dialect can

add a supplementary argument to our list.

Smith

(1968.297) has shown that certain noun-verb se
quences occurring within AVPs acquire, or retain,
mid tone in the Interior dialect investigated.
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It appears that the necessary condition is that the
tonal sequence at the point of application of the
rule be

non-high, high, non-high;

db6 wb rf

[do wo m ]

—

thus:

'working*

compare:
db wb m

f [dh wb ifi]

*snake-killing*

We find the same result when the sequence in question
is a compound noun:
db4 (h)hh

—

► [dehab]

*palm-wine'

Stahlke, while giving these forms a different ana
lysis from Smith's, suggests that a single rule of
Compound High Tone Lowering is involved (Stahlke
in preparation, Chapter 4).

Since this rule will

be defined upon nouns, Stahlke concludes that a phrase
such as [do wo] (example above)
cally a noun.

'must be syntacti

If so, it seems to be a type of

gerundive nominalization...'.
The only investigator who has so far attempted to
relate the formal parallels between NPs and AVPs to
other aspects of Ewe grammar has been Hartmann,
who pointed out (Hartmann 1956.99-108) that to a
certain extent, Ewe verbs may be said to behave as
nouns:
(i) nouns and verbs are not differentiated by
inflexional means; both categories use the
same system for marking grammatical distinc
tions, the preposing and postposing of par
ticles;
(ii) pronominal 'prefixes'

to the verb (i.e. the

reduced subject forms) differ 'unessentially'
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from their independent form;

thus the re

lations genitive pronoun / noun, subject pro
n o un/verb,

are not strongly differentiated

by the morphology;
(iii) in terms of morphology,

therefore, the gram

matical relations of genitive modifier / gov
erning noun and subject / main verb tend to
become assimilated;
(iv) syntactically,

there is additional evidence

in favour of such an assimilation, such as
the identity of order: genitive modifier pre
cedes governing noun, subject precedes verb.
One might be tempted to draw the conclusion, then,
that as a general principle in Ewe, subjects of
verbs tend to be formally assimilated to genitive
modifiers of nouns.

This hypothesis would only

be demonstrable, he points out, if 'simple predi
cates' were clearly characterized as substantives.
Here, he observes,

the type of predicates employ

ing the aspect markers /m/ and /g4/ can be cited
in its favour.
But as Hartmann admits, this hypothesis is clearly
too strong:

'Ewe possesses ample means for such a

characterization, but seems, in its failure to em
ploy them, to distinguish the ('secondary') sub
stantive from the primary verb'

(101).

It remains

an interesting attempt to find a principled expla
nation for the ambivalent syntactic behaviour of
the AVPs.
10. (p. 114) For some discussion of this phenomenon
in certain West African languages, see especially
Williamson 1965, Wilson 1971, Ford 1971, Bamgbose
1972.
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11. (p. 115)

We believe we have given the strongest

possible form of the 'Auxiliary-as-Main-Verb'
lysis for Ewe.

ana

There is another version of it

which does not seem altogether implausible, but
which proves weaker than the version given above.
According to it, the affixes /ri, gk/ are to be ana
lyzed (following Westermann) as postpositional nouns.
This would give us deep structures such as:
(i)

VP

Y

NP
NP

N

N

I
VP
V

lk

wb

NP

d<5

m

In this view, however, the AVPs would be perfectly
isomorphic with structures like (23)* and the fact
that they do not behave like them is a strong ar
gument against (i).

Furthermore, we find that the

affixes do not always fall into the same position
in sequence as do postpositional nouns.

Consider,

for instance, the effect of Restructuring on phrasal
(discontinuous) verbs:
/dzrk...£k/:

•to save, store*

mk-dzrk gk $6

*1 saved money*

mk-yl gk dzk-dzrk £6 dyf

'I went on saving money*

mb(-lk) gk dzrk-m £6

*I*m saving money*

*mk(-lk) gk dzrk $<$-m
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Or again, compare:
db w6-wo k6 dyf mb-lb

'I'm only working'

* db wo(-wo) kb m mh-lb
where /kb/ 'only' is a NP modifier, and should there
fore be capable of following the string /db wk(-wo)/,
if analysis (i) were correct.
12. (p. 116)

The consequences that may be drawn from

argument (iii), pseudo-cleft constructions, are
not quite as clear as the others, as there does not
yet exist a satisfactory analysis of the pseudo
cleft construction in Ewe, or for that matter in
any other language known to us.

In one recent ana

lysis (Chomsky 1970.209, for English) the predicate
element is characterized as a NP in deep structure.
13* (p* 117)

In certain other cases, we may find that

if an AVP undergoes a rule defined upon NPs, it
yields a structure which is ungrammatical for quite
independent reasons.

As an example we can take the

rule of Extraction (see Chapter 4 for discussion).
We know independently that VPs are non-referential,
and thus cannot be pronominal!zed.

New if Extraction

is applied to an AVP, it will yield ungrammatical
strings like:
(i)

* db w<5-m a, koff nb db wb-m

We know that when Extraction applies,

the second NP

obligatorily undergoes Pronominalization:
koff a, 'k-va kabk

'Kofi, he came quickly'

But as we have said, Pronominalization is not appli
cable to an AVP.

By usual convention, if a string is

of such a form that it cannot undergo an obliga
tory rule, it is marked ungrammatical;

thus, strings
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like (i) are filtered out.

4: The Pronominal System

1.

(p. 123)

For some further discussion of 'person*

see Lyons 1968, p. 275 ff.
2.

(p. 125)

We do not consider here the question of

'backward' (left-to-right) Pronominalization.
3.

(p. 130)

For instance,it is not certain whether

shifting with /$h/ is to be accounted for by this
rule or by smother one.

Shifting, as we have pre

sented it, is exemplified in Westermann 1930.62-3
and 144, and a very similar rule has been described
for Akan by Boadi (1966).
4.

(p. 135)

Ansre (1966b)

calls attention to the sole

constituency condition in the following terms

(p. 115): 'Only pro III [i.e. the strong forms - GNC]
operates at h [ead] when q[ualifier] occurs.*

A

qualifier is anything in the nominal group apart
from the head; thus, his statement is descriptively
equivalent to the one we have given.
5.

(p. 138)

This rule has

the condition that NEG

is not present:
nyk-mS-vk b

'I didn't come*

and not:
*me-mS-vk b
Schroeder (1936.62) termed the failure of reduction
to apply here 'dissimilation'.

His use of this
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term is not the traditional one, however, since
it is usually used to refer to a positive phonolo
gical process, rather than to the failure of certain
forms to undergo a process.
6.

(p. 141)

In the dialect described by Ansre (1966b),

the subject pronouns appear to be largely in free
variation;

thus only /wb/ is given as a specifically

sentence-internal form.
7.

(p. 142)

In Standard Ewe, the rule is nyk — » yb,

according to the example given in Westermann 1930.82.
Some Interior dialects do not have the rule at all.
8.

(p. 144)

As in the analysis of English pronouns in

Postal 1969.
9.

(p. 145)

We have here only elaborated on the obser

vation of Bafcta that 'we often use nu or ame with
transitive verbs in place of a noun object in order
that their meaning may be clear' (Bakta 1962.143)•
See also Westermann:

'Should a transitive verb lack

a definite object, it must have an indefinite object,
either ame of a person or ml of a thing; e.g. one
may not say he = 'to bring up', but only he ame
'to bring up someone*, and similarly not nlo = 'to
write', but nlo mi

'to write something'. (Westermann

1930.69).
10.

(p. 146)

As Professor Bazell has pointed out to

me, the rule in question is comparable in many res
pects to reflexivization in Latin, which is not
downward-bounded (as in e.g. English).

The chief

difference between the use of self-reporting forms
in certain African languages, on the one hand, and
Latin, on the other, seems to be that Latin uses
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the same form for reflexivization within the simplex
clause as it does in embedded clauses.

As we have

seen (section 2), Ewe has a distinct form for reflex
ivization in the simplex clause.

Also, while Latin

reflexives refer exclusively to third person sub
jects, Ewe 'self-reporting'

forms may also refer

to second person subjects, as we shall see.

In other

respects the devices of these two languages are
closely parallel.
11. (p. 152)

This part of the rule is characteristic

of Anlo but does not belong to the standard dialect.
12. (p. 154)

The Central and Eastern dialects seem

not to have the rules described in this section;
their grammars are to that extent similar, and the
negative paradigm more regular.

In G3 we find the

following forms:
nyemdvk b

'I didn't come'

womiivk b

'You didn't come*

(k)mdvk b

'He didn't come'

mfmrivk b

'We didn't come'

mimdvk b

'You (pi.) didn't come

wdmuvk b

'They didn't come'

(Schroeder 1936.62;

the examples have been adapted

to our tonal notation).

Similarly, in Fo, where one

of the negative markers is /ma...e/, we find the
following regular paradigm:
n

ma so o

'I didn't take'

we ma so o

'You didn't take'

e

ma so o

'He didn't take*

mi ma so o

'We didn't take'

wi ma so o

'You (pi.) didn't take'

ye ma so o

'They didn't take*
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(Delafosse 1894.234; no tonal indications are given).
Even in the Western dialect described by Ansre (1966b),
the negative marker is retained before the future
tense marker:
ml mka ga w6 hfeh gbk£e o
•We shall not fight again ever'

(p. 172)

These forms confirm the fact that what we have set up
as moderately 'abstract' base representations for
Anlo are for the most part directly attested in other
dialects.

They permit us to form the hypothesis

that the various members of this dialect cluster
differ (in respect to negative forms, at least) not
in their base representations but in the presence
or absence of certain transformational rules.

This

variation is an elementary measure of syntactic
'markedness*.

Anlo appears in many respects to be

the most highly marked and complex of the described
dialects.
13.

(p. 155)

Our analysis follows that of Westermann

1930.89.
14.

(p. 157)

In the form of Ewe described

by Westermann

(1907, 1930, 1961) sentences like:
koff ffa-k kbku

'Kofi showed

it to Koku'

are grammatical, in violation of our constraint.
Also, the data available for Fo suggests that it
has a Dative-movement rule lacking in Anl#;

thus

both the following forms are observed:
rna nde mi ^
•Give something to me'
.na mi nde
(Delafosse 1894.72).

If these facts are correct,

then neither Standard Ewe nor Fo would have (12)
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in their grammar.

It seems, however,

that no

dialect described to date allows pronoun - pronoun
object strings; if this is so, then strings like
*koff ff£-fc-fe

(*Kofi showed it to him*)

or their equivalent would be ungrammatical in all
described dialects.

5: The Auxiliary System: Mood

1.

(p. 161)

See note 12 of Chapter 5.

2.

(p. 162)

There seem to be no syntactic or morpho

logical grounds for claiming, with Westermann,
Ewe has such moods as the jussive*,

that

the *cohorta-

tive*, the *optative', the *conditional*f etc.

The

variety of *mood* functions in Ewe is accounted for
either by the imperative, subjunctive or (otherwise)
tensed forms, or by syntactic devices

(periphrasis,

adverbs, etc.).
3.

(p. 164)

The first and only writer to comment on

this fact was Henrici (1891.24):
A kind of optative is formed by the verb
(na) ne. When this is adjoined in independent
clauses, it can be understood as the impera
tive:

neva, he must come.

(...) The construc

tion also occurs, however, in subordinate clauses
blui nue de ne ab'lo nehua
*Stir well so that the bread will rise*
Ewe is not alone in its use of the imperative forms
in subordinate clauses.

Kevin Ford (personal com

munication) reports that in Lolobi, a Togo-Remnant
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language, independent imperatives are possible:
ba

'Cornel*

However, an imperative sentence must be embedded
after the verb 'want* if any element within it is
topicalized by preposing.

Thus, to take an example,

if the verb meaning *take hold' in the following
imperative sentence is topicalized:
mwe
ne su bo
»gb£
take-hold it
bring here
*Pick it up and bring it here*
the imperative string must be embedded after *want*:
kve

d6lbbi£ so
awe ne su bo mgb£
I want that

'TAKE HOLD of it and bring it here'
He suggests that the Lolobi imperative is best handled
as a subordinate form, and adds that Avatime (another
Togo-Remant
4.

language) has similar characteristics.

(p. 166)

These circumstances vary from dialect to

dialect.

In Ge, /n6/ is not deleted after first

person plural pronouns:
mln£v£

'We must come1

(Schroeder 1936.61).

In Fo, the cognate form /na/

occurs not only in first person imperatives but
with second

person as well:

minado

'Let's say'

winado

'Say'

(Delafosse 1994.58).

(pi.)

This shows us another respect

in which Central and Eastern dialects are less
marked syntactically than Anlo, where deletion is
more general.
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5.

(p. 166)

Thus, for instance, Henrici (1891) does

not mention the subjunctive at all, and Seidel
(1906.122) denies that Ewe has one.

This perhaps

explains why Westermann failed to recognize the sub
junctive until the publication of his 1954 dictionary:
»d, & form the subjunctive and jussive...*

(p. 1, but

see our note 2 above for a comment on the 'jussive'),
though he had earlier declared that the subjunctive
occurs in temporal clauses beginning with h£fi (n£).
kasfa (1961.45).
6.

(p. 170)

Furthermore, as Professor Bazell has

pointed out to me, it would require that the deletion
rule distinguish between the performative and non
performative meanings of /dyf/, since deletion can
only operate on the performative verb.
7.

(p. 171)

Our analysis of the imperative and subjunctive

forms differs substantially from that of Westermann.
In the original edition of his Grammatik (1907.67;
this passage was somewhat curtailed in the English
edition), he treated these forms in the following
terms:
The jussive indicates a command to the
subject of the verb.
It is formed by ad
joining nf or na to the verb. Nf is a
demonstrative pronoun, which we have al
ready seen in nene, nane (from neane);
na is ne with a, the sign of the future
tense, joined to it:
n£yi
nayl

is thus literally: 'this goes'
'you are to go'; n^yl or ndyl
'he is to go'

This passage is a characteristic example of how
Westermann was led to spurious syntactic analyses
on the basis of morphological parallels and hypo-
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thetical etymologies.

He eventually (1943)

abandoned this analysis, following a suggestion
in Schrbder 1936, who traced the form /nan£/ to
/nd £$4/ 'a certain thing*.

Westermann's identi

fication of nh with the formative nb ignores the
tonal difference between them, always sufficient
in Ewe to distinguish two formatives.

If we con

cede that nk is to be derived from /nb h/ by the
regular application of independently necessary
rules (Assimilation and Degemination), then we
find that the first element is homophonous with
the second person pronoun /nb/ rather than with
/nb/f a fact which is enough to suggest the cor
rect analysis.

.

8

(p. 172)

The parallel breaks down in Standard Ewe,

however, where the string /m£-wd-vd b/ is apparently
not acceptable.
(p. 176)

9.

This rule is absent in Fo (Delafosse

1894.63).

10

.

(p. 177)

This rule, too, seems to be absent in F$;

thus we find:
m yi ne m na ho wevi
'I go that I buy fish (= I'm going to buy fish)*
(Delafosse 1894.59)> where the subjunctive marker
/na/ follows the subject pronoun /m/.

Thus in twe

further respects (see note 9 above) Fo is observed
to be less 'marked' syntactically than Anlo, in
the fact that fewer rules are required to derive
surface structures from deep structures.
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6: Verbal Subcategorization
1.

(p. 186)

In Anlo, the form /na/ is usually re

alized [nb] as a result of Vowel Closing (p. 11).
2.

(p. 191)

Thus Westermann says that 'postpositions

are substantives which designate space'

(1961.3)»

and Baeta refers to them by the term 'tepefianuake',
literally 'place-showing noun'.

We have taken the

term 'postpositional noun' from Ansre (1966b.194-6).

Bee however note 3 below.
3.

(p. 193).

It is apparent that the term 'postpo

sitionalnoun', though a useful ad hoc label for
this category of items in Ewe, has no universal va
lidity, since the order of these items with respect
to the NPs associated with them is an implicational
characteristic, not a defining one.

The term is

particularly inappropriate for languages like Igbo,
as the material cited from Carrel 1970 shows, since
there the postpositional nouns are in fact prepo
sitional. in conformance with Greenberg's order uni
versal.

Apronti has proposed the term 'bound noun'

for these forms (Apronti 1972); if this or another
reasonable term were selected for this category be
longing to universal grammar, much confusion would
be eliminated.
4.

(p. 194)

Thus the kinship nouns /tsbb/ 'younger

sibling', /td^lhybvlf/ 'elder brother's son* excep
tionally require the presence of the genitive marker,
while the non-kinship nouns /nkbj 'name', /db/ 'home
town' require its deletion.

The postpositional noun

/dbmb/ 'midst' deletes the genitive marker after
plural modifiers:
w6 dbmb

'(in) their midst'
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but not after singular modifiers:
b fb dbmfe

'(in) its midst*

5.

(p. 200)

See Bazell (1966), Gross (1969).

6.

(p. 200)

A further characteristic of copulas is

that a pronoun object, if present as an underlying
form, is not reduced by paradigmatic reduction, nor
is it reflexivized:
nyee nye nye
7.

(p. 207)

'I am I*

MG. 33

We use the following indexing system in

lexical entries:

NP q = subject, NP.^ = variable NP

of first complement, NP^ = variable NP of second
complement.

We simplify all subcategorization

features by omitting genitive markers before post
positional nouns.
8.

(p. 210)

Westermann 1905.119:

dd = the demonstrative verb [= our 'verbid' - GNC]
d%: if the object of a sentence stands at the
beginning and
therefore occurs at the end,
then it becomes 'ii:
wotu xoa £e afika?

'They built the house where?'

afika wotu xoa do?

'Where did they build the
house?'

(...) Similarly in kplo d®> where the object is
misming;
kplo ame d® afia d®

9.

(p. 212)

'to accompany someone to
a place'

Such a rule has been described for Nupe

by N. Smith (1970.323).
10. (p. 213)

In some types, the deep-structure S's are

conjoined, while in others they are embedded in each
other.

See the references in note 10, Chapter 3.
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11. (p. 214)

Support for this analysis of serial

idioms comes from the rule of Extraposition (sec
tion 9 below) which moves embedded clauses begin
ning with /bb/ to the end of the sentence imme
diately containing them.

Let us take the serial

idiom /xb...sb/ 'believe* as an example.

If the

first verb were dominated by a node S which does
not dominate the second, then Extraposition would
place an embedded /bb/-clause to the left of /sb/.
If, however, both verbs are dominated by a single
VP (as in the phrase-marker of p. 213) then a /bb/clause would move to the right of /sb/.

We find

that this is the case:
me-xo-e se bb S-a-nyo
12. Cp« 226)

'I think it will be good'

A full account of qualifying verbs would

have to explain the fact that many of them permit
serial as well as gerundive VP complements, e.g.:
’ mh-tb nfi va-va-gb
.
mh-te »u S-vd

}
(
)

'I'll be

There seems to be some overlap,

able to come'

then, between this

class of verbs and the class which 'modifies' VP
complements in serial constructions (Bamgbose 1972).
13* (p. 230)

For Extraposition in English, see Rosenbaum

1967, Ross 1967, but also Emonds 1969, who argues
against it.
14. (p. 232)

We do not

know whether verbs must be fur

ther subcategorized

in terms of imperative and sub

junctive clauses.

It should be pointed out that for

a large class of verbal expressions, including /nyb/
'be good'

(see (8)) and /wb nhku/ 'surprise', a

subjunctive complement is possible or obligatory
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if the main verb of the principal clause is marked
for the future tense.

Therefore, in our entries

we adopt the principle that subcategorization
features will indicate the clause type required
when the principal clause contains no member of T.
15. (p. 236)

In most described dialects of Ewe, in

cluding Anlo, the verb generally conforms to the
pattern C(L)V; nasality is only marginally contras
tive in Anlo: /ffb/ 'show', /ffbN/ 'burn'.

Anlo

has 27 segments capable of filling the first po
sition when L (representing a single underlying
liquid segment) is absent, and 21 when L is present.
These combine freely with twelve vowels: /i e a
© o u/, which occur with either high or non-high
tone (a few cooccurrence restraints are observed,
but these have not yet been systematically inves
tigated).

On this basis, we may calculate 576

possible one-syllable forms.

Marginally,

there are

verbs meeting the schematic form CiV as well as
several reduplicated forms and a few nonredupli
cated bisyllabic forms; their numbers are more than
offset by the many random 'gaps' in the system, i.e.
possible but unrealized forms.
16. (p. 239)

The verbs /tr6/ and /gbhgbb/ can be used

transitively with the appropriate meaning,
back'.

However,

'bring

they can both be used intransi

tively as well, and thus could not be matched with
/£*>&/ as suppletive forms.

Many verbs of motion

(/gbh/9 /va/, etc.) acquire causative meaning when
they enter certain serial structures (see pp. 214-5).
17. (p. 239)

For this reason we have not adopted the

proposal of Shopen and Konard (1970) relating such
entries, or a subset of them, by 'Word Structure
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Conditions'.

They have offered good reasons,

however, for believing that they cannot be related
by syntactic transformations, as was suggested in
Lakoff 1970.
Chomsky,

For some further discussion see

to appear a.

7:

The Rules: Summary and Discussion

1.

(p. 258)

This criticism can be brought against

those attempts to justify a separate place for mor
phology in grammar with which we are so far familiar.
The familiar claim that morphology accounts for the
internal structure of words, and syntax the way they
are put together in sequence (cf. Lyons 1970.96)
is clearly inadequate for Ewe, where the internal
structure of words is in part a syntactic matter
(see PS rule 11), while sequences of categories
beyond the word level frequently determine

morpho

logical alternation (e.g. rules 1, 3, 6, 11).
2.

(p. 259)

Chomsky and Halle also claim that read

justment rules (our morphological rules) will have
the function of expressing properties of lexical
formatives 'in certain restricted syntactic contexts*
(1968.236).

They give us no further information

about these contexts, however, neither here nor in
their summary discussion of the morphological func
tions of readjustment rules (ibid. pp. 10-11).
3.

(p. 264)

A similar constraint is observed to oper

ate in the Akan tense-aspect system, where the set
of tense-aspect markers found to occur in negative
sentences is a subset of the forms occurring in af
firmative sentences:
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affirmative

negative

re-

progressive

future

-e

preterite

perfect

a-

consecutive

preterite

bd-

future

---

X-

perfect

---

0

present

present, progressive,
secutive

(Stewart 1963).

Lyons points out that the so-called

•Austronesian* languages (Sudanese, Tagalog, Malay,
etc.) have a similar tendency to represent several
grammatical categories by single formatives (Lyons

1968.192).

4.

(p. 266)

See Bazell 1958, P.H. Matthews 1965, 1970,

1972.
5.

(p. 266)

Thus, R.A. Hudson has suggested to me that

if one compares the IA (Item-and-Arrangement) and
IP (item-and-Process) models, IA can be ranked as
making the least demands on a grammar and as being
easily within the generative power of an IP grammar;
IP, on the other hand, will account for morpholo
gical phenomena beyond the power of an IA grammar.
Thus, if languages can be typologized as tending
towards IA or IP, they can also be ranked in an
order of complexity.

Similarly, IP would be just

a particular kind of WP (Word-and-Paradigm).

Pro

fessor Bazell has further suggested that such heirarchies may not be unilinear (see Bazell, forth
coming) .
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Appendices:
1.

(p.

274)

Appendix B
The evidence crucial to Kayne's analysis

comes from the rule of Subject-inversion in French.
Ewe has no parallel rule, although Ewe subject cli
tics are comparable to French subject clitics in
certain other respects.
2.

(p.

278)

Perlmutter's remarks on Spanish clitic

pronouns are pertinent to the present discussion,
as Marisa Escribano has pointed out to me, and ap
ply with equal force to the Ewe clitics:
Both the proposal that there is a node domi
nating the entire clitic group and the pro
posal that the clitics are Chomsky-adjoined
to the verb impute a considerable amount of
structure to the clitics-plus-verb group in
derived structure.
It is of course possible
that evidence will be forthcoming to show
that one of these proposals, or a similar one,
is correct.
In the absence of any such evi
dence, however, it seems that we do not need
to attribute so much derived structure to
the clitics-plus-verb group. (...) The rele
vant generalization concerning the status of
clitics in surface structure involves the fact
that they form a single phonological word
with the verb on which they lean.
Their attach
ment to the verb would therefore be of a kind
with other word-level phenomena in syntax.
If
this is correct, we would expect not to find
evidence sufficient to motivate a richer derived
structure.
(Perlmutter 1971.80-81).
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